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While moll freshmen coming to the
University this tail are from Ohio,
some are arriving from such faraway
places as Cyprus, Libya. Laos and the
Phillipines.
There will be about .'..'50 freshmen
entering the University this fall,
according to Lorry (ilasmirc. assistant
director of admissions. He said 3.42K
students have been accepted to the
I'nivcrsity, but this figure will decrease
when no-shows arc accounted for.
Freshmen women make up 61.5 per
cent of the class. Most freshmen will
live on campus while about 290 will
commute from their homes.
Enrollment in University programs
ranges from 38 per cent in the College
of Arts and Sciences to only one per
cent in the evening school.
This year's freshman class is slightly
smaller than last year's group, which
has 3,407 entering freshmen. In 1973,
there were 3,395 freshmen and in
1972 there were 3,227.
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opportunities await
it's up to you

By Dr. Richard Eakin
Vice Provost for Student Affairs

Welcome to Bowling Green Stale University. Think orange. Are;i
subject lo ash Fallout. park at your own risk.
You've managed to wade through the blurb of campus graffili.
found your dorm, moved every earthly possession into the liny
cubicle and said a courteous "hello" to the person you'll share the
room with. Your parents are waving good-bye as they drive away.
Look around and let the reality sink in. This is college. Do you
remember what all the guidance counselors, friends and relatives said
about it?
Before you get discouraged, remember that hassles are a normal
part of the college game. You can work them out. work'around (hem
or let them work you into a fra/./le. Keep one clue in mind: it's up lo
you.
A college education comprises much more than what is taught or
learned in the classroom. Experience all thai BG oilers, gel involved.
meet the people. After all. four years is a long lime lo stagnate.
The people you meet in the bathroom every morning are only a
small minority of the people available lo help, educate, entertain and
interest you.
Before becoming absorbed in the bars and bargains in town, check
out the facilities available at the Library. Health (enter. Union and
Graduate (enter.
College is exactly what you make il. Share experiences, join a club
or gel a campus job. Let the Universily Interact with you while you
let yourself become receptive to new ideas, people, places and things.
And before you starl feeling like a number, or spend lime
worrying about how close you live to the residenl adviser, or gel
totally apathetic slanding in the mile-long line at the Registrar's
window, take a deep breath. It is hectic, but this IS college. Enjoy it.

To the Freshman ("lass:
This Iniie ill year is special al a
univcisily. There is a sense of
anticipation and excitement thai is fell
by simians and faculty alike. The
Universily is revitalized by a now
generation ul students, a new class
with a Ircsli outlook and a new HI of
interests and ambitions.
In Ihe course of the next lour years,
your class will make ils mark on
Bowling Green while eacli of you will
develop as members of the Universily
community.
Bowling Green has much lo offer
you. Dcgiec programs m llic colleges
of Arts and Sciences. Business
Administration, Education, Heahh and
funimunily Services and Musical Arts
oiler prc-prolcssional and professional
opportunities in diverse fields.
EQUALLY IMPORTANT in (he
Bowling Green academic experience is
ihe general education component. We
believe that Ihe lirsl Iwo years of
universily studies are much more than
a troublesome hurdle to he jumped in
Older lo gel to your major field.
Ihe University Division of General
Studies, the Universily Seminar and
the Cluster Colleges oiler inleresling
and challenging opportunities during
your fiisl Iwo years.

As a residential Universily. Bowling
Green offers a total educational
experience. We have developed an
academic community Ihal is largely
self-sufficicnl. The opportunities for
fun and learning while living with your
peers in a residential selling arc
considerable.
Concerts, plays, lectures, campus
movies and parlies arc
readily
available. Recreation and inlramurals
involve nearly all of our Students.
Student
employment.
student
financial aid, personal development
and life planning, career planning and
placement and heahh services arc
provided. This is your community,
Take advantage of its resources.
Perhaps the mosl exciting news of
the year is Ihe completion of plans for
a Student Recreation Center. A
student and faculty committee has
worked thiough ihe summer lo
complete specifications for a new
indoor recreational facility costing
approximately sx million.
The huilding. as proposed, is lo
include handball courts, lennis courts.

a 220-yard track, an aquatic center,
basketball courts and a variety of
special recreational areas. If all goes
according lo schedule, youi class
should begin lo enjoy this outstanding
facility as you slarl your junior year.
OUTDOOR
RECREATIONAL
facilities al Bowling Green aie great.
We have added loin new lennis couils
neai Offciihauct Toweis ilus suinmei
and installed a spnnklei system on the
recreation fields cast ol Mercei Road
lo make line outdoor lacililies even

baiter.
Also planned is a S7.2S million
Musical Arts Building which will
provide students and faculty in Ihe
Musical Arts College wilh necenui)
accommodations for practice ami
performance.
You will witness a dramatic change
in Ihe physical environment al
Bowling Green in Ihe next Iwo years
with Ihe completion of these buildings
and the Alumni (enlei as well, as
substantial renovation of existing
buildings.

By Randy Hathaway
SGA President
Cuesl Student Columnist

lvalues lo distinguish them

We had lo

quit as we couldn't lell il.» '.
h from
ihe icst ol Ihe students.
You, as a new siiidenl. have all the
same rightthat Ihe uppeiclass
students have, the light lo stand in
endless lines, the nglil lo parking
tickets, you can even smell l\v l)ucht
along wilh the resl ol us Bui mote
importantly sou have ihe right to
exploie.
exploit
and experience
everything this Univenily has to offer.
The
Student
Government
Association is noi a glorified high
school student council as you might
believe. Ralhei il is a viable link
between any and all groups allectmg

editor turns tables
We're turning Ihe tables, just (his
once, and instead of featuring our
usual "letters lo Ihe Editor" here is a
let let from ihe editor asking for some
support.
The BG News editorial page is youi
forum for expression, let us know

individual effort important
By Mark Glover
Edilor
A college survey published lasi yeai
by Ihe New Yoik Daily News referred
lo ihe University as "Rooom 222.''
university style.
Although ilns may be Hue in many
respects, the survey oversimplified
Ihlngi lo a gieal degiee. The
University
is
typically
middle-American in numerous ways
and would almost certainly fall into
Ihe "average" category m most college
survey i
But the fact ihal ihe Univenily has
such a reputation when compared lo
bigger educational institutions does
not mean Ihal the quality of Student!
here is inferior, This entirely depends
upon the individual.
THE EFFORT pul forth by each
studenl in Ins/hei parlicuah field of
endcavoi will make Ihe difference
when graduation lime rolls around
alniosl lour years liom now. A degiee
liom ilns university can mean just as
much as one obtained Ironi Ohio
Slate. Michigan or even the prestigious
Ivy I eaguc schools for that mailer.
School reputations are not at slake
here, but individual Initiative is on the
hue The vigor with which you puisne
your caieei will have a big effect on
your future success, even though a
degiee fioni Bowling Green may not
seem lo he the greatesl thing in your
mind al this lime.
I am sure that all of you have been
briefed by any number of sources
concerning what you will encounier
during ihe next four years as you
pursue a degree Tins should be as
good a tune as any lo throw in my two
cenls. and I hope ihal you give my
spiel special consideration.
Alter all. I luve spent nearly three
years of my life al lending Room
222 . er. Bowling Green.
On Ihe negative side, this is an
institution, subject lo all of Ihe usual
drawbacks
that
accompany
an
organization thai answers lo stale
lunding and institutional policy. The
hassles
arc
common
and
wili
frequently repeat themslcves over Ihe
course of a few years. Your more vocal
colleagues will constantly find lime lo
gripe over dormitory food, high prices.

inadequate grading, class registration
problems and othei assorted worries.

YET, THESE are probtems thai can
he associated with any univeisily. large
or small. Some colleges have more
problems, and Mill others have it
bcllei. You will have 10 leant lo cope
wilh the drawbacks and bettei still,
advocate improvement-one of ihe
primary sources of studenl opinion
being the editorial page ol I his
newspapei.
On the positive side, ihe University
is laige enough lo attract majoi
educational and recreational programs,
yel small enough for Ihe student lo
maintain
Individuality.
Al other
colleges, ihe enormous enrollment
■educes the Student lo a numbei and
nothing more. This lends lo make the
student hehve thai he is losi m a sea ol
laces.
Although tins is true to a certain
extent at the University (youi social
security number heing a common form
of Identification), the enrollment here
allows the studenl 10 be a significant
parl of die total structure, in the
classroom and in olhei activities.
The same is true of the social
structure. The medium si/e of the
Universily allows you lo become
acquainted with many of your
classmates Making friends here is a
ralhei simple task.
Also.
mixing
grades
with
recreational activities can be done with
relative ease by simply budgeting lime
wisely. One of Ihe ominous warnings
leveled al the high school graduate
heading foi college concerns ihe
tremendous amount of studying you
will have lo do m oidei lo make Ihe
grades, The student is often lold that
recreation is out of Ihe question, This
is simply not true.
THE

recreational

STUDENT

activities

who

lets

completely

dominate his lifestyle will be in for
some trouble when the grades come
out, bul a common sense schedule dial
leaves lime for recreation and studies
will allow you lo have some good
limes and an impressive report card
Okay, good enough. This is hardly
the final word on the University and

the lifestyle here, In fact, I have hardly
scratched the surface, Bui I hope the
idea is fairly cleat.
Ilns place is no different Ihan
others. The Universily has its problem)
and Us good points, and the lime spent
hem will lake you through every
emotion ihal humans are capable of

experiencing. No two people come run
ol the Umveisity experience Ihe sank"
way. which is whal makes the
individual so impoilant.
Nun and only you. can determine
youi future. The University only acis
as a testing ground loi youi individual

what is on your mind.
As you begin this college year, you
will notice many dungs deserving
comments and 'cHticltin Publici/c
your views, let the icst ol Ihe campus
in on whatever concerns you. Who
knows'' You may bring il lo Ihe
attention of those who can affect
change II nothing else, you'll gel lo
see your name in print.
Seriously, this is youi newspapei
and you oughl lo use it llscwhcic on
Ilus page is Ihe "Let's lleai liom
You" box which gives Information
aboul writing lo this newspapei Give
it your attention because we expect lo
heai liom you on all topics. If it's
worth rapping aboul m ihe doim oi
downtown we want lo heat about it
loo
tail Coidaio

effort.

I dlloilal I lllloi

uao activities enrich
By Randy Richards
UAO Publicity Chairman
On behalf of Ihe Union Activities
Organization (UAO) I'd like lo
welcome you lo Bowling Green State
University.
UAO is a non-profit student
oigam/ation Ihal sponsors.a majority
Ol activities on campus. Out 14
different committees plan concerts,
movies.
travel
trips.
game
tournaments, lectures, exhibits and
special events including ihe freshman

motet
We
also
publish
a monthly
entertainment paper entitled "The
I lednc Blanket," which lists and
explains ihe various events planned
each month
Our concert committee has already
planned an Oct. 5 concert starring the
Average While Band. Two olhei
concerts arc presently being negotiated
for this quarter.
Our travel committee has planned a
shopping trip lo New York City over
Thanksgiving break, and a trip to the

I hope thai you will lind Bowling:.
Green lo be a University filled wuh a-"!sense ol vitality, quality and pride as II- '
have lound il to he and thai you will*
assume an active nile in out Universily._
community.
I)i g ihe pro-registration amjj
orientation programs you have seen-*,
the Wl (7 Rl buttons worn l>> otal
studenl and stall leaders. Please kmivfrIhal Wl CARL is more Ihan a:
slogan-it's oui way ol saying ihal yon 'j
are special and thai we are pleased ihal I
yoll have chosen lo |om IIS in llit-'- I
Bowline Green experience.

involvement-now
Today you shall begin, whai I hope,
is one of i he mosl rewarding
experiences your lives will hold. Il is
my privilege and pleasure lo welcome
you once and tor all to Bowling Green,
this lune on behalf of Ihe student
body as president of Ihe Student
Government Association I SGA (.Since
you are now a mcinhci ol ihal same
student body I am youi president and
al your service.
No longer are we uppeiclass
students requiring that tieslimen weal

:GOT A LITHE BEHIND WlTrl OUR SOCIAL SECURITY OVERWY/YEMT REPAYMENT IWMEN15...'

A
key
lo
youi
ivisuii.it
development al Bowling Green will be
your willingness lo be an active
participant in out-of-class activities. I.(
encourage you lo lend youi active:
support and talents lo the Student •
Government Association, the BG
News.
Univeisits
coiunuticcs.:»
honoianes and olhei studenl admins
which cm benefit front your help and-'
which can give you.new experiences.

Bahamas and Las Vegas/San l-raneisco
over Christmas. Trips lo Jamaica and
It Lauderdak are planned tor spring
break.
A newly created outdoor reciealion
committee will be renting outdooi
camping equipment to students a' a
nominal price and plans to offer
camping, canoeing and ski trips
throughout the year.
UAO will feature campus movies
every weekend and present film
festivals throughout the year. These
programs plus more will happen
through Ihe efforts ol Ihe UAO
program committees.
Any sludenl warning to jcin our
organization is more ihan welcome.
There are no membership dues or
special skills required. Simply slop by
the UAO office located on Ihe third
floor of the Union and tell us whal
area of inicresi you'll enjoy working

ol your college caieei by joining
different clubs and organizations.
You'll
find
Ihal
your
college
experience will be eniiched by It,

ihe Univenily, stale legislator, hall
directors. Universily trustees, dorm. ,
muds, anyone, b i- also ■< service
organi/alion helping nuke Bolwtng
Green a bcllei place to he II eho
needs youi help and participation.
li you have evci been in student
council. Jion Ji.wd. school news si .ill.
ball guard, anything, we can use youi
talents. Being in SGA is luu and
rewarding I ilunk .my sludenl can and
should be a pail ol II. Most ol all don'i
he afraid lo conic up lo Ihe office or
call lo I nut out |iist what you can do
SGA WORKS works wilh all olhei
student organizations. I ook I hem over
also and gel oil youi dull! Youi . '
wasting youi tune and money il all ••
you do is sit in youi loom, siudv and ■'
go downtown Thursday nights these . I
last
iwo
things
are
certainly.;
woithwlule but the lust is unnecessary 4
and unrewarding. You're base, nuke-.'
llwbcUol il.
, ,..„
Fraternities and sororities al BG are R
all national organizations. Perhaps you £
may warn to look al this facci closely :ITicy can be luu and an invallMDiel
asset to you.
fins is the yeai of the orange at BG B
Hopefully also ihe ycat ol ihe :'
tangerine, let out football leamkno* '•;.
you're behind them. It's cool to yell U
nevei have a voice lell after the game;:'and Ihe team will know, win oi losejj,
ihal you appreciate theii efforts.
This is also ihe Bicenleiuii.il yeai .•?
and WC base ni.ni> things planned lot :«J
the celebiation Gel .nil lo camposjif
movies, beei blasts, rush parties.!
concerts and plays They aie all tun. II;g
sou evei come lo call BG "Boring
Giccn" vou have no one lo blame Inn
youiself.
So the welcomes aie ovei. Gel
:-:
going, gel lo woik and gel into HGSl1
Iis the greatest lour-yeai resort I've
found
(iood luck lo each one ol you.
Remember, if you need help in almost
any area my officers and I aie here lo
help you. Please don't hesitate lo ask.
See you around'

THe BG news
EDITORIAL STAFF
editor
maneoing editor
news editor

mark h. flow
carl p. remensky
mark n. dodovh

•all. managing aditor
aduwiai adnor
makeup editor
sports aditor
jnoto aditor
copy aditor

lorraina I. Jameson
ianal I. cardan
norma a. ttaakl
richard d. res*
denial I. Merit
donna I. thaw

in

College is more than a place of
study. The friendships and experiences
gathered here will be cherished long
after you've graduated. Make Ihe mosl

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other leller. column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words typewritten We ask thai
columns be no more Ihan tour typed pages iriplc-spaced
The News maintains Ihe right lo edit all submissions Ihal exreed these
limits, w nh respect to Ihe laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed lo the Edilor. co The BG News. 108
University Hall.

BUSINESS STAFF
business menage'
edv./selce manege.

leslie a. rothanbarf
..ordon t. sayre

T.se HO Navs ■ publiahed Tuesdays thru Friday* during ihe regular school yea.,
end once a week during the summer sessions, under authority of ihe Publications
Committee of Bowling Green State University.
Op.mone expreaeed in editorial certoom or other columns in the News do not
necessarily rettect the opinions ol the University Admeiistretion, faculty or staff or
the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not neceasarify reflect the
opinion of the BO news Editorials in the BG Newt reflect the opinions of the
masonry of members of the BG News Editorial Board.

Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hell
Phone 372-2003

l
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Registration
—the freshmen learn

WELCOME BACK - FOR THE YEAR OF THE ORANGE
WE'VE GOT THE LOOKS -- TO START YOU OFF RIGHT
MEN -

W« at the Oxford HOUM are ready to
aeeltt you lor your now loll taahtona.
We've alocked our ■holvot with the
■Moot In atytaa. Slop in and we'll help
you put together tome dynamite conv
binattona.

We are BG a only TWO FOR TEN pant* puree. We haw* a eectton In the ttora where all the panta ant

2 lor *10,
•5.99 each and
a apodal aactton for Oanhna at

2tor»12,
H.99 each. Both area.
are a apodal feature at the Oxford Houaa - oapactaNy lor you.

GIRLS
Find that apodal took. The Oxford Houaa hat greatly exOXFORD HOUSE • 518 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWUNG GREEN, OHIO 43402

WE HONOR MASTER
CHARGE & BANK
AMERICARD

Oxford House
Use Our Own 30 Oa</ Charge

panded their Womana Dapt Moody* Qooaa, Garland,
Bobbl Brookt,..Great Denim aelectlon - panta, tklrtt,
iackete, iweatert and the patchwork thirta to match.
Special 1/2 oil table - Slack a, tope. |ackett. aweatera,
tklrtt. abort*, lor a great back to achod buy.

SPECIAL BACK TO
SCHOOL HOURS
For your thopping convanianoa Oxford Houaa will extend
It'a hour*. 10-9 Sept 23 - Oct 2.
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Renovation continues*
By Gd Hank
Staff Reporter
Many persons describe
Bowling Green as a sleepy,
run down college town, but
this stereotype is becoming
lest and lets applicable to
the city because of Heritage
76.
Heritage '76, a voluntary
self-help program among
-merchants to improve and
beautify the downtown
area, it modeled after a
'^similar
program
in
Doylestown, Pa. A founder
of the Doylestown program
visited Bowling Green in
spring 1972 at the invitation
of a design class at the
University.
University administrators,
students, civic leaders and a
few businessmen attended
this first meeting.

Soda

Student numbers available
For
(he
second
consecutive year. General
Telephone Co. of Ohio
(GTE) is giving students the
opportunity to make long
distance telephone calls
from their rooms.
This
summer
the
telephone company sent
information letters to all
students who will be living
on campus describing the
service. Students desiring a
toll billing number signed an
enclosed card and mailed it
to GTE.
Those who signed up for
a billing number will receive

their numbers Friday "If
we're lucky." according to
Robert
Ryland,
GTE
customer service manager
for the Bowling Green
district.
"STUDENTS
WHO
didn't send us a card this
summer but still want the
service should come to our
office here at Stadium View
Plaza within the first three
weeks of school and we'll
just hand them their
number," Kyland said.
He
explained
that
students who wait more
than three weeks to sign up

for a toll billing number will,
have to wait a while to get
their number.
Ryland said that although
there were many problems
last year with persons who
made long distance calls and
charged them to numbers
other than their own, the
service
was
extremely
successful.
"Pay phones are really
ridiculous for students to
use. With our system, phone
calls are put through faster
and cheaper than they are at
a pay station." Ryland said.
He noted that the
company lost thousands of
dollars last year due to loll
fraud and that many
precautions were ""Being ,
tlker/e,his ytar lo,nfflJWe
the of&iu.ina' of thai crime.

RYLAND EXPLAINED
that starting this fall
operators randomly will
check student toll numbers
when a toll call is made to
see if the person is using Ins
own billing number.
He added that GTE hopes
to have computers installed
by March that will check
each toll number given to
operators
to determine
whether the person has paid
his phone bill in the pasf
Ryland expressed hope
that pamphlets distributed
in
campus
housing
describing the punishments
for cheating the phone
company will scatc people
'and avert fraudplen^ r>hone/

ex-University students, did
about 80 per cent of 'he
city's renovation work.
"Their prices are very fair
and their work is excellent,"
Liss said.
In addition to physical
improvements
to
the
buildings, Liss noted that
the atmosphere of the
downtown area was up
graded
because
many
merchants removed the
unsightly shingles • hanging
over their establishments
and replaced them with
signs that are (lush against
their buildings.
WHILE
THE
buildings downtown are
getting a facelift the city is
doing its part .to help
improve itself.
Liss said the city has been
going through an extensive
sidewalk and parking lot
renovation program. He said

the cost of laying new <
sidewalks alone has cost the.
city more than SI00,000.
The city alto has planted
trees and installed benches'
downtown to add to the
area's new look.
Liss said that business has J
improved as much as SO per
cent for some merchants
and he attributed the'
increases to the building,
improvements.
"But we're going to try
to do even better. The retail
sales
in
Doylestown
represented 120 per cent of
the people's gross income
and
retail sales here
represent only about 60 per
cent of the people's gross
income," Liss said.
"That means that people
came from outside of
Doylestown to shop and
that's what we hope will'
happen here."

ONE
BUSINESSMAN,
Gerald List, owner of
PisaneUo's Pizza, 203 N.
Main St., became interested
in the creation of a
renovation
program
in
Bowling Green. He soon
became chairman of what
was to become the Heritage
'76 committee.
The
com mittee,
comprised
of
local
businessmen and citizens,
received loans from area
banks "which they (the
banks) don't expect to get
back" in order to upgrade
Bawling Green by the
Bicentennial, Liss said.
, Lass said the money was
used to hire an artist to
draw pictures of downtown
buildings. The artist also
drew pictures of what the
buildings could look like if
they were cleaned and
painted.

The Falcon Lunch and Ice Cream Shop on Main Street adds a turn of the century
touch to the bicentennial community. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

shop

way. Many owners of
buildings downtown were
impressed by the sketches
of what the city could look
like with Improvements, so
they paid contractors to
clean and paint their
structures.
"The people were sort of
under pressure to improve
their buildings," Liss said."
First of all, the buildings
that weie improved looked
very good and made the
ones without improvements
look even worse than they
actually were.
"WE GOT SOME civic
pride going, too," he said.
"Merchants really began to
care about how the whole
city looked, not just their
places of business."
He added that Golden
Grip Tower Maintenance.
14701 W. Poe Kd . a
company started by three

ANOTHER
MEETING
was held which many
merchants attended.
About 42 per cent of the
city's
businessmen
supported the renovation
program and pledged to
help in some way, according
to Liss. , „
, By May
1974, the
'program'',was wej) under-

Texas Instruments
electronic calculators
-

f}f\ fflf —

STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
^" ' t»

-J.

f—

^ ' C

I For a very fast and deadly shootN / ing method, set up the ball with
the shooter in backswing position. Then,
by positioning the ball along the foot of
the shooter as shown, you can fire in any
direction with only one wrist movement.

f

♦

♦

♦ (D

Pass back occasionally and shoot
quickly from the middle line. This
surprises your opponent(s) and makes
more of the goal visible.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

All critical components designed and manufactured by Texas
Instruments with quality controlled to exacting Texas
Instruments standards every step ot the way
• Fast-charge batteries can be lully restored in only four hours
• Calculators can be operated while charging
• Every calculator is tested by a computer which checks all
functions and key operations
• Every calculator is subiected to lamng impact tests to
assure that normal bumps ancj vibrations do not c^use errors
• High-strength, iniection-molded plastic cases are designed
and tested to withstand fugged, use
• Gold-plated switch contacts and stainless steel key activators
provide long life, positive actiorf. '
• All important structural asser»»iles are held by machine
screws - not glue or plastic "welding" - for sturdy construction
• Double miection molding provides durable key symbolseven under heavy use
• Positive-action tactile feedback keyboard assures entry
registration

TI-1500

♦
♦

• Vinyl barrier under keyboard protects components against
moisture and dust.
• All components attached tirmly to single epoxy circuit
board, providing solidity, strength.

TI-2550

Practice bank shots from the middle and halfback positions using
the shooting method described in # 1. This
is an unbelievably
slick shot.

♦
♦

mall

Builder, lake measurements for the new mini mall that will bring
new shops to the area. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

HEY PODNERS
WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
Roast Beef Platter
JUICY ROAST BEEF STACKED HIGH ON A SESAME
SEED BUN WITH CRISP WESTERN FRIES AND
CREAMY COLE S|_AW.

$1.00
Regular $1.53 Save 53 c
300 East Wooster Street
GOOD ONLY
SEPT. 24
ALL DAY

THE KEY NEEDS
SR-16

SR-51A

AVAILABLE AT

SBX

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

330 I. Wooilir St.

Student Services Bldg.
B.G.S.U. Campus

MMCusntusCH. lac
■

■

•

•

-

-

•

..

•*
The 1976 Key needs
lab techs, photographers, and
ad general staff members* Please
come to file first staff meeting j
on Monday Sept. 29th, 7 p.m. at the
Key office, 310 Student Service

1
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Unions concern senators
Organization of student
unions in various University
academic departments that
will give students a stronger
voice in departmental policy
is among the projects being
continued
by
Student
Government
Association
(SCA) student senators.
.The
projects
were
initiated when the senators
took office last spring.
Student Senator Bradley
Bauer said he will begin
organizing the unions this
quarter. They will be
modeled after the already
functioning political science
and
home
economics
unions, he said.
He said he has received
responses from five or six
departmeni
chairmen
interested in the formation
of student unions. The
chairmen
have
recommended students who
may be interested in
. forming the unions, he said.
BAUER SAID unions
should
recognize
outstanding
faculty
members and recommended
the
investigation
of
professors
who
are
considered unacceptable by
the union.
He said a departmental
union can be beneficial to
hardworking
students
because it gives them a
chance to meet other people
in the departmeni and gives
them a place to take their
ideas about improving the
department. He added thai
he believes departments

want constructive criticism.
Bauer said unions also
can serve students by
sponsoring fund raising
projects. The funds can be
used to bring in speakers
that department budgeis
cannot afford.
Student Senator Virginia
McGee said
she
will
continue working on the
SGA
information'
sheet-questionnaire.
The sheel will contain
reports from SGA officers
and
senators
about
accomplishments and plans
plus a section for student
feedback, she said. McGee
said she hopes to release the
questionnaire within two
weeks.
Although there was little
studenl feedback last spring
relating to a University
shuttle bus. Student Senator
Susan Kloos said she may
pursue the issue.
SHE SAID that due to
the lack of feedback.
University
administrators
were not convinced of the
need for a shuttle bus.
Kloos said she will consult
SGA officers and senators
before she decides whether
lo pursue the project.
Studenl Senator Mary
Foltz said she will continue
work
on
on-campus
mailboxes for off-campus
sludenls, along with a
bound copy of course
syllabuses as soon as site
finds oul what work was
completed on the projects
by summer sludenl senate.

Coordinator of Academic
Affairs
Mary
Helen
Fiamme, who worked on
the syllabus project during
the summer, said that the
project will be continued if
a suitable primer is found.
She
said
that
Courselector.
Inc., the •
original choice for printing

By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Helping
minority
students gain admission to
the University and helping
them cope with college life
once they are here is the job
of the Student Development
Program (SDP). said Dr.
Raymond Downs, program
director.
SDP's
Undergraduate
program recruits students
from Ohio high schools wilh
substantial
minority
populations. Dr. Downs
said.
Both high and low
academic
achievers
are
chosen but Dr. Downs
emphasised that University
admission standards are not
lowered to allow entrance
lo these students.
The three main ohicctives
of SDP are to help (he
student earn a degree, learn
salable skills and develop
personally so that he can

to help new students
DECRANE SAID anolhw . and ,Jerry

The
University's
orienlation program can
help new students find their
place on campus.
Greg DeCrane, director of
student activities and new
studenl programs, said the
program,
designed
for
freshmen
and
transfer
a students, is an altempl lo
acquaint new students wilh
the
University
both
physically and personally.
Orienlation begins today
wilh students meeting in
srrfall groups. Small group
sessions are the most
important part of the
programs DeCrane sjid.
because
ihey
provide
si uuVu i u nh
an
opportunity to nieei people
"Moat of' these student!)
conic from Inch schools
where there were aboul 200
in ihcu graduating class." ho
explained "When classes
begin 1 uoda) and ihcre are
I>.IK)0
people walking
around, n will mean ,i lot
foi ihein 10 see JI leasi one
face Ihe) know ."

objective of the small group
sessions is to "get the new
students to open up and ask
questions." New sludenls
often " arc inhibited and
afraid lo ask aboul things
they need to know, he said.
The American Council on
Education freshman survey
also will be administered
during the small group
sessions.
Nearly
150
upperclassmen will serve as
group leaders
for 98
different groups.
Lectures, movies and a
nationally
acclaimed
multimedia
presentation
will highlight orientation,
DeCrane said
I he
in u I 11 mod i .i
presentation,
"BGSI
Today", will be presented
lo the small groups this
afternoon in the Main
Auditorium.
UniversJl)
Hall.
Memory experl Harrj
I oraync will lecture lonighl
JI
eight in the GUIHI
Ballroom. Union. I.oraync

Senator Mary Gammellia
probably will continue her
work
on
creating
a
barrier-free
university,
which will include building
ramps
for
wheelchair
students and braille signs for
blind students. Camellia was
unavailable
for
comment.

L>tcas
cojuthoied the best-seller,
•'The Memory Book."

DECRANE ADDED that
organizations will get a
chance lo show their wares
lo new sludenls at 11 a.m.
tomorrow in Proul Plaza.
Freshman attendance at
orientation proceedings has
risen sharply since the
program adopted a more
personal approach to the
new studenl five years ago,
DeCrane said.
He added that Q3' per
cent of last year's freshman
class attended orienlation '
activities
and
that
attendance is expected lo be
around 'HI pel cent again
i Ins year,
DeCrane bemoaned Ihe
scheduling of Tuesday as
the fiial 0J> of classes ilus
yen
instead
of
the
traditional
Wednesday
starting date.
"Tuesday classes knocked
a whole day oul of the
orientation program," he
said "We'll just have to
condense the process lo gel
it all in."

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING

survive in any type of
environment. Dr. Downs
said.
The
SDP
provides
minority
students with
financial aid advisement and
even assists students in
filling out financial aid
forms and directing them
through proper channels to
acquire aid.
Although there is a limit
to the number of minority
students the program can
aid financially, Dr. Downs
said there are several other
services which minority
students
can
utilize,
including
counseling,
vocational guidance and
social and cultural activities.
"Any minority student
can come here first wilh
problems and if we can't
help him. we can direct him
to where he can find help,"
Dr. Downs said.
The
program's
staff
members direct students to
the Studenl Developmental
Education Department for
assistance with scheduling,
academic
advising
and
tutoring, which can be
financed through the SDP
monies.
The program is operated
by an 11-member staff as
well as 14 undergraduate
and
graduate
student
counselors.
These
counselors all have gone
through
the University
under the program and
therefore are aware of the
problems minority sludenls
come up' against when
adjusting to University .life.
Dr. Downs explained.
Student
counselors
frequently go over problems
with students which might
result from having to adjust
to life in the dormitories,
Dr. Downs said.

Although the program's
goal in the past was to
increase the number of
minority students enrolled
at the University, Dr.
Downs said there now is
more emphasis on keeping
the minority students here
to complete their degrees.
Since SDP's inception in
lQ60, only 10 per cent of
the students in the program
have completed their degree
work. However, Dr. Downs
explained that this figure is
misleading
since many
minority students take a
longer lime lo complete
their degree work.
"Many
students
are
starting their fifth year now,
and I think looking at il in
this perspective presents a
truer
picture of the
situation than Ihe retention
rale." Dr. Downs said.
"One of our objectives is
to try to reduce the time
they have to spend by
taking advantage of the
services we offer," Dr.
Downs said. He said this
could be achieved if the
students utilized SDP's
academic
counseling
services.
Dr. Downs said he has
found that many people
have
negative attitudes
toward the program and
some of its students.
"A lot of people have Ihe
idea this is a remedial
program and that's not
true," he said.
"There are some things
we offer that all students
can benefit from, such as
the academic gainsmanship
course." This course is
designed to help students
understand the University
system as a whole and
teaches them practicalities
like
grade
point
computation.

BACK TO BGSU
STOP IN SOON AND
SEE OUR SUPER
SELECTIONS
OF JEWELRY FOR HER
AND HIM.
THERE IS MORE FOR YOU
AT KLEVERS.
DIAMONDS - WATCHES
SILVER -PEWTER ■ CHINA
GLASSWARE - FINE JEWELRY
BGSU JEWELRY
CLASS RINGS
GREEK JEWELRY
COLLEGE JEWELRY
MUGS - CRESTS
LAVALIERS
RINGS
WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR

Oftice Hn). 9-12 and 1 5 - 352 9378

OPEN 24 HOURS
Try OurBLINTZS
and Breakfast and Lunch Specials

I
I
I
•
I

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR YOUR ■
FREE THERMAL. BGSU, CAN COASTER !
OR PENCIL HOLDER, AS LONG AS SUP
PLY LASTS.

I NAME

VEAL
CHICKEN
STEAK

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
440 E. COURT (across from Ad Bldg.)
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Bowling Green
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Ground Boot Chuck Or

GROUND BEEF
ROUND
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Any Size Package
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11.841
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BACK TO KLEVERS

FOR FALL

>3.00

Sur

MflfH
m^M
1
B^H

' .la ■'.,..

FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS
Hampton Mouse 705 7th St.
Buckeye House 649 6th St
Birchwood Place 650 blh Si
Ml Vernon 802 6th St
Haven Houae Manor 1515 E Wooslar

REUBENS
SUBS

Couv-mhi
1)7%
.
Ktoger Co We Mat**.The Right To Ltmtl Qojn
ni-M Placet b Couponi

LIMIT ONE COUPOII f ER FIMILT
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DINNERS
UNDER
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SDP program
helps minorities

Orientation program
By Carl Remensky
Managing Editor

the syllabuses, went out of
business during the summer.
Framme added that she
still wants to pursue the
project, but that th« bound
syllabuses will not be
available by winter quarter
as originally planned.
SGA President Randy
Hathaway said Student

ADDRESS-

CfuewbA

Moti-Frl. Ill 8
Tut*, Wad.. Thura. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 'HI 3

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS!
ftAIMCNECR" POLICY
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your total satisfaction regard
less of manufacturer If you are not satisfied. Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We alto guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If. due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such an item
is available) reflecting the same savings or if you prefer give you a RAIN
CHECK" which entitles you tn the tame advertised speciel at the same price
any time within 30 days

|
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Campus jobs to decrease?
same volume of jobs as last
year
in
every
area."
Zimmerman said. However.
the number of students
applying for jobs this fall
may increase from last year.

On-campus cmploymenl
is .iv.nl.ihle (his fall bul the
projected number of job
openings may decline from
last year, according lo Kurl
Zimmerman, director of
student employment.
Because
of
a
tight
University budget there may

he added.
Residence

be J reduction of University
services
manned
by
iiudenit, Zimmerman said.
"Something has to give." he

hall

food

service employs about 'K)0
students and "as a group is
the
largest employer of
students." Zimmerman said.
During a typical pay penod
about 2JOO siudenis aieon
Ihe student
eniploymeni
offlcc'i payroll.

Z i m m e r in a n
recommended Ihat siudenis
use the eiiiployineni office
as a primary job source and
urged them "lo become purl
of llic early bird traffic flow
for jobs." The office is in
4(>0 Studem Scivuvs Bldg

Area restaurants offer

explained.
Zimmerman said the Jam
17
increase
in
the
University"s minimum wage
10 S2.00 from SI.70 an
hour also may curtail the
number of jobs available
The situation could worsen
this January
when
the
minimum wage is raised lo
V 'll an hour, lie added.
The peak period for jobs,
according lo Zimmerman, is
during Ihe first month ot
I all
quarter.
Until
tlut
penod passes, it is difficult
lo estimate Ihe numhei it
|ob opportunities, he said.
"I JIII hopeful of Ihe

off-campus employment
Kcsijuiants.
especiall)
tasl-lood operations, offer
ihe most job oppoilunities
for students interested in
off campus emplov ineiil. a
News
survey
of
atca
business revealed.
About 10 part-time jobs
are available al each of the
following
restaurants:

McDonald's,
Woosler

Si..

M7o
Roy

I

Rogers

Family Restaurant, MX) I-..
Woostei Si and Ponderosa.

Fromme trial set
SACRAMINIO.
Calif.
(API- lynetlc
"Squeaky"
Fromme. who pleaded innocent to a charge ol si tempting
in assassinate President Ford, must undergo a psychiatric
examination before she can stand irial oi act as Itei own
attorney.
U.S. District Court Judge Thomas MacBridc made ihe
decision Friday after Fromme said the '\oonci ihe better"
when asked lo choose between Nov 4 and Nov 10 as dales
IO

sum ihe jury trial,
The dial was sel lo begin Nov 4.

"I'm ohhgaied lo order an examination lo determine hei
slate ol mind-nol her intelligence .." said Judge Macllnde.
Fromme reluctanlly accepted Ihe oidei. .illei winning
the riglii lo have the examination recorded on tape, to she
could be assured she would not be quoted oul ol COtllCXl
MacBride agreed lo ihe tape recording hut stipulated llial
no one was lo listen lo II except himself.
Ihe ?<i-ycai-old disciple of convicted mass inuidei
('hailcs Manson is accused ol pointing a ,45-calibei pistol al
I oid when he was here on Sept. 5. I lie gun did nol die and
the President was unhurt,
if convicted,
prison.

Fromme could he sentenced to life m

Sleak
Mouse-,
1544
I:
Woostei Si.
While Ihe managers ol
McDonald's and Ponderosa
said thai experience for
inch openings was helpful.
Kevin Snidei. nianagei of
Roy Rogeis. s.ud thai he

there t
little luri'i»*er m
lobs at his hooksloic liom
one yeai lo anothci
MANAGERS
v.■ i ions

OF

the

establishment*

actually
prefers
inexperienced persons. "I
take wh.il comes in oil Ihe

noted that applications fm
jobs have increased this
yeai. as much as NO |»ci cein
in some places.
I aim woik during tall, as

Struct." he said.
Oihci restaurant*, such as

well
as child cue and
housekeeping
job*
with

ihe I & K Restaurant. 1450
I- Woostei St , said Ihey
had
only
a
lew
jobs
available al llns lime.

llcsiblc hours, aie posted m

A desk clerk is needed al
Howard Johnson's Moloi
ludgc. I(i.l0li.Woostei Si.,
and al Falcon Pla/.i Motel.
1450
, .
Woosiei
Si
Holiday
Inn. . 1550
I..
Woostei Si . is mil) taking
.ipphcalious
loi lull tune
posithms.
N e i I he i
Bee -dec
Buoksioie. 1424 I Woostei
Si.,
IUM
Sliidenl
Book
l-Acliaiige. 5'0 I . Woosiei
Si .
have
}idi openings.
Larry
Recce,
Bee4!ce
Booksiuie
ntanagcr. said

Ihe
student
employment
office. 4t.o Studem Services

Bldg.
Foi
means

siudenis with
a
ol
Irartspoiiaiion.

several jobs ate available in
the Ioledoarea SalcscK'fk*
and ..islneis in- needed .H
tin
I muled in I i.ntkliti
Paik
Mall
I hulls
C.u
Rental, oil Anpoil llwy.
in.11
I oledo
I spiess
Airport, also ha- all open
me loi a pail lime job with

flexible hoots,
Moie iiiioiin.iiiou about
Ihese jobs and othei |ob
opportunities is availabk' in
the
siiideni
cinploynieiil

office

Stakeout brings
Hearst's arrest
SAN FRANCISCO (API- A lookie I III agent nailing
two suspected SI.A sympathizers came upon ihe house
Where
Pally lleaist Mid her SI \ comrades wi'ie
apprehended, accotdlng lo a newspaper icpori ycMcrTHy"!
Ihe San I lanciseo Chronical - in a copyright sloiy m
yesterday's editions lllal quoted a "source close lo ihe
investigation" - gave ibis account ol the attests
The
lookie
agent
ii.nleil
iwo
suspected
si \
sympalhi/ers who led Ium io ihtee addicsses
On
Wednesday, ageuls silling in a surveillance on saw a mall
ihey Ihoughl was SI A meinhei William Harrisslioll oul ol
a house al 2HH Piecila A\e . and into ,i netgllbtnlltHHl
grocery,
LATFR Ihe same day. Harris again led
and went to a laundr)
A voting I III
Inconspicuously, went Into the laundry and
man was Hauls the agent even gave Hams a

the apartment
agent, dressed
confirmed ihe
polite nod and

mile as he led ihe laundry.
Hams was not immediately arrested, howevei.and agents
m a van and cimpci continued lo watch the apartment.
Soon. Ihey saw his wile. I mil). coining oul of ihe
apartment.
Still, ihe agents,, undet direct oideis liom duel
invesligatoi Charles Bales, made no move.
Oihci stakeout vehicles were watching a house al <i->
Motse St.. and anolhci residence,
FINALLY, .in' Thursday, ihe FBI knew ll had Ihe
llaritses and guessed that Miss Hearst and luguivc ailist
Wendy Yoshimuia also were in the apartment at IKH
Piecila. Ihe officers ihcoii/cd ihe Iwo weic lemaiiiing
inside, leaiing ihey would be more easils noticed if ihey
left, The agency decided lo act,
Agents trucked the Harrises as ihe) went logging, and
then, then guns drawn, arrested ihcm ai l-20 p.m.as Ihe)
relumed to the apartment. Othei agents uced into the
apailiiienl • onlv to find n empty. .

Students were seen carrying heavy winter coats inlo
dorms this weekend with thoughts that this kind of
weather is not far away.

Agents, aided by San Francisco police, decided lo liy the
other two residences, ll was police lltspcctoi liniothy
Casey and FBI Agent loin Padden who pounded on Ihe
hack dooi at <<25 Morse St.. while othei agenls walched Ihe
fionl entrance.
Miss Yoshimuia opened the dooi and Mivs llcaist was
standing behind her

ralph thayer Chevrolet
your Chevrolet dealer
since 1935
imlT
People like to deal
with people they like!
40 years of Service and Sales
Drop By and Get Acquainted
Ralph - Glenn and Paul Thayer
,,
1225 N. Main Street
(Va-md*
p|t 353.575!
Monsa • Vega • Camaro • Nova • Chevelle • Caprice • Manie Carlo
BEST OF LUCK TO YOU ALL!
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The University as il looked in 1922 .... nothing inure than a college in a cornfield. (Archive photo)

For 65 years, University has survived, grown
Editor's note The lolloping history
of the University was compiled by
Curt
Ha/lctl
from
information
obtained al (he University Archives.
MO Library. Ha/lett wn the editor of
the News last year
Much of the information was taken
from "The History of Bowling Green
State University," written by Dean
Emeritus James Overman
September.
I "ID
Horse-drawn
buggies move through llic streets ol
Bowling Green. a looming latin
community and ihc seal of Wood
County, one HI the most produotive
agricultural areas In Ohm
linllcys run down Iho ctmtoi ol
Main Street, taking passongon north lo
Toledo and south In lima.
To the cast, ills- fall wind blows
iliioiic.li largo stands ol oak and
hickory trees in the city park, .i
beautiful aiea populaily used foi
picnics and \tiollv
The ciiy is quiet
September. 1975, Sixty live years
Inlet. limits are different.
Cars and trucks replaced buggies
Old buildings remain, but the) arc
rejuvenated by the fresh paint and
flanked b> newei buildings.
THI
TROLLEYS
don't
IUII
anyniore, It's hard to catch a bus oui
ol lowII
And in the old Cll) park lo I he e.isl.
ilic trees are gone, icplaced by
dormitories, classrooms, sidewalks and
parking lots, along with a stadium and
.HI airporl
Tliiiio
have
iiiosi
definitely
changed. The reason Bowling Green
Siale University
In the OS \c.us since ihc sialc
legislature
firsl
authorized
Ihc
construction ol a "normal college" in
norihwvsietn Ohm. the educational
need- ol ilk Hale have chanced a quiel
inn prosperous (aim town mio a
hustling ami even more prosperous
educational cciuei
Bowling
Green
Stale
Normal
College, born on paper May 19, l«)IO.
was a dicam come (rue lor many
Wood Count) residents.
THEY HAD agitated toi more than
three years fur ihc creation of a
teacher's college in ihc lown. which
they
considered
progressive.
wholesome and woiihy ol such an
institution.
Ohio, which since pioneer days had
been reluclani to invest in centralized
education, has not been eager lo gel
ink' Iho college business.
Bui teachers weie few. and Ohio's
growing population was swelling the
demand lor them. In I"10 the state
legislature responded
Bui llic Tighl 10 gel the college in
Bowling Green wasn't easy
The
Stale
Normal
School
Coinmissioii. established in 1910 lo
lake charge of the slate's new inleresl.
had rigid criteria for ihc lown ihai
would gel their nod.

IT HAD TO have a fairly large
population, railroad facilities, good
nioi.li and health standards and a nice
place 10 build a school
Howling Green, winch ai ihc time
didn't even allow iho sale ol liquor,
met ihc requirement!
Bui
competition
was
stiff.
Seventeen olhei towns warned the
-chool, but they ware eventually
nanowed to two- Van Wert and
I ronionl.
Anolhei lop lonicndei. Napoleon,
was eliminated from ihc iiinning
because u had several taverns, thereby
raising a question aboul the town's
morals.
Eventually
ihc
commission,
impressed
b)
Bowling
Green's
atmosphere and the beamy of die park
sue. chose iho city.
Dr.
Homer
B. Williams,
the
superintendent
ol
schools
in
Sandusky. was chosen as the school's
I'irsi presidenl in 1912. a position he
held until !".'•"
HIS TASK was liansfoiming llic
school from an idea on paper into a
reality. Il began with approval for

Since mutt -Indents in I'll7 were
women. Woild Wat I had little effect
on enrollment
Bui il did cause
shortages due lo rationed supplies.
Traditions continued lo become
established. In l"IK ihc college's firsl
yearbook, the BccGce, was published:
tiui mteiesi lagged and llicie wasn I

anolhei yearbook until 1924.
Meanwhile, a campus ncwspapci
began publication. Il look the name
BeeGee News, thereby forcing llic
yearbook to change its name.
The yearbook became The key. ihc
newspaper, ihc B(I News.
AS THE SCHOOL entered the
Roaring
Twenties,
n
prospered.
Enrollment almost doubled in the lust
six. years. By 1929, the physical plant
had doubled from four buildings lo
eight, which included Ihc men's
physical education building. Ihc old
library (now the Graduate Center) and
a second women's dormitory (now

Shatzel Hall).
The central campus iisolf was
seeded and landscaped, and by
1929-with the exception
of a
driveway leading to what is now

After the Normals became Falcons, the school

almost became a mental hospital.

construction of an administration
building, now called University Hall, in
January. 1913
\t the same lime plans wore being
made foi construction ol a women's
dormitory, now Williams Hall, a
science and agricultural building, now
Moselcy Hall, and a healing plain, now
called the Centres Bldg.
Later,
in
1916,
plans
were
completed for an elementary school lo
help in icachci training. It was later
known as llanna Hall and was buill
alongside the administration building
The school opened tor business in
lire fall of I"I4 with a faculty of 10
and an administrative staff of one. the
president.
Enrollment
during
the
first
academic year was 304 students, who
received their education free of charge
Thai policy was soon changed when it
became evident ihai iho college
needed money lo operate.
"LIKE COST, enrollment slowly
grew, and as il did. traditions sprang
upOne of ihc first was a school song,
composed by a music professor and
lovingly named, "We Hail You, Dear
Normal College." It was used until
1929.
The school colors also were adopted
during this time, along wilh the seal.
The former allegedly was inspired
when
a
professor
liked
ihc
combination of orange and brown in a
".Oman's hat: the latin by the state
seal.

University Hall-the campus began lo
look as n does today.
Il expanded in olhei areas, as well.
In 1921 iho college formed its firsl
intercollegiate football leant, which
beal the Findlay College learn by a
score of 151-0.
Sevorai years later ihc college's
learns were named iho Falcons, which
seemed lo be more warmly received
than the old name, the Normals
Bui thai name would have been
doomed anyway, since in 1929 the
school itself was changed by act of ihc
stale legislature lo Bowling Green
Slate College.
THAT MARKED the firsl real
recognition for the nearly 20-year old
school. It was not merely a school
now. bui a college, an institution ihai
could confer bachelors degrees instead
of just teaching certificates.
Bui the recognition was challenged
four years later, when the depression
threatened the financial roots of iho
college.
In that year. 1933, lire stale decided
that it needed health care facilities
mote than il needed colleges, and ihc
Senate Finance Committee proposed
lhat Bowling Green State College be
turned into a mental institution.
The proposal failed, and growth
continued.
Campus
buildings
multiplied, and soon included a
stadium, which was located behind iho
Men's Gym.
BUT MORE important
the
curriculum expanded. More varied
courses were offered, and four-year

curricula were offered by the College
of Business Administration.
Kul the mosl Important change
came in l".>s. when the legislature
again renamed the institution, this
lime Bowling Green State University
m recognition ol us expanded course
and degree offerings.
Ii also authorized ihc University lo
„ ofiet a master's degree.
^. And so, |US| 25 years aflCI Us
•Vcicalion. llic school had usen lioin a
training institution lo a university
And through u all.it was administered
by Dr. Williams.
Ihcn, in I".'". Dr. Williams retired
and was
replaced by
Dr. Rov
Offenhauer. the superintendent of the
lama school system
Bui
loin
months
later. Dr.
Offenhauei died in an automobile
accident, and Dr. Williams was again in
i lie University President's office,
where he stayed until succeeded a
second iime. four months later,by Dr.
Frank I'roiu.
By dial lime the world was on iho
brink of war.
As the nation mobilized, lire growth
of the University slowed. Enrollment
fell from a pre war high of 1,4<>2 in
193940 lo a low of 842 in 1943-44
BY THE Ionics, there had been an
increase in the number ol men
enrolled, and when they began 10 gel
dialled llic hoi loin fell OUI of
enrollment.
riieio were numerous shortages
caused boih by rationing and the lack
of manpower.

Hill when lire wai ended in 1945.
enrollment skyrocketed, inphng from
1044-45 to 1949-50.
The difficult post-wai pcu-id piou-d
to be (oo much fot Di. Proul. In
1949-50 school yen lie informed Ihc
Board ol
misices that he was
resigning, effective m 1951
The now University Presidenl. Dr.
Ralph McDonald, look office ill 1951,
lacing the challenge ol a new decade
and continued University growth.
There wore definite problems. A
largo percentage of housing was
temporary, and many classes were hold
in iinpn mpiu quarters
To
solve
the
problem, Dr.
McDonald made new construction a
high
pnoiily
in
his
new
administration.
Proul Hall and Rodger* Quadrangle
were completed in 1955, followed IW0
years later by Founders Quadrangle.
Conklin Hall was built in I960 and
in I"d2 McDonald Quadianglc was
finished.
PHYSICALLY Ihc University had
improved But oilier aieas weie not so
progressive.
Students were unhappy with the
strict enforcement ol drinking and
automobile regulations.
In May.
1957, following an
off-campus
drinking
patty.
Ihc
University disciplined two fraternities
involved.
Soon afterward, aboul 300 students
congregated in front of the President's
House on Wooslor St.. now llic
Alumni House, causing a traffic lain
thai backed up traffic for hours.

Police and firemen weie called lo
disperse the crowd, and several lights
and iiiinoi injuries were reported
Anoihei disturbance occuired in
March, i"oi. when a fraternity
water balloon light developed mlo a
huge Catherine ami moved lo Wooslci
Street in front of Founders Quad
Ihc Stale Highway I'atiol dispersed
Ihc crowd, and Micro were no •eiious
Incidents
THE NET effect ol Ihc postwar
disluibailees was lo ease the iriles loi
both alcohol and inoioi vehicle use. as
well as incicascd freedom ol expession
lo. The BG News.
Bui Ihey may also have caused the
resignation of Dr. McDonald, who was
icplaced in l"(>l by Dr
Ralph
Harshman.
Dr. Harshman held ihc job until
1963, and is generally credited with
bunging
togetbei
some of the
opposing
elements
willun
the
University and soothing much of the
student unrest.
Ills replacement was l)i William
Jerome III. who headed the University
through the sixties, possibly the most
difficult period in the school's lustoiy.
And then, in l"7(). Dr. Jerome
resigned, lbs replacement was Dr.
Ilollis MIIOIC. Jr.. a Missoiiii-hoiu
educator, who holds the |oh today
And so. Bowling Green Stale
University has endured fot 65 sens.
evolving and meeting ihc demands ol
the limes
Ii will be interesting to HV how the
in xi 65 years will change it,

The above photo shows Bowling Green as il appeared in prc-University days, circa
1910, complete wilh horse-drawn buggies and inler-urban trolley. Chidesler
Theatre, right, was the site of (he first commencement, according lo University
Archives historians. (Archives pholo)
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Judge gives hijacker
suspended sentence
TAMPA1 Fla. (AP)--An
accused l<>6Q hijacker who
"aid he just wanted lo do
something
different
has
been
given
a
10-yeat
suspended
sentence
and
placed on probation after
pleading guilty to a lesser
charge.
U.S. District Judge

of
a
flight
attendant
through
coercion,
intimidation or assault, a
charge carrying a maximum
penalty of 16 years in jail.
White was released from
Cuba last April, making his
way to Ohio via Jamaica

and the Bahamas.
He was arrested in Ohio
two weeks after his return.
His
two
companions,
Noble Byron Mason III and
Larry Franklin Brooks, also
of Cadiz, arc believed to be
still in Cuba.

Ben

Krent/man handed down
the probationary sentence
Friday to Everett White. .'0.
of Cadi/. Ohio.

Father seeks to

"At the time I did'l know
the extent, the sevcrencssof
the
crime," White
told
Krent/man. "I had lime to

let daughter die

think iboul it
confinement."

in solitary

White, a Vietnam veteran
who won a purple heart and
bronze liar, spent four of
his six years in Cuba in jail.
He said he agreed with
two friends in January l')6"
lo hijack an Eastern Airlines
jetliner with 1115 passengers
and eight ercw members
aboard
because
"I
was
looking for a change, for
something different."
The jet, commandeered
over Sarasola. was returned
from Cuba the next day
with
all
passengers
unharmed.
While
originally
area
charged with an piracy, a
crime punishable by life
Imprisonment.
In
a
pica-baigaincd
agreement
with
icdeial
prosecuters,
he
pleaded
guilty to die lesser charge of
interfering with the duties

NEWTON.N.J. (AP) -Karen Quinlan, whose adoptive
lather wants a hospital lo le' her die, lapsed into the coma
last April because of an overdose of alcohol and drugs,
authorities said Friday.
Sussex
County Prosecutor George
Daggett. who
investigated the case of the coma at the request of Superior
Court Judge Robert Muir, said the 21 year-old Miss
Quintan's condition probably was caused by the "innocent,
combined use of alcohol and drugs."
Construction continues on the Alumni Center which
is slated to be completed next summer. (Newsphoto
by Ed Suba)

New Alumni Center

The prosccuter declined to comment on the nature of
the drug, but said: "I am convinced there was no crime
involved.
John Quinlan, the woman's father, has filed a suit thai
seeks court permission to disconnect a hospital respirator
that is keeping his daughter alive because it is "Cod'l will."
Doctors said there is no hope for her recovery.
A hearing
Mornslown.

Ml

the

suit

opens tomarrow in

nearby

DaggHI slid his conclusion was based on admitting
records at the Denville hospital whore Miss Quinlan is being
Heated and report! Iiom witnesses, including policemen. I le
said the "apparent overdose . . resulted in respiratory
failure due lo one oi both" a traiiquilizcr and alcohol.
Miss Quinlan was found unconscious last April 14 in a
bungalow she shaied with two friends at Cranbury Lake
near this northern New Jersey community. She has been in
a coma since then.

Governor vetoes bill
COLUMBUS (AP) Cov.
James Rhodes has vetoed
public
employ c
lighl-to-sliike
legislation
which he called " a long
step backward in providing
u nint c rr upted,
efficient
services for the people of
this state."
"The

bill

represents

a

REDDISH BROS.

mediation and lactl'inding.
POLICEMEN,
firemen
and
institutional
gu irds
would
not
have
been

SPORTING GOODS

for
said.

granted the right to strike.
"When a school is closed,
when the garbage piles high,

1V2 block west of Main Street

Kail Stewart, executive
di reel or
of
the
.15.000
member Ohio Civil Service
Employe! Association, the
stale's
largest
public
employes union, expressed
surprise and disappointment
mm the veto.

when the entrances to stale
parks aie blocked by pickets,
the persons who pay for,
and rightfully expect lo
receive
governmental
services, have no market
place to purchase similar
Services," Rhodes said.

total rejection of the basic
purpose oi Itate and local
government - to provide
Ihose
services
lor
our
citiZSM dial they cannot
adequately
themselves."

State

provide
Rhodes

133W.Wooster
Handball and Squash Equipment

PHYS. ED
SUPPLIES

Democratic reaction was
swift.
Majority Leader Oliver
Ocasek (0-27 Akron) said
he expected the Senate
would attempt lo override
the veto, hut conceded the
effort could prove futile.

representative!

approved the labor-backed
bill Sept. \2 ■ without a
single Republican vole alter months ol debate thai
lied it up in committee.
•The
legislation
would
have repealed the state's
27-year-old, ,lciguson Act.
granting
limited
strike
authority lo .150.000 public
employes altci
exlcnsive
collective
bargaining.

Senate Democrats have
the
votes,
but
their
counterparts in the House
lack hy one the three-fifths
majority needed lo override.

^f ^rliiwprljmta.?
428 E. Wooater St.
Ph. 353-1045

Hanging Planters
Terrariums
TODAY'S BOORS
YESTERDAY'S PRICES
^

aj

\?

Flowers
Special Thru Wednesday
Sept. 25

PAUPER'S USED PAPERBACKS
118 W. WOOSTER
m

I

Work

|f_

OCnOOlhOUSC

Proceeded rapidly through the summer on the Education Memorabilia Center

M

''"'"' KoHI "''" U'"''' ""' ex,eriof "' lhe building needs onh finishing
touches, the interior has yet to be completed. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)
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Got a
gripe?
Write a
letter
to the
editor
WELCOME BACK
FRESHMAN

QUAUTT MINTING
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JOBS
for former students of
Burke-Rabin-Wood
in Ed.F.I. 302
Desc: Aide to Fall 302 Students
Req: Earned grade of "A" in 302
taken during last academic year.
Interested? Attend Meeting 5:00 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 24, 531 Education Bldg.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

tUMIMIAMPt
tOCM INVITATIONS ft
flu*" NltS (AID OlMtt
lilt MAIN ' ftOWUNG CMIN ONiO

352-5762

WED. 1-6 P.M.
THURS 1-8
FBI. 1-6
SAT. 12-5
SUN.* 12-5

•Fim a Lnt
Sundays ol
Each Month

Cash and Carry

The
Flowerhouse
Across from Wooster Wine

\WW^VWVWW»fMWAWeWW

wind-fall (kfind'ror) n. l. » piece of unexpected
good fortunej a trodden and unexpected change for
the better.

BB & R MOTION PERFORMANCE INC.
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Repair and Service
See Us for Hard to Find Parts

Open 9-9 Mon.-Fri.

IHM- 1» V Th.'U'^n.l l'i«'>il ■[■■■In \limtl.--►'.*" \r.» I'fMiif'jph-tM

Unwubw ' ■* '''"'■,

DAISIES $125 dozen

lH
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\*B£

B.B.&R.
Motion Performance
Inc.

310 N MMi SttMl
Bowing OIMI Ohio 4140?
Plan* (4101 1SJ-4M9
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Grad students
get ready
By Patricia Stain
Stiff Reporter

Taped

Diane Blischak, a graduate assistant in the college of musk, is
videotaped while showing the proper procedure for assembling a
clarinet. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

The fteshman who walks
into class Tuesday morning
may find that his first
college teacher will be a
graduate student. But just
because the instructor isn't
called "Doctor" doesn't
mean he is not qualified to
teach.
The week before classes
began, all graduate assistants
participated
in
the
professional
development
program,
an
intensive
one-week
program
in
educational
methodology
and communication skills.
The federally funded
workshop, now in its third
year, prepared graduate
students to impart their
knowledge in their new
roles as teaching assistants,
according to workshop
director Dr. Ron Fadley.
Dr. Fadley,
assistant
professor of speech said that
about 70 per cent of the
incoming graduate students
have never taught, altruHtgh
teaching may be requii^Jjs
part
of
a
graduate
fellowship.
DURING THE workshop
students weie divided into
four tracks, or sections. Dr.
Fadley said that students
from related departments
were coached by group
leaders. The leaders were
graduate students who, on
the basis of student and

PBGC promotes city
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter
Students with questions and complaints about Bowling
Green merchantl may not have to go to the Toledo Better
Business Bureau lo gel action because a local businessmen's
group may do the job just as well.
The Promote Rowling Giccii-Comnrirtcc (PBGC) of the
Chamber of Cuaiinarct .wus< fMidad lo»proroote thirdly
and foster good business relations with the community,
according to Robert lloagland, executive manager of the
Chamber and secretary/treasurer of PBGC.
Hoagland said he wants feedback from students and
merchants alike in order to have a more harmonious
town/gown relationship. The University's new Student
Consumer Union (SCU) will help students, lloagland said,
and also will reduce the number of complaints his office
receives about merchants.
Besides the SCU. lloagland said students can have a say
in PBGC through two cx-officio members representing the
Student Government Association (SGA).
The PBGC by-laws were amended last spring to include
two student repiesentatives. Hoagland said, but the
appointed men never attended a meeting.

When the News informed Hathaway of the ex-officio
memberships, he said he would contact Hoagland for more
information.
Beside Hoagland. the other officers of the PBGC are
chairman Thomas Glenn, ownet of the French Knot, 166
N. Main St.; 1st vice-chairman Gerald Liss, owner of
Pisanello's Pizza, 203 N. Main St.; and 2nd vice-chairman
James Harris, owner of the Oxford House, S18 E. Woostei
St.
PBGC is active in many promotional activities'
throughout the year, including College Night sales,
"Discover Bowling Green " days, an arts and crafts show, a
sidewalk sale and a charity bazaar.
In addition to the monthly activities, Hoagland said
PBGC tries to work with the Heritage '76 Committee in
coordinating the renovation of the downtown area.

MR. BOJANGLES
Back in town by popular demand

THE LOCKER ROOM

LOCKER ROOM

10% OFF
Student Discount
weyrxyrwwra w K
fc

PRESENT
THIS
COUPON,
S FOR A 10%
i STUDENT
DISCOUNT.

£

117 C. COUNT., BOW! JM QUMN

Judy Dow. another graduate Mhttanl in the college of music,
masters the most difficult of die string instruments- the harp-as
she prepares to teach. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

WELCOME
BACK
Stop in for fine quality meats

PERKINS COUNTRY MARKET
1220W.Wooster

THE WHOLE STAFF OF

AQUA HUT
Welcomes The Freshmen!
SCOTT CRITCHFIELD, INST.
KEVIN "RAY, ASST. INST.
ANN CRITCHFIELD, SECRETARY

direct from Las Vegas
formerly with the Del Rey Trio

JIM DUNLAP, ASST. INST.
STEVE AXE, SALES MGR.
KEITH PATTERSON, ASST. INST.

DON'T FORGET TO SIGN UP FOR
SCUBA DIVING THIS YEAR!

Starting Sept. 17

LADIES NITE

The AQUA HUT stocks Northwestern Ohio's
Largest Line of Water Sports Equipment
Specializing in Skin and Scuba Gear.

WED.-NO COVER

Name Brands, Great Prices, Great Service

THURS. NITE LITTLE KINGS

COME DIVE WITH US!

See us for all your athletic needs.'
&X9H& «I»«III roufON jflEWS

NOW THRU TUESDAY
WAWR RADIO
93.5

Wednesdays thru Saturdays
9:00-2:00

Team discounts for
intramurals A Greeks.

master

BOOGIE WEEKEND

East River Drive
featuring
Reed Madison

35Z6341

Harp

RADIO 93

Start the school year off right
at

SGA PRESIDENT Randall Hathaway said Thursday he
had no knowledge of the appointments, speculating that
they were made by an administrator who did not inform
him.

112 SCXTH MAIN ST.

faculty evaluations, were
shown to be effective
teachers.
The
tracks followed
Individual programs which
familiarized students with
their
departments,
educational aids on campus
and topics of special interest
such as grading by contract.
"We try to give them as
many
experiences
as
possible," Dr. Fadley said.
Students also were given
the opportunity to critique
their
own
teaching
techniques by watching
themselves on videotape
playbacks of simulated
teaching sessions.
Assistant
workshop
director Robert Rosenthal
said he believes many
graduate students teach as
well as professors do. "1 had
some pretty crummy full
professors where I went to
school." he said.
THE
20
GROUP
leaders
who prepared
the
incoming graduate
students "are probably 20
of the best teachers on
campus," Rosenthal added.
"Just as in any other
profession, there will be
good and bad teachers," he
said, "but I think the overall
quality of the graduate
students at Bowling Green is
quite high.
"This week we're trying
to impress on the grad
students that they're not
just students but also
teachers. They must adjust
to being treated like
students by faculty and like
teachers
by
undergraduates."

AT DISCOUNT PRICES
MR. BOJANGLES

Tripe to Tobermory, Ontario, Canada
and Christmas Break Trip to San Salvador, Bahamas!
and others, all budget priced!

893 S. MAIN ST.

AQUA HUT

WOOSTER WINESHOP
425 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green, Ohio

352-8723

FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS

521 S. PROSPECT ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
352-5128
Service
Instruction

u.8. Umtn,
Daeer, FaraSon,
WhM Stag. IrnpacwH,

Opan
12 Noon -8:30 p.m.

Moa. TIM*.,
Wed.. Thurs.
12 noon - 6 p.m.
Fri., Sal.. Sun.

BMTK
SMQIMM,

Spsexto Swtmtutts

Also 3.2% beer

WOOSTER WINE SHOP

'iJr

!

DA COR

'.Ml '.

'.IRVKI

REGIONAL
FACILITY
NO. 5-414
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Increase in programs
SALE
FOR
BGSU

m «a»»»y centers

1 Millar t CoffM Shop

11

144 E. South Boundary,
Perrysburg, Ohio
Shop 9-9: Sun. 12-5

master charge

E So Boundary

2 W«r«

T.G. & Y.

Starting
Ihil quarter,
students can choote from
five new degree offerings
and a host
of oiher
academic options ranging
from a Little College to J
coordinated
quarter
on
"The Age of Louis XV."
Alice
Hagcmeyer,
lecretary
to
Provost
Kenneth
Rothe.
said
Thursday that students now
can eam the following new
degrees
a hacheloi ol
science in criminal justice, a
mastet of education in
educational
media.
a
bachelor
of
arts
in
communications
ollcicd
through the new School ol
Speech Communication, a
hacheloi
of science in

business administration with
an
u n d e i gia d u a I c
specialization in public and
institutional administration,
and an associate of applied
business
and
business
management lechnolog)

ANY ALBUM
or TAPE

ALONG
WITH
NEW
degrees.
the
University
Division ol General Studies
offers
other
academic
Opportunities and options,
some of which are offered
only fall quarter.

SELLING FOR
*4A2 or MORE
*•••• CL,P THIS COUPON ••••£••••* CL,P THIS C0UP0N *•••
100% PO LYESTER *
MEN'S

58" to 60" Wide

NOW!
ONLY!

t
t

FLANNEL
SHIRT

$500 *

2

$400

* C0LEMAN STOVES
* C0LEMAN LANTERNS
* BACKPACKS

* TWO MAN TENTS
* SIX MAN TENTS
* SLEEPING BAGS

60% Cotton
40% Polyester

* C0LEMAN COOLERS
* MESS KITS
* HATCHETS

THE OUTDOOR RECREATION CENTER WILL BE OPEN
FROM 10:00 TO 4:00 P.M. FRIDAYS, FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL UA0 AT 372 2343

ANCHOR-HOCKING
24 OZ. GLASS-4 PACK

DECORATOR

OIL LAMPS

S^OO
^M

cup TH,S C0UP0N

CREST
Regular and Mint

i/n

¥
¥
¥

COOLERS

i

00

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

00c

• ••*"{••••*

7 0Z.

Limit 2

2d shai/ci Hail. ->7:-o:o:.

ITEMS FEATURED:

••••* CLIP THIS COUPON • **■**•■*■*•**■* CLIP THIS COUPON ****

•••••

universities:

-and to provide students
with
information
"U
support services, including
counseling, placement and
financial aid
ANOTHER
UNIVERSITY Division option is
the thiee-year bachelor's
program, originally titled
the Modulai Achievement
Program (MAPI ll now 's .1
permanent course olTcting
called
the
litnc-flexiMe
degree option
Since MAP began in
I'172. there have been some
major changes nude in the
program, said Di Richard
Ciiai dih.i.
Univeisil)
Division
directoi
who
administers the itmc-tTexihle
option
Only .1 select group ol
students were allowed to
partii ipatc in MAI' foi the
first
three
yean.
In
Ciatdina said m UTJCI lu
carefully
iimiiltoi
and
evaluate Ihe program Von
lli.il
MAP
li.iv
been
institutionalized. 11 i> open
lo any student,
101 more information on
any
academic
option.
Students can contact the
University Division office,

L,m,t2

yds.

Limit 2

Continuing Education and
the Toledo Museum of Art
tin those who Want to take
it for personal fulfillment
The "Ascent of Man"
senunai also is offered this
quarter.
It
consists of
viewing the "Ascent of
Man" public Broadcasting
Service
television series,
followed by discussions led
by
an
interdisciplinary
group of faculty. Sludeuts
can register foi the seminal
alone 01 in conjunction with
special sections of existing
courses.
ANOTHER
NEW
course
ottered
lluough
University Division is the
University
Seminal.
designed
pi. 111.11 iK
for
freshman
and
transfer
students.
Whitmire
said
the
seminar, winch can be taken
as a two-bout elective, has
1 luce main objectives
-10
piovide
a more
humanistic introduction to
Bow Im;: (iieen:
-10 familiarize students
with
various
academic
opnoiis the) have, such as
credit In examination 01
taking courses at other

STARTING THIS YEAR, UA0 WILL RENT CAMPING GEAR TO
STUDENTS AT A NOMINAL PRICE AT ITS NEWLY OPENED
OUTDOOR RECREATION CENTER ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF
THE UNION.

CLIP THIS COUPON

KNIT
DOUBLE

Little
College
Evaluating
Social
Controversies is 1 program
designed
primarily
foi
freshmen.
according
lu
Duane
Whitmire.
stall
associate tor program and
budget coordination, Pout
sections
involving
25
students and one faculty
mcuibci
are
available.
Wliilinu said
Aic.is of concern foi the
I ittle College include the
use and misuse ol language
and truth, principles of
argumentation
and
alternative values and views
of the world.
A coordinated quartet of
courses relating 10 ilie I Ml
Century, "The Agcoi Louis
XV." is offered this quartet
only in conjunction with an
exhibit of French an from
171(1-177-4 at the Toledo
Museum of AM
Coursewoik
includes
weekly tups to die museum
to view the art exhibit,
which
consists of
120
paintings from some ol the
world's
most
renowned
museums.
The coordinated quartet
is offered without credit
through
the Office
of

99
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Shampoo
by
Clairol 8 Oz.

Limit 1

¥

M

WELCOMES
ALL NEW STUDENTS

29

••••• CLIP THIS COUPON ••■***••••* CLIP THIS COUPON -•*■*•**

LADIES

¥

PETER PAUL

I «WH»
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f
4/$
100
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KNTTOPS
Limit 1
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I
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COME AND SEE THE

mmiimI

DUNCAN YO-YO

TERRARIUMSJ
Limit 1

$ 99

4

«
t

PLUS
OUR STANDARD SCHOOL SUPPLIES
(INCLUDING ENGINEERING & ART)

CHAMPION
2:00 SAT.,
SEPT. 27

I
SEE OUR MANY
* VALUES THROUGHOUT
*
THE STORE '

and A LARGE SELECTION OF MASCOT ITEMS
i
i

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

(353-2252.1424 E. WOOSTER

1

-..

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

1
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WBGU varies programming
Expanded
educational
and
public
television
progiainming will highlight
the
new
season
al

^

WBGU-TV. Channel 57. The
Station . located on Troupe
Street.
provides
public
lelevision lo I") counties in
northwestern Ohio, as well
as ihe Fort Wayne. Indiana,
a.
An extensive schedule ol
public television offerings,
including feature series on
ili.un.i. music and science,
will he aired Ihroughuul ihc
week.
"Monty Python's Flying
Circus."
"Masterpiece
Theatre, "Sesame Sheet."
and
several
National
Geographic specials will be
featured lluougli live use ol
the
Public
Broadcasting
Service (PBS).

The evening news is a regular feature on WrKiU-TV Channel 57.
Tom Sanders. Jr. B.A.. operates a camera during the live
production. (Newsphoto by I .inn- YVynn)

Compensation system
may blunt incentives
* \ S || | \ (, | () \
i \l'i ■■ hcderal
Reserve
IL'.lul ( ll.llllll.in
\lllllll
Munis \.i\s |hc nation's
0 II C III p I .. > Ml 0 II I
1 Cilllpcilsjl lull
s\ stem

be changed because
ii ma> be blunting die
inccniivc in gel .i |ob
Icdcul
laboi
policy.
Hums vii,i MI ,i speech j[ ihc
I 'nivoiMiy
n|
Georgia
NIHKIIJ

I nd.i>.

shuulj

he

In

eliminate .ill invoiuitiai)
uiNtmploymcm and perhaps
to make Ihc iiiiu'iniiicni ihc
employci ol lasl resort

BURNS
would
cm
uiKiiipiiiyinoiii bmeflis lu
I 3 weeks .mil ilien oiil\ to
permit active searching lot .i
regulai job.
Otherwise,
ih e
unemployed
would
be
offered public cniptoymeni
JI
sumewhal he Ion ihc
in i n i in u m
wage
and
encouraged lo keep looking
lot nioie ailractive jobs.
As II is. Hums said.
"program> foi uncmployllietll compensation MOM
piowdc benefits on such a
generous scale llijl ihov

ina\ be blunting incenlives
to work . .."
willi .in eiglil pet ecul
uiicuiployiiicMi ule. Bums
said, there am nuinciousjob
vacancies.
MEANWHILE.
Reps
Augustus
Hawkins
(l)-Wisc). sponsors of a
lull-employment hill, said
the foul administration is
Wrong
In
labeling Ihc
legislation inflationary.

I n»

pioduclion

Tentatively scheduled on
a lapc-delay basis arc three
University football games.
Plans
call
for
game
playbacks on October 5. 12
and 2(> ol contests against
Western Michigan. Toledo
and Miami Universities.
The station's locall)
pioduccd evening weekday
newscast will he aired al

S :30 p.m.
A live lelevision auclion

THE STATION employs
between 40 and 60 students
each quarter, according to
Joan Gordon, WBGU-TV
directed
of
television
information.
Positions
occupied
hy
students
include pioduclion crow
members,
newswritcrs,
reporters, announcers and
ilooi directors
An orientation meeting
lor students Interested In
working al Channel 57 is set
lor 0 15 p.m. Wednesday al
Ihc station. Nt» previous
broadcasi
experience
is
required. Gordon said
The Station also will an
.'0 hours of educational
programs
weekly
foi
classroom
viewing
by
elemental)
and
high
school
students.
The
educational piogramniing is
broadcast weekdays from x

month may write lo Gordon
at WBGU-TV and request to
be put on Ihe mailing list.

ON-CAMPUS
cable
television service is provided

PHONE RATES have
IIK teased almost two doll.ns
ot hniIi private and parly
telephone lines as of August
13.
Although electricity rates
have not gone up yet. coal
costs
have
risen
and
probably will result in

ol speech, said any student
regardless
ol
maun
is
welcome
lo
join
the
volunteei stall on TV-7.
An orientation meeting
I'm BGTV-7 will he ,,i (,.IO
pin Sept. :" in 4i» South
Hall

a.m. lo .' .'0 p.m.
A monthly program guide
called
"Perspective"
is
published by Ihe station
Anyone
interested
in
receiving a free copy each

Karen Holloway. Sr. Ed., cues the talent on "Upllate, shown al
530pm weekday son Channel 57 (Newsphoto b] LanccWyntl]

By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
University
students
looking loi extrl slotage
room tins fall piobahly will
i in ci the empty space they
need in then wallets.
Intl.iiion has not spared
the campus and students
ibis
year
will
lind
themselves spending mote
money for Ihe same goods
and services they received
lasl year.
since last June from 527 lo
$27.50 pet credit hour,

LAST SPRING I facilities
fee was created which had
the eifeei of increasing Ihe
general fee to $56 from ISO
a quat let
The cos) ol meal coupons
has risen from $41.25 lo
$4.3.75
pei
hook,
an
increase ■ of
Sio each
quarter.
Cafeteria pi ices, as well as
food prices m the Aiiiani
and Mid-Ain Rooms, are
expected
lo
go
up,
according lo Mona Pugli.
avociatc director of food
services
Pue.li said Ural these

puces relied a general
upsurge in costs to the
University food service
"Oui puces have to
increase because pi ices to us
have gone up," Pugh said.
DESPITE THE using cost
ol eating on campus. Pugh
said that she does not
anticipate a glowing IIUIIIIK'I
of students selling then
meal coupons and shopping

in supermarkets.
'They may try lo at first,
but I think they'll find Ihai
prices in grocery stores have
gone up considerably." she
explained.

Costs rise off campus
If you aie trying lo
escape ihc rising cost of
dornnlory living, heading
off campus may nol be Ihe
ideal thine lo do.
Inflation has woimed its
way down the city's streets
and rested in the lap ol
General Telephone Co,
Students
living
in
apartments
will
lind
themselves paying lughei
utility hills this yeai. as
both
telephone
and
electricity costs have gone
up

hv
BGTV-7. a student
produced week!) show seen
each evening on channel 7.
PiogtaminiMg began lost
wiiiiei
and
featured
interviews, news and special
inteiesl stories, Or. David
W, (Taik. assistant profesSOl

Book, coupon prices rise

levels.

not lull employ mem, causes
Inflation. ihey said, because
inaiiulacliiieis
-nil
have
'iigli fixed COUS and have lo
taise puces lo break even.
The govcmmcnl reported
hal living costs tose in
August
al
a tale of
iwo-tenthi of one pai cent,
the lowesi in three yens
Suit, ledeial economists
said iheie was no reason lo
picebnaun.'
ilie
underlying tale of inflation
is much higher.

flu been scheduled for
November :.!.:5
Called
"Hello, Good Buy." the
even) will be used lo raise
operating lunds lor the
station,

increased consuniei prices.
The utilits companies are
nol alone in boosting prices.
as many area merchant!
have loiiud ii necessary lo
chaige more lot ihcn goods.

The

Bralhaus,

115

I.

Court Street, has added an
exlra live cents 10 the puce
ol all mixed drinks and has
discontinued Happy Hours.
LIQUOR

PRICES have

BUMP
AND BOOGIE
EVERY WEEKEND
TO THE
BEST LIVE BANDS

BRIGHAM'S
GREENHOUS

KROTZER'S

I

SYCAMORE GROVt
NIGHT CLUB

i

FOLLOW 105 THRU PMBVM.
TO BRADNER^ROAO
GO LEFT TO 582

■

I

nol changed at Howard's
Club II. 210 N. Main Street,
but the COS) of chips and
nuts has gone up.
W'nh the exception of
Pizza Inn. 1616 I-. Woosiei,
which has stuck a HI cent
increase on ihc price of Hi
luncheon special, most local
pizzerias have nol increased
prices significantly.
Puces also wcnl up at the
Stadium Cinemas. I MX) E.

1026 N. Main
Next to Krogers

Wousler. The cost ol adult
admission has increased
from $2 to $2.2$. And. as II
thai
was not enough.
"Dollai
Night" at
the
cinemas is now si js

Bui I d Tyrrell, inanagei
of Grcal Scol Supermarket.
1616
I
Woosiei
St.,
disagreed with Pugh's view
on a decline in grocer)
shopping.
"Every yeai we have
more and more people who
waul to heal the cost ol

cafeteria

rood,"

the last yeai.
Shepherd
said.
"But
despite
what
students believe, textbooks
aie not high profit iicms."
Shepherd claimed
"The
thiiveisiu
Bookstore, as
well as iiiosi hook dealers,
sell them at the publisher's
hsi price."
MANY STUDENTS uy
lo keep then hook bill
down by pui chasing used
books.
accoiding
lo

ryrell

said food puces are about
Ihe Same as last June and
some Items, such as meat
and fresh vegetables, have
come down."

Shepherd
"We never gel enough
used hooks, so we have to
buy ihem new front Ihc
puhhshei at a lughei puce."
he said
"Students
pay
more
because ihe publisher's puce
is lughei."
he explained
"Ihe
puhhshei
charges
more because paper costs
have gone up. It's nol just
us. everyone is raising their

UNLIKE
MEAT
and
vegetables, textbooks have
nol come down in puce
since lasi June.
Accoiding lo University
Bookstore Directoi Paul
Shepherd, students will find
themselves spending more
loi
hooks
and
papei
supplies than ever before.
"Books have gone up in
puce about ten pet ecu I in

puces."

- FEATURING LAWRENCE APTS.

CSW Rrollrd Sinks aad
I 'hop,
foil i nuisr t'amih din
»cr
12 « Mill 1 II S

leasing to 3 4 persons
9 8 12 month leases

AL-LYNAPTS.
Leasing to singles or
married couples
12 month leases only
'
'
*
'
"

2 bedroom units
furnished & w w carpet
gas heal
cable vision
tenant pays electric
(S8 $101 only

CALL
352-1800
or 352-4671

L.

PANCAKES* RAFFLES
"P'n Tors thru Sal 7 30-11
Sundays 7 in ; no

k

^aMS k& m.

412 EAST W00S1ER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

>l

m*xn\

IBlMllJlfllMllMlMMi^

Aerosmith performed on campus last winter and
proved to be one of Ihe few successful concerts in
recent years Average While Band is scheduled lo
appear on campus this > ear.

BG'S leading claanora

$33,500,000

Open 7 30 AM -600PM
Sal 8 00 A M 5 00 P M

DAY CLEANING:

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
lellowsnips rang ng trcm $53 to $10,000. Current list ol these
sources researcned a~d compiled as of September 5. 1975
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue. Portland. Maine 04103
I am enclosing $12 95 plus $'.00 lor postage and handling
iChech or money order - ro cash, please)
10 -s» .■
i

«(IIIID(I'

in by 10 00 AM
out 0y4 00PM

LET US CLEAN YOUR
FALL » WINTER GARMENTS
NOW!
Drapery
Specialists

Special B.G.S.U. 'Welcome Back' Tea
Sat. Sept 27 2:00-6:00 50c cover; 2-1

Serving BG
Sinoa 1937

- .' «-«* n'fl
<lr bj-rs beio*

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
2 UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

«s

100 E NAPOLEON RO

State
Ma>n« -asdanit p aaie add 5% salaa lax.

Zip

Providing an audio-visual encounter that mixes good people,

CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

353-8212

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY

great music, dancing, and tin* beverages 365 m'fes a year.'

BG

7 miles north
enUS 25
874-8649

25481 Dixie Hwy
Perrysburg, Ohio
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Vehicle licenses
now available

Shriver enters
Democrat race
WASHINGTON
(AP) - Sargent
Shriver
launched what he termed "a
people's campaign" for the
presidency
yesterday,
vowing
to
turn
governmental policy away
from "the large and the
anonymous" to "the small
and the personal."
The S9-year-old Kennedy
in-law became the eighth
Democrat to formally enter
his
parry's
presidential
contest.
He said he could not
stand aside at a time when
"for only the second time in
this century, the forward
movement of America has
been reversed."
"Not since the great
depression
has
America
stood in fear of the future."
the
1972
Democratic
vice-presideniial
nominee
said in a statement lor the
news conference lormally
unveiling his candidacy.
Shriver, who oblaincd

assurances of noncandidacy
from his brother-in-law.
Sen.
Edward
Kennedy,
before deciding to enter the
race, said in the statement
ili.ii his family, including
Mrs. Joseph Kennedy and
the widows of John and
Robert
Kennedy
had
encouraged him to run.
SHRIVER criticized the
Republican contention that
a return to a free market
system would solve the
nation's economic problems
but said the Democratic
conlenlion thai "lliere is
nolhing wrong thai more
money and more programs
in Washington won't cure."
is also "dead wrong."
"Instead we must seek a
common existence, rooted
in our common humanity,
which
laces
worldwide
problems requiring common
solutions," he said.
"Common existence at
home starts with putting the .

SUNDAY
BARGAIN MATINEES
OPENING TILL 6:00

- ADULTS *1.25

NOW PLAYING
EVE AT 7:15--9:15

SUN. MAT. 2:00-4:00

Planning on having a car,
motorcycle or bicycle on
campus? Then you should
drive or pedal over to the
Parking Office and have it
registered.
Students must register
their cars and motorcycles
for a S20 fee within 48
hours of their arrival on
campus, according to Dale
Shaffer,
director
of
University
Police
and
Parking
Services.
The
registration is valid for the
entire year.
Cars
that
are
not
registered will receive a
warning. After that, a $25
fine will be levied by
Parking Services if the car
remains unregistered, he

government - as
the
expression of our common
will - on the side of the
consumer, the taxpayer, the
individual
and
the
community,"
he
said,
declaring
government
should abandon tasks that
individuals, families and
neighborhoods
can
do
themselves while protecting
"the condition in which
they can remain truly free."
IN talking about foreign
policy, Shriver, a former
director of the Peace Corps,
said, "the challenge is to
redefine
the
role
of
government. He said that
"we have meddled too
much abroad, as we have
interfered too deeply in the
lives of our citizens."
Shriver's
campaign
committee announced that
he
has
received
the
necessary
$5,000
in
contributions of $250 or
under
in
20
states,
[qualifying him for federal
I matching funds in his
[campaign
for
the
'nomination.

Students should register bikes, motorcycles and autos
this week at Parking Services. (Newsphoto by Lance
Wynn)

DENVER (AP) - Antiwar
activist
Cameron
David
Bishop has become the
second person in history to
be convicted in peacetime
of
violating
the
1918
Sabotage Act. He faces a
maximum 90 years in prison

and lines of $30,000.
Lawyers in the case
agreed after the verdict was
returned
Friday
that
Bishop's conviction in the
1969 bombing of three
Denver-area
electrical
transmission towers hinged

Court rejects Nixon bar resignation
NEW
YORK
(AP) -- Former
President
Richard Nixon's attempt to
resign from the New York
bar without admitting guilt
in the Watergate scandal has
been rejected by a state
court, according to a report
in the New York Times.
The
Times
cited
unidentified sources who

said the Appellate Division
of the State Supreme Court
had refused to accept a
letter of resignation in
which Nixon mentioned his
ailing health, but admitted
no wrongdoing.
THE former president,
who lias said he does not
intend
to
resume
the

practice
of
law,
has
admitted only errors of
judgement in connection
with Watergate.

of
resignation
an
acknowledgement that he
was under investigation for
professional misconduct.

He was permitted to
resign from the bar of the
United
States
Supreme
Court under those terms.
The California bar forced
him to include in his letter

A similar investigation by
the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York led
to the rejection of Nixon's
resignation here, the Times
said.

Yes, the Northgate is opening
under new management.
STOP IN AND ENJOY FOOD AND FUN
PH. 352-5243

1095 North Main St.

THE NORTHGATE
JULIET MILLS ..<~~. • RICHARD JOHNSON .o—

CINEMA II

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:30-9:40

SUN. MAT. 2:15-4:30

Buss Meyers'VIXEN'
wtsnlMo enough..
I
X) M ONf IMOf R II «M*TTC0

The Home of
CHRYSLER PRODUCTS
SALES - SERVICE

AL SMITH
CHR YSLER PL YMOUTH
92 I N. MAIN ST.

352-5151
TRY OUR

COACHES
CORNER LOUNGE
Happy Hours Mon.- Fri. 4-6
Serving daily 11 a.m. -10 p.m.
so much for any womantoo much for most men!

The newspaper said that
at least one previous letter
of resignation had been
turned down by the New
York bar during lengthy
negotiations with Nixon's
lawyer.
It was unclear
whether
the
former
President would be allowed
another resignation attempt,
or whether formal charges
would be brought against
him.

COMING FRI. SEPT. 26

MJAWS„

NIXON WAS admitted to
practice in New York State
in 1963. He was a partner
with the firm of Nixon.
Mudge, Rose, Guthrie
Mitchell until he left to seek
the presidency in 1968.
One of his law partners,
former Attorney General
John Mitchell, was disbarred
last
July
after
being
convicted of perjury and
conspiracy
to
obstruct
justice in the Watergate
scandal.

on a national declaration of
emergency that President
Truman issued during the
Korean War.
He was acquitted on a
fourth charge.
ALTHOUGH
defense
attorney
Michael
Tigar
argued
that
the
proclamation was no longer
valid. U.S. Dist. Court Judge
Alfred Arraj refused to
permit testimony on the
point.
The only other person
accused under the I918 act
in peacetime was Napoleon
Bland , Jr. , who pleaded
guilty
to
charges
of
firebombing
an
ROTC
building
at
Washington
University in 1970. Bland
was sentenced to 10 years in
prison.
AN APPEALS court in
St.
Louis
in
1972
overturned the attempted
sabotage
conviction
of
Bland's co-defendent, Joel
Achtenberg.
The ruling
resulted in a new trial which
ended in acquittal.
Asked about the charges
against Bishop, U.S. Any.,
Arthur Boswerth said: "It's
easy to say now that
perhaps sabotage wasn't the
charge. But it looked like
the proper charge in 1969
and it stood the test of

time."

* Sound off '79
§
* write a letter
f
|
to the editor.*
LOOKING AT FRATERNITIES
CMECft ALPHA SIGMA PHI
SEPT. 25, 30 and OCT. 1 7:30 - 9:30
CHARISMATIC CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
JESUS CHRIST

LORD

DEDICATED TO THE UPLIFTING AND GLORIFICATION
OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST
AND HIS WORD.

ALSO
PROUT CHAPEL

Fine Dining in the

Thursday Eve 7:30

COMING SEPT. 24
'GIVE 'EM HELL, HARRY"

A VALID drivers' license,
car registration, the owner's
social security number and a
student ID and validation
card are necessary in order
to register a car. Faculty
and staff member also
should have a parking fee
waiver request form.
Students may register
bicycles for $1 at the
Parking Office by providing
a personal identification,
the brand name of the

bicycle and its serial number
or theowner's social security
number, Shaffer said. The
registration lasts for the
lifetime of the bicycle.
Shaffer
stressed
that
students should lock their
bicycles to racks to help cut
down on theft. There are 95
racks on campus, he said,
which
provide
approximately 1,500 spaces
for bicycles.
Over 2,000 bicycles are
expected to be on campus
this year, Shaffer added.
Parking
Services
it
located in 104 Commons
and is open from 8 a.m.-7
p.m. the first week of
classes and from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. thereafter.

Saboteur convicted

1NORTHGATE RESTAURANT AND TAVERN j

«k ELIZABETH TUItNIR.DAVIDCOlIN ll Of>M h, CHIVIK HIIIMAN
kfftxeU. b> RICHARD BARM 11 ...... h, 1)11 ml
X-M
An I <F».'il I M«mti.«i 'rw".i... „l . 1,1m VrMuw IM»,B*1-«*I ■ »!•*.#

said. If the vehicle remains
in violation after the fine, it
will be towed away.
Temporary
registration
for up to four weeks at $ 1
per week also may be
obtained for motor vehicles.

STABLE
RESTAURANT

^JbJi^ 2> vu\.
OF BOWLING GREEN
1560 EAST WOOSTER

Sunday Morning 10:00

ALL ARE INVITED TO WORSHIP
Co-Pastors
Joseph R. McAuliffe and Peter M. Doane
352-0018
352-7763

t

■
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Newsphotos by
Michael Passarelllo,
Lance Wynn
and Dan Feicht

COME
tfiAWORSHIP
WITH ,ty
US
» /•'

Call Facf Line

WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN

ELECTRONIC SERVICE

NIKI'S BOOTERY

TV • STEREO • TAPE
All Major Brands

The one and only complete fashion footwear

AND

i'v-W
A\,"

center for young men and women.

■ M EM1Y

Fast — Reliable — Reasonable

X\
(Mntrrli of Christ

DEXTER.
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
NOW LEASING

*

FOR FALL
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
• Full lurniihed apts.
• Central gas air conditioning & heating with individual apt controls
• Siding giaaa doors to balcony and patio
• Gas - equipped laundry area available in each
apt. building
• Patio areas with grills available lor each building.
• Club house facility featuring indoor heated pool.
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
RENTAL OFFICE
•53 Napotoon Hd Sui» 5
Onto Mr» Daily t 12 1 14
3S2*2«t 0> 352 9371

IVOW.A5

$24.99

MENS

$25.99

BIBLE CLASSES

NIKI'S BOOTERY

MONDAY-AND FRIDAY 10-9

17317 HASKINS ROAD
P.O BOX 425
SCHEDULE

It's be kind to feet week.
Celebrate in Dexter s Guru
shoe. A whole new way of
valking for just

SALE

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
SATURDAY 10-6

NIKI'S BOOTERY
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
352-0525

\

BOWLING GREEN OHIO 43402
(419)352-6205
OF

SERVICES
SUNDAY 9 00AM

WORSHIP

SUNDAY 10 00 AM

WORSHIP

SUNDAY 6 00 P M

BIBIE CLASSES
TRANSPORTATION

MINISTER

TERRY McGIFFIN

WEDNESDAY 7 30 PM
352-6252

655-2196

J\ ifrtcnMu (Third) Itlith (Elic ^ftwy of %Ht
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ABC helps handicapped students
By U.IMII Wright
and Sieve Williamson

Newsphotos

University
Hall,
the
oldest building mi campus,
is distinguished by elibonle
stairways inside and uulsidc
To sonic, the stairways are
cslhelically pleasing. To
olhers, they m .1 minor
inconvenience, lint to a
person with a physical
disability, such stairs can
present a inajoi obstacle to
their educational pursuits
Recognizing
an
ever-growing concern lor
the handicapped attending
the University. Dr. Richard
lakin.
vicepiovosl
lot
student affairs, organized
concerned students, laculty
tnd Halt
I became aware lb.it there
were a lot ot people on
campus Working
loi .-,

common

by Steve Williamson

goal.

the

elimination of aicliiteclui.il
barriers,
and
providing
se 1 x ices
I 01
1 be
handicapped." IV Kakin
explained. "Joining forces

seemed to IK an effective
way of dealing with the
problem. Ibis motivated me
10 gei something going as a
committee."
THE ARCHITECTURAL
Barriers Committee (ABO
hat recently initialed several
improvements aimed
at
aiding the handicapped.
Kainps have been (or
soon will be) constituted to
the
gioiind
doors
of
University, Hayes. South
and Manna Halls, as well as
the
Ait
and
Home
I conomics buildings. All
icslrooms accessible 10 the
handicapped
are
now

marked.
Ibis symbol is also used
to indicate the on-campus
parking spues reserved for
the
physically
disabled.
Several now "curb-cuts" are
also
expected
to
be
constructed.
Sc ve 1 a I
c a 111 p u s
organizations participate in
A II C ,
t n c I u il 111 g
Rehabilitation Aleit Protect

(KAP). Physical Activity for
Everyone
(PACE)
and
Alpha
Phi Omega, the
national service fraternity,
RAP. created through the
lebahililation
counseling
department
at
the
University.
supplies
manpower, information and
counseling
to
I hc
handicapped.
PACE, BASED in the
physical
education
and
recreation
department,
encourages
handicapped
students lo realize then lull
physical capabilities through
various physical activities.
Alpha
Phi Omega has
worked
toward
the
elimination of architectural
harriers at the University for
several years.
Last year the service
fraternity
conducted an
extensive survey of all
facilities on campus, noting
many buildings inaccessible
lo the handicapped.
Jay O'Dell, junior (A&S)
and a member of ABC.
entered the University in
1972. The summer before
his
junior
year,
a
motorcycle accident left
him paraly/ed below the
waist and confined him to a
wheel chair.
O'Dell was readmitted to
the University last spring
quarter. However, he was
encouraged to go lo Wright ,
State University, a recently
built campus which is more
accessible than others in the
stale.
"The former provost said
that I should go to Wright
Stale.
Although
BGSU
would
a dm 11
the
handicapped. I was told thai
a
handicapped
student
would
get
no special
considerations in any way.
shape or form." O'Dell said.
"I OBJECT TO Wr.ghl
Stale because it gioups all
the handicapped (Students)
in the slate of Ohio into one
place and is an unnatural
situation." he said. "It is

unrealistic lo ostracize the
handicapped
from
the
non-handicapped and results
in minority segregation."
The segregation of the
handicapped also creates
attitudinal barriers. Because
of the lack of integration at
the
University,
the
non-handicapped
student
cannot easily relate to the
problems encountered by
those who arc handicapped,
he said. O'Dell added that
people lend to see his
handicap instead of seeing
him.
"When people see inc.
they see the wheelchair
first, and me second." he
said
But there are those at the
University
who
care,
according lo OTX'II
"The
people in
the
Registrar's office have been
helpful in scheduling my
classes
in
accessible
buildings.
Dr.
Lakin.
chairman of ABC. has also
helped
through
his
involvement
with
the
committee." he explained.
Joseph Wheeler, dircctoi
of
scheduling.
assisted
O'Dell and Keith Detamorc
with the scheduling of
classes this past year.
"I'm very willing to help
these people in any way I
can. They're the ones, after
all, thai need a higher
education most because of
their physical disabilities."
Wheeler
commented.
I
believe that this educational
institution should afford
them thai.
"What is really needed is
a place on-campus for these
people lo go I'm assistance
General
assistance
for
handicapped
students,
laculty and visitors could be
achieved by setting up an
office, voluntarily manned,
if nothing else."

motorcycle accident which
left him confined lo a
wheelchair.
Before his accident, he
was an English major, Aflei
returning to the University,
be bad to change Ins major,
since
1 he
English
Department
and
most
Ingl: '•
•■lasses
are
in
University Hall.
It may have been caster
lor IVlamoic lo go niln bis
chosen maim .11 Wngbt
State However, n was not
feasible im him to transfci
from the University since he
and
Ins
wife
have
established residence in the
Bowling Green area. Mrs.
IX'lamore teaches m a
ncaiby school.
The ultimate goal ot ABC
IS lo make this University an
institution which offers an
equal opportunity lo these
students. "My observation
of the ABC's short term

goais aie that we should try
to accomplish some low
cost protects toward the
removal of architectural
harriers, thus making the
campus more accessible lo
those
with
limited
mobility," Dr. Eakln said.
"There are also a lot ot
majot lasks which would he
accomplished at a higher
expense and on a long-lerm
basis." lie said
"Development
of
proposals
im
extensive
liindings
foi
both
handicapped services and
removal
of
111.1101
architectural barriers arc
being
considered.
Also
educational activities to gel
nd ot atliludhial harriers are

needed."
ABC's nexl meeting is .!
p.m.
Thursday
in -Ml)
Student Services Building.
The committee encourages
par I let pa I ion
ol
all
Interested persona.

DETAMORE has been a
incmbci of ABC since its
inception. Several ycais ago
be was involved in a

«*

ABC members pictured from left to right are Tom Anderson, associate professor
geography: Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for student affairs: Jay O.Dell. senior
(A&S|; Rhonda Raifsnider, senior (B.A.); Joe Lombardi, community psychologist
from the counseling center and Jan Scottbey. assistant to the vice provost.
■
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Counseling available
The
Personal
Development
and
Life
Planning
Center.
320
Student Services Bldg.. aids
students in areas ranging
from career planning to
personal counseling.
Dr.
Frjnk
Arnold,
director of the cental. sjid
services offered
include
cassette
tapes
with
information about majors II
the liniversily. films about
oilier colleges in ihe United
Stales.
vocational
and
placemen!
testing
and
counseling from
trained
psychologist.
He strand thai the
centei is open for sludenis
nol only with
seiious
problems hul also for
"everyday
questions
a
iludcni may have eomhU)

into a new environment and
dealing wilh expectations
about college."

group dealing with weight
control and one about how

in which University students
need help.

to become assertive, but nol
aggressive."

Dr. Arnold and Roman
Carek.
counseling
psychologist, said important
questions new students have
concern
homesickness,
uncertainty about a major
or career, dealing with the
freedoms of University life
and
learning
to study
effectively.

Carek said members of
ihe center ha"; organized a
course about vocational and
career development which
might be offered for credit
winter quarter.

Carek added that a peer
counseling
program
is
forming so that students can
gel advice from people in
their own age group and
social situation.
Suidents can go lo the
cental from *» a.m.-noon
and I-5 p.m. A counselor
will
be
available
immediately for conference

"It isn't bad to have a
problem." Carek aid. "You
need some kind of tension
to grow as a person."
Carek said the center
sometimes participates in
residence hall programs with
student groups which want
lo explore specific areas of
interest .
"Last year we had a

Windfall airs
Dy Patricia Thomas

COM show called "Dr.
Demento,"
which
will
spotlight
unusual
music

Staff Reporter
"Windfall Radio" will be
ihe catchphrase for campus
radio
Station
W| Al "s
sligluK different IOIIIIJI of

foims It is scheduled to air
front 10-12 Saturday nights.
The WFAL campus talk
show will resume from1*-! I

programming as the Station
lesumes operation tliis fall
WKAL broadcasts at 680on
the AM band and can be
received
in
on-campus
buildings.

p.m. Wednesdays, wilh this
year's host
being Duke
Spinner. Also planned arc
remote
broadcasts
from

John
Kislier.
senior
(A&S) and general manager
of
ihe
station,
said
•Windfall
Radio"
will
attempt lo meal specific
Student needs and lasles.
"We
believe
the
mosi
imporlaiil thing is playing
the music our listeners want
lo hear." he added
According lo Fisher, the
station's news, features and
sports coverage are also
Univeisiiyorienled
lo
provide
students
wilh
information
ovpiosslv
designed for them,
Wl AL
broadcasts
nineteen hours a day from 7
a.m. until 2 a.m. 1 lie slalion
operates a continuous music
request line during these
hours.

AMONG

THE

special

features planned is a West

"-■>V-Mt°"

locations around campus
and ihe downtown business
district- In additiun. the
station will sponsor listener
Contests
ihroughoul
the
year lo increase student
Involve mssit.
WKAI is entirely slaffed
and run by a volunteer
sludeni stiff. According lo
Ftsher, students can join
promotion, sales, secretarial
and production staffs, as
well
as
participate
in
on-lhe-air work
An ' dfWirSlion meeting
for" srMMirs' inlcrested in
working at the station issei
fof'7 p.m. Monday in 4(W

He also said that sludenis
are needed as part of a
proposed student advisory
board. They will provide the
center with feedback on
programs and suggest areas

Classifieds get results

BGSU PHOTO CLUB
INVITES YOU TO
ITS INTRODUCTORY
MEETING,

Sludenis also can call ihe
centei at ,«7:-:08l for an
appointment.

Moore's okay
Hotline needs

RECORDS -TAPES
— PRESENTS —

The Student Government Association (SGA1 sponsoicd
Academic Hotline, which has ben in the planning stages
since spring quarter, is scheduled lo open within lluee
weeks if approved by University President Hollis Mooreji.
Although SGA President Randall Hathaway said he
believes the hotline will be approved, the future ol llic
hotline could be in doubt
Hathaway said Dr. MootC questions the puipose ol'the
hotline and is concerned tlul it will interfere with Campus
Fact Line.
Dr. Moore was unavailable lor comment.
SGA Coordinator of Academic Allans Mary Helen
Framme said the hotline is a tcrvice loi sludenis having
academic problems. Academic inloiination liom each
college at Ihe University has been compiled
Academic Hotline will be prepared lo answer questions
ranging from what degrees and majors aie offered by
various departments to Ihe propel procedure lot changing
giades. she said.
She noted that main students do nol know how lo
change giades oi file academic appeals and lliat the
academic appeals systems can dillei liom college lo college.
"Academic Hotline is nol trying to lake Ihe place of Ihe
counselors. They tsludentO can call us if they don't know
who lo call." she said.
Framme said she hopes to have the holhneopen at least
four hours a day. It will be manned by SGA academic
board members and interested sludenis, she said.
The hotline will be located in 405 Student Services Bldg.
The hotline phone number is nol yel available.

°NYOU CRAZY 0^

'nhunhid HivimlsuildTttpt
The stage attraction of the decade I
the greatest entertainment event in history!

"HARRY-A ROUSING SUCCESS!"
"WWTMOftf IS ASTONISHING!"
"I WAS OVERWHELMED!"
"A FASCINATING PORTRAIT!"
"A TALENTED CREATIVE ACTOR!"
"EVERYONE'S WILD ABOUT HARRY!"
A SUPERB PERFORMANCE!"

ONLY

"IT'S BRILLIANT! IT'S UNCANNY!"

"AFIERY CHARACTER!"
Also Available - BRUCE SPRINSTEEN Born to run' (Col.) CHICAGO 'Vlir (Col) - AEROSMITH 'Toys in the attic' (Col.) ALVIN LEE 'Pump Iron' (Col.) - JIMMY SPHEERIS 'The Dragon
is Dancing' (epic) - R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON This time we mean
it' (epic) - JEFF BECK 'Blow by Blow' (epic) LOGGINS &
MESSINA To Fine' (Col.) - EARTH, WIND & FIRE That's the
way of the world' ftCol.) - LABELLE 'Phoenix' (Epic) all these
and HUNDREDS more at

NOW ON THE SOWN C«UM lor the ammm naa
■rimirri «0M fucft ■'•> wnmui m ajot

EVERY
TUES.-WED.
SPECIAL

Dave Mason

8iM fiaujeirf ma*

Firesign Theatre

JAMES WHITM ORE

Frying Burrito Brother*

Samuel Callu If^Cefc^T^w I IWrtw
*•■* HMJ
XTflan and Jeseph E Blulh BuiSanrent and John I Tennant

a*f. ae* M.

RUDY'S HOT DOG
♦WS.MAIN

MWUNGGMEN

?4t$YLVANIA
AVENUt

Stm Binder
tot**.**

^ra^aa-Jt—

f

Herbie Hancock

GIVE'EM HELL.
HARRY!

With Rudy's ipecial sauce, mustatd.
onion* SAVE'

David Eaaex - Molt

as Harry S. Truman in

•HiOUT '•

Old Fashion Priced
crt Rudy'* Today 11

PfM FIOYD-Wtih You Were Here. Columbia PC
3J4M After more thin (NO yeats without a recwd the
prototype space rock band returns with then first Colum
bia etlort The electronics and overall spacey feel thai
has won Ihem so many tans rj stilt present but the al
bum is in many ways the group s most commercial effort
Several shorter cuts punctuate a nine part potpourri,
with one ot them Wish You Were Here carrying the
same infectious quality thai Money did Typically good
guitar work Irom the group as wetl as the usual easy go
mg synthesizer and keyboard *ork and occasional
hypnotic background vocats The nine segment cut can
be easily broken up for an play, but the shorter cuts seem
to be designed lor that function and work well m thai
capacity Possibly Ihe best effort from the band since
Atom Heart Mother"

Cinema M

OCTOBER 1st
AT 7:00 P.M. IN
102 LIFE SCIENCE.
EVERYONE
WELCOME.

5505
SUMMIT

^•o™ .#**

By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter

South Hall. No previous
experience is required.
A
bi-weekly
program
guide,
"The
tar."
is
published by the slalion and
is available from residence
hall desks lo all students.

er's

IOO

Kl

UHIM

399

O*

aCO IN. mail! OI.

OPEN DAILY -9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY- NOON TO 730 P.M.

r-^r.^T.."Sc,C:nr^'.
...■--.

EKc4u*tv« Showing* • Al PwHocr
Ttondtv, Fritter Sq
3 Daiv« Onty • t Pstrfor

.
rvwd
24,25,28

"Your Better Record Record Store"
with the finest selection ol Rock-Pop-lmports-BkiesCountry-Bkiegraai-Jazi-Claaaical-Sourxltracka-Soul ft Sheet music
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Dental service cut
Financial limitations have forced the extraction of denial
services at the Health (enter this year, according to Robert
Roper, Health C'cntet administrator.
The number of students Utilizing the dental facilities last
year was small compared to the cosl ol operating the
services and "we decided sve couldn't uMord it." Roper
said.
Students who need dental wink will IK encouraged logo
to their family dent ill, Ropci said. He added llial they also
might seek help from dentists in town but llus is "almost
impossible because they are so buss."
Another change at the Health (eniei provides medical
service for a nominal tee in spouse- ol registered University
students. But children, because ihcy require special care,
cannot IK Irealed at the Health C'enlet
Dr. Richard I akin, vice provost Ibi student affairs, s.ud
that the Health (enter also will continue to otTct
gynecological services i.dl quartet Gynecologists (torn lite
Medical ('ollegc ol Ohio at roledu (MCOT) are tcntaiively
scheduled to begin sessions Oct. I 5

Hu vaccinations are available again this year, as are
allergy shots, according to Roper. Physical therapy,
laboratory wink, pharmaceuticals and an ambulance service
also aie provided ll the center.
Ihe Health (enter is open from K:30 l.HL-4:30 p.m.
during the week. There are no doctors on duty during the
weekends, although a doctor is always on call. Visiting
hours for in-patients arc 7-H daily.
Students aie required lo present an Identification and
validation cuds 10 receive treatment at ihe center, but
Ropei said "we don't turn anybody away."
r-oui general practitioners on the staff treated 4.'.000
Students last year. Roper aid. adding that another doctor
soon will fun Ihe staff. Students now can request a specific
physician to neat them when llicy visit the Health (enter.
Students can pay cash or charge any Health (enter Ices
lo University accounts. blue Cross and blue Shield also are

Because of the onslaught
ol
telephone
service
requests from off campus
students, this lineman
has probabh found he
spends mure lime up in
the
air
than
usual.
Ifs'ewsphotn b>
Liner

accepted and Ropci said "we recommend that everyone
have insurance "

Wvnnl

Watch for details
on the B.G. News
football contest.

Factline answers questions
Where-

Moscley

Hall?

Win's im adviser'.'Where do
I p< in add the course I
acefden t .ills
id opped
ycslcrda)
ll\ calling 372-2445. the

THE SBX
WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME TO
ALL NEW AND
RETURNING STUDENTS
- GOOD LUCK IN THE COMING SCHOOL YEAR

Univcrsil)
News Service's
I ,»i I inc simlciils can gel
ills' answers lo these and

other questinns, s.ud I inda
l.iplui'ii Fact I 1.1- undent

to the piopei pruccdiiic loi
CIHlking chicken. I.iphoin

singci
l .ii
Stevens
hinhilaie. nut found in then

VllOllllll.lllH

said
However,
calls
loi
campus infoiiuatioti such .is
campus acltvilics. .IN well as
acadcniU .iiul administrative
questions, accounted fot 44
pet ceni ot the calls received
In
I.M
line's II slat I

iclciencc books ni.is iv
found in III.' ..nil IlkI requcull)
people will
call I'.icl I inc loi answcis to
I ll c I I
h II in e ss HI k
assignments.
including
difficult
lltalll
pinhlcm,

Fact
line, which has
been operating since April
IV7I, handled a record
150.000 calls last ycai
Questions concerned ever)
Ihing from class schedules

iTi'STroTfTTfTfTf) 0 0 I o oTo sVITrToTnTSTb o"o oTDTo^

THE FRENCH KNOT
Be Creative
Do VO«»T OWn Thing

members
I aci
1 inc
opciaiors
manning its two plumes find
ihe mlofiiT.itiiiii the) use f(t
artVCs^ I caller's question iW
.ilm.inais.

LARGEST SELECTION OF CRAFTS
AND NEEDLEWORK IN THIS AREA

University

bulletins and then own 11list'
I ,000
index
. ■••!«.
laplimn said lhal .)
Ircqucnll) tcqucsled piece
• it inloiin.ition. such .is rock

SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
Bigger and Better Than Ever

faphorn said Hut lite I acl
I inc stall lues nol lo do
someone's lioiiK'work loi
hint.
bYi.iusi ol a Inured .HI.
I At sj me will ,.iterate lnim
10 J in
to inidiiiglil on
weekdays
and
noon
in
midnight on weekends List
ycai
I is i
I in.began
icceivmg ..ills .ii X .i in .
I jplunn s.ud

B.R.G. at DJ's
it Electrolyte

Reiil.icen.eni

With

Glucose it

I i now jl DJ's Cycle Shop for all sports

C&t Jfreiufj llnnt
£N. MAIN
STREET

10-5:30 M-S CRAFTS AND
10-9 FRI. NEEDLEWORK g

Whore Today's Hobbies arm Tomorrow'* Htirlooms

352-3148

e nthususts. * .' R.G. is the one athletic
drink that replaces what your body loses
through perspiration in vigorous e ercise.
Contains Vitamin C. glucose. & pH buffers.
* BE ACTIVE WITH*

ERG at DJs - 115 W. Merry - 352-9 f57

ti txXIMXiXXXSi m UU o.a_p_g_B_p ° rUUUUUUUUU]

Stop In and Choose from a
Large Selection of

Apartitfnt Nm»d Decorating?

_WE CAN HELP

(©LOCKSMITH.

NEW AND USED TEXTS
, Receive, Free, a Student Value Pack containing
valuable coupons • no purchase necessary

KEYS•LOCKS
BONDED
INSl'RED

RADIO DISPATCHED
MOBILE SERVICE

MS. MAIN ST.

THIS WEEK ONLY

A FREE FALCON PEN WITH
ANY PURCHASE!

530 EAST WOOSTER - across from Founders

'

Sherwin Williams

2K

153 N. Main
352-2168

WE'MAKE YOU FEEL AT HOME

llasideR.J.'sAppliaace)

Phone Hi 5517
COMPLETE MOBILE LOCKSMITH
SALES* SERVICE
Al'TO. HOME BUSINESS
MOBILE HOME MAI BOXES. APTS
RESIDENTIAL 1NDISTRIAL
MASTER KEYING
LOCK * COMBINATION CHANGES
SALES* SERVICE EOR SAFES
2t HR SERVICE

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE

Con acr

MKIUNKSAFE
SERVICE* SACKS
ALARMS AND SMOKE DETECTORS BY KWIKSET

DISCOUNT WITH BGSU I.D.
SHERWIN WILLIAMS

RADIO 93

BOOGIE WEEKEND
Now thru Tuesday

WAWR RADIO
93.5
H7 E. Court, Bowling Green

For Appointments Call 372 0086 310 Stud. Serv.
I
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Commuters find home
By Norma Sleele
Makeup Editor
Commutersand apartment dwellers can find a home away
Irom home in the basement of Moseley Hall at the
Commuter Center, according to Hazel Smith, the center's
director.
Before 1966. when commuters organized, students
traveling to campus frequently ate and slept in their cars.
"It was every man for himself." Smith said. Now the center
has a director, two assistants, a part-time secretary and
three interns to provide for commuter's needs.
"Some students travel from as faraway as 100 miles a
day." Smith explained, "so they need a place they can call
I heir own."
The center has grown from what used to be an old
biology lab into a complex of rooms which includes a
dining area, a study lounge with a lending library and
reference materials, and a recreation room with a television.
Free lockers also are available to commuters for books
,and coats. Students must provide their own locks,
according to Smith, and must register their lockers with her
office every quarter.
"A special block of lockers has been reserved for
freshman." she added, "and are available on a first come,
first served basis."
THE CENTER has a refrigerator and microwave oven
for students brown bagging their lunch or dinner, as well as
typewriters and jumper cables. Weather conditions also are
posted for the transient students.
"We are in touch with the State Highway Patrol lor
Howling Green and the surrounding area and can alert
students by a public address system ol inclement weather,"
Smith said. Students then can receive excused absences
from classes and leave early.
"We do keep a list of students in apartments who would
be willing to have commuters stay over night in case ol bad
weather." Smith explained. "We suggest that students carry
sleeping hags in their car during the winter in case they do
get stranded here."
A message board is another service of the center. Smith
said. Students are advised to post the center's number,
.172-0^60. at their home phone so that their parents can
conUC) them through the center in case of an emergency.
The student is called over the public address system and

Save that
ol' News

if he is unavailable, a message is posted on the message
board. In case of urgent matters. Campus Safety is notified
and the student is located.
Commuters can get involved in all campus events through
the center. Smith said. "We have representatives to almost
every organization on campus. They report monthly to an
open meeting for communters held at the center.
"Our students have a good idea of what is important."
Smith said. "They know a great deal about campus and
local issues and take part in elections. Aside from the
Greeks, commuters are the largest voting body on campus."
STUDENT AND local candidates are invited to speak to
the commuters before election time. "Sometimes
discussions become quite heated and pointed." she said.
The center's executive board, acting on suggestions from
commuters, plans various activities and programs. Last
night, for example, there was a dinner party to welcome
new international students.
"We want to make them feel at home right off the bat."
Smith said, "and we want them to know they have a body
of friends lhc> .-an come to. We try to include them in our
activities throughout the year."
Another program offered at the center for commuters is
the Monday night reading series, featuring presentations by
faculty and graduate students in creative writing.
"This reading program has grown and expanded over the
years and is really quite well attended." Smith said.
"In addition we also have had classical guitar concerts,
sing-alongs and speakers." she added.
"The people who have come here for four years have
quite a cross-cultural choice of activities on this campus,"
she said, "and we encourage our students to take full
advantage of campus activities."
Plans for this year include expanding the car pool system
by possibly compiling a computer listing of students in the
same geographic area. "It is much safer to travel with two
or three in a car." Smith said, "especially for longer trips."
"We also would like lo do more in the field of outreach."
she added. Ideas include constructing small information CM)
lers in apartment complexes. Apartment dwellers arc
commuters too. and need easy access to information about
University activities. Smith said
Hours at the center are 7:.'0 a.m.-IO.'O p.m..
Monday-Thursday and 7.10 l.m.-5 p.m. on Friday.

SCNOOLKXDS RECORDS

Steppe's

^8;

Beauty Salon

2 9

PHONE 3S2-9H4

S. MAIN

*
1
O
o
SCHOOL KIDS A

■

1

AVOID RIP OFFS
WE HAVE THE
LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN!
ALL $698 LIST LP's
llelrne < urris

I InuEcrm
RLGULAR SZ0.00
SPtCIAL

3-DAV
OFFER
GOOD
9/11.
9/2 3.
9/24

SI 6.88
uaranleed No Frizz!
• \n AppniulmcHt
\tcrsiitr\

>3

99

EVERYDAY!
134 W. WOOSTER
(1/2 BLOCK WEST OF MAIN ST.)
352-4812

Radio 93 Presents
BGSU
Boogie Weekend
Entertainment
Contests
Free Gifts
Requests
Contests
Information

AVERAGE WHITE

• All Day-All Night 84 Solid Hours
• Requests 352-8412
• Hits Oldies
• Contests Prizes
•• Campus Information
• Exclusive BGSU Football
Broadcast Saturday Afternoon
• On the Scene Reports

Boogie With Radio 93*
*WAWR Radio, 93.5 FM117E. Court St., Bowling Green

i

OCT. 5,
ANDERSON
ARENA

TICKETS ARE
$650 RESERVED
$550 GENERAL ADMISSION
AND ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
UNIVERSITY UNION TICKET OFFICE

I
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RD PUZZLE
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1
6
9
11
13

Dip In the tub
Hidalgo'a home
Eton's rival
Picnic, perhapb
Famous French
chemist
14 Smooth over
16 Allow
17 Moscow
landmark
19 Relative of
blacktop
20 Greek goddess
22 Tropical plum
23 By way of,
for short
24 On the ground:
Poet.
26 Mowgli's
python
27 Coat leather
28 Walking

(filled with joy)
30 Rink users
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8 One more
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Date

Theatre

CHARLES II
THE KILLING OF SISTER GEORGE
SHERLOCK HOLMES
THURBER CARNIVAL
ANIMAL FARM
OUR TOWN
New Play by John Scott
TINY ALICE
PEGORA THE WITCH
GUYS AND IX)LLS
BUI in
NO PLACE TO BE SOMEBODY

October 22-25
November 5-8
November l<»-22
December 3-6
January 21-24
February 4-7
February 25-2S
March 10-13
April 17-18
April 2S-May 2
May 12-15
June 2-5

Main Auditorium
Joe E. Brown
Main Auditorium
Joe E. Brown
Joe E. Brown
Main Auditorium
Joe E. Brown
Main Auditorium
Joe E. Brown
Main Auditorium
Joe E. Brown
Main Auditorium

.

Tickets may be purchased in the
University theatre box office.
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53

1

■■

1HAT SOUNDS
6REATI-BUT
HJU/COMBI
6ETTD60INSTEAD OF YOU'

Show

«0

57

66

American plays selected

1

69

■

The theater department'i production schedule lor the
Mam Auditorium, University Hall this year was chosen with
the Bicentennial in mind, said Dr. David Addinglon.
piolessor ol speech and theater area chairman

by Garry Trudeau

ASSIGNMENT!

I

Production Schedule for 1975-76
University Theatre
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

1

9
12

DOONESBURY
CHAMP. AS
CMS AND OieS*

/

Theater schedule

IB

Sb

SI

1

6

■ 26

28

36

■r

■■
25

2*

39 First
performance
40 Floating in
water
41 Jaunt
43 Works on mss.
45 Energy: CoUoq.
47 People
48 Fasteners
51 "You
say!
62 Copters ancestor
55 Siesta
57 Lime t
"*

18

M

bricks

1

m

N U M

■l

DOWN

/

m 0 p p |
5 P fl 1. A 1'

H El

A
N

N

1

A

1'

u

i

NHJO

1

N 1
aaWB_

t fl
0 R
>' A

B

M A S
A 1 P

32 Like the cat
that ate tha
canary
34 Ovine animals
36 Come into
money
38 Lured
41 Samples
42 Lettar
44 Bolivian city
46 Highway
47 Nourishes
49 Fabled Himalayan anowman
60 Common suffix
SI Historic
British
street
S3 Masefield
heroine
S4 Predecessor of
the jukebox
66 Work for a
gumshoe
S8 Out of sorts
69 Track event
60 Flats: Ahbr
61 Carol

creation
26 Wine city of
10 Tear down
S
southern France
11 By-product of
27 Bessemer
flsxseed
product
12 Sentries
29 Play about
13 Defendant's
robots
answer to a
31 Leatherworkcharge
ar'stool
16Bonafide
33 Yield to
18 TheMeuse.in
36 Sarcastic
Holland
36 Overwhelming
21 Put on an air
flood
of bravado
37 Numerical
23 Actress Weld
»"'"*

BECAUSE, NEPHUU, IK HEARD
AMMAN'S WORK HIS UTTLE BAND
DOES NOT PK0PUCE MUSIC. RATHER,
IT EMITS A FIELD OF INTENSELY
UNPLEASANT VIBRATIONS THAT CAN
STERILIZE FR06S AT f~

200 MWS/_ /

"We are trying to give the community a spread ol
American plays both through time and style," he said, "and
the ones we've chosen represent history chronologically."
I ast year's selection of plays was primarily American in
origin and was meant to lead up to this year's Bicentennial
theme, Dr. Addinglon said.

s"'

I FIGURED
YOU'D EAT
IT UP

WEEP I
I'M ON
MY MAY'

4g)

-p,

ftp

The main season's first play, "Charles II," written by
Washington Irving and John Howard Payne, is centered
•round an English monarch. Although this may seem

= ][•

incongruous with (he Bicentennial theme. I)t Addinglon
explained lliat most early American plays were patterned
altei English plays.
"Sherlock Holmes." by William Gillette, ihc second play

Z=DI £QU/^A*

Welcome Students!
COME IN AND BROWSE AT YOUR LEISURE
fe

scheduled for the main season, is taken from English
literature, But like "Charles II." this type of melodramatic
play was representative of theatre which was popular ai Ihc
turn of the il,th century. Dr. Addinglon noted
THORNTON WILDER^ "Out Town." the third
production ol the main season, reflects the I'Mil's and the
romantic realism which predominated plays from that era.
I)i Addinglon said theie was more realistic dialogue and
plot in playi ol lite duties.
Othei plays scheduled loi the main season include
Bdward Albees contemporar) drama "Tin) Alice"; the
musical corned) "Guysand Dolls"by Damon Runyomand
a modem black pla> "No Place To He Somebody*1 by
Chailcs (ioidone.
Along with the mam season plays, the theater
department also will produce showcase season plays
performed In Joe I Brown Theatre. Universit) Hall.
"I oi the most pan. these showcase plays are American,
although there arc a feu British plays," Dt Addinglon said.
The showcase plays include "flic Killing ol Ststei
George h\ Frank Marcus; "Thurbei Carnival" b) James
rhurber, whidi «ill lx* a freshman production: "Animal
Farm" by George Orwell and adapted by Nelson Bond, to
he performed in Readers' fheaiei style. "Pegora die
Witch", a children's play and "Butley" b) Simon Gra)

,

'BIGGEST
LITTLE DEPARTMENT STORE!:
:

Ford voices

Near Campus (1st block west of McDONALD )

college help

V

*-0

\

Debbie McEwen (Soph-Business)

MAI. IB U.
Calif.
( AIM - I'lesident
Ford
vowed yesterday to fight
legislation
that
would
discourage private gills to
independent colleges, saying
such institutions already are
"battered and buffeted in
ways thai may ultimately
jeopardize their survival."

is looking at one of our many knit

11

tops She is modeling a pants,
blouse, and sweater outfit

• ^

Debbie is also employed
by the Powder Puff

SPORTSWEAR
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/
OTHER FEATURED ITEMS
•Cosmetic*

•Snacks
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V
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f / Ai.
School Supplies

•Stationary

\ \

ACCESSORIES iJBriZ/ \
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BLUESAMERICA'S
FAVORITE
JEANS
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\
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% BRUSHED
A DENIMS
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now ttie World, fouc,''■!

Sundries

•Gifts

. inilortdulo XX 1)1..- \T
dennn oi I0u"o

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

L,>IIOIV«*1

look for trie ItVlS t
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on the B.ick pockot,
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The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
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CROSS' MENS' WEAR

iml \
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\

\
\
\
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1

147 N. MAIN
B.G. 's largest Levi Stock

▼Jea-jl^j

"I will do all that I can to
encourage the use of private
funds lot the public good."
Ford declared.
The I'resideni's remarks
were
prepared
for
ceremonies dedicating die
new.
piivately-endowed
Firestone field House at
Pepperdine University. Ford
received an honorary doctor
of laws degree from the
school.
Fold noted that Congress
in
recent
years
has
considered a numhet of
proposals that, if enacted,
could dampen incentives foi
charitable contributions to
private
institutions.
Proponents
of
such
measures irgue they are
designed to close loopholes
(hat allow the wealthy to
escape taxation.
BUT. THE President said.
"I
will
oppose
any
legislative proposal which
discourages such support,
including
those
which
would limit charitable tax
deductions, disallow the full
value of appreciated assets
or
exclude estate
tax
deductions."

Altei an earlier visit to
Oklahoma, the President
Hew to Los Angeles Friday
nighi to begin a three-day
goll and business toiu of
California.
On Ins ride into Los
Angeles troni the aupoil.
Ford listened to Mayoi Tom
Bradley's plea lor a delay ill
federal
plans
to
lease
oil shore dulling sues. The
President gave him no
Immediate answei
Koid began
the day
yesterda) as a breakfast
guesl oi the editorial board
of the Los Angeles Times
and then taped a television
interview
with
a
Los
Angeles station.
THE President was to
play golf at Monterey
before going to the home of
Leonard Firestone, U. S.
Ambassadoi to Belgium.
Ford and Ins wife Betty
planned
to rpend
both
yesterda) and lonighl ai the
Firestone home. Firestone
was the prime benefactor
lot Pepperdine'a new field

house
Today Kord will fly to
Palo Alto to dedicate new
facilities at the Stanford
University Law School. He
will travel to Anaheim lalei
in the day for a speech to
the National Association of
Underwriters
before
reluming to Monterey and
the Firestone icsidence.

IF YOU THOUGHT THE 75 KEY WAS GOOD..
.9WAIT TILL^OU SEE 76!
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Insurance costs dr
Rates foi
Blue Cross.
Blue
Shield
and
Majoi
Mtdical coverage have been
leduccd
this
yen
lor
undergnduale and graduate
I'mversilv
students.
according to Dr, Richard
i akin, vice provoal
rot
student afTairt.
The
coal
I'm
tingle
itudenl expanded coverage
has been
redueed from

Ut I akin explained dial
the Blue Cross. Blue Shield
coverage
plan
currently
provides
lot
hospital
wrvtcet Including I-0 days
of hospital
confinement,
and lull coal payment! lot a
loom willi Iwo oi more
beds, olhei liospiial MtvtcCI
and OUtpatieni eare.
The hoapltalUaiion plan

benefits

allow

up

lo

$125,000 in hospital and
physician
expenses each
yen, and up lo S250.000
lor Iwo ot more calendar

covers usual. CUftOflW) and
reasonable physician iees

yens, according 10 Dr.
Eakln. The Major Medical
coverage guarantee! against
very
large
losses
ami
provide! lot majoi claims
over an extended period of
time, Dr. Eakin said.
Health feniei com rot
overnight in-patienl care,
\1.1v and laboraior) fee!
also are covered In die lilac
(IOSS.
Blue
Shield
liospiuliAilion
plan.
Dr.

•

•

I akin added.
Although the University
docs not require thai all
students
have
medical
msuiance. Dr. liakin said
"evciy sludent should givevery serious consideration
to it."
He
added that
sludentx should be aware if
they are coveted on their
parent!' hospilalizalion plan
and lo what extent.
Fonni loi Blue Cross.
Blue
Shield
and
Majoi
Medical
hospitali/alion
insurance ate available to
•.Indents
.11
die
Health
Centet

Impress your friends.
Read The News regularly.

Really?

Happy hoim in the Union (his summer gave students a chance lo relax, and calch up
on the latest news. (Newspholo by Dan ieiehtl

S7.87 pei month to Stvt.o
pet month, a SI.18 saving!.
Hie family rale was lowered
Mom s 13,32 pet month to

~*m*- CLASSIFIED ■«■»

v's 55 pet month, 01 a
S4.77 reduction, Dr I akin
Mid, adding thai these rales
arc "inexpensive contrasted

Campus Calendar

7?

Kawasaki

JbO

Lirsie Electric welcomes all
letuinmu. B.G students and

cylinder. 3S2-S343.

all new students.

HELP WANTED

shield coverage and tea
compared to othei area
mmcisilics."

X-raj and laboratory tees
lor .1 special condition.
MAJOR
Ml lilt \ I

mk

Will habysit in my home lor

Church ot Christ - 17317 Haskrns Road. Bowling Green, will hold
Worship Services Sunday al 10 a.m. and G p.m.

I OR SALE

lo siaudaid Blue Cioss. Blue

and maternity care. The
plan
also will pay foi
diagnostic sen ices including

SERVICES OFFERED

Sunday. September 21. 197b

PERSONAL

foi
surgery.
technical
siiigical
assistance,
anesthesia, coiisullalion. in
hospital
medical
care,
concurrent
medical cue.
radiotherapy,
pathology.

children ? yeais and up. 9
years
experience.
Foi
mtormation call 3S2-0b60.

Dixie
Electric
Company
now
lininq
waiters,
waitresses.
and
mrstellaneous
posrtrons.
I oil and part time. Apply in

We're hoping that all
these people will order
the 1976 Key.
Call 372-0086 or stop
by 310 Student Services.

WANTED
One

female

1 oommjle.

3b2 7323.

pei son 8/4Hb/')

lustc

linppc

ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS

Order\bur 1975 Key Now!

Sell and repair all instruments
Buy and Sell used music text books

COME AND SEE US!
Full Service Music Store

University Book Store

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN

HOWARD'S
CLUBH

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

J> DRAFT BEER V
WINES - LIQUORS
POOL TABLES

FOOSBALL

PIN BALLS

NO COVER

Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Special opening hours 9 23 Tues., 9-24 <Ved., 9-25 Thru., 9-29 Mon. 8 a.m. -8 p.m.

OPEN SEVEN NITES A WEEK
2 PM-2:30 A.M.
352-9951

210 N. Main

Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

FILM

•

SWEATSHIRTS

SUNGLASSES
•

TEXTBOOKS

I

Lr

.-b'"e cross cordaro

UMBRELLAS

•

ART * SCHOOL

RAiN

BONNETS

SUPPHfb

•

•

FALCON

GREETING CARDS

SOUVENIRS
•

RECORDINGS
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While most students were preparing to return to
school, the Falcon Marching Band wa> practicing for
yesterday's game against Southern Mississippi
University. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

Aluminum pennies sought
WASHINGTON
(AH) -The FBI is scouring
the Treasury Department
and Capitol Mill Tor 13
aluminum pennies which
could be worth more than
$30,000 apiece.
The pennies originally
parl of a test batch of aboul

1.6 million, arc now the
only ones of their kind in
the world, a Bureau of the
Mint official said Friday.
The
coins
were
distributed to congressional
committees and Treasury
Department officials in late
1973 as examples of the

JCPOTiey
"
■

* itui, SUPER' daal1 Gat ou'
BIQona
Sup*' Snal* without
'•gull' goldan-broarn I'tnth
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"SUPER SHEF
MEAL DEAL

19
t*4Aff)'» coi-pon

OoM onty »l p«rhtaf>«l-<g Burg*i Ch*<
(•■Umranti Vo-1 ***<9 p>una>t*d la.ad
.» laalictadby U* local and atalalaa
>*yabier>yb«a>e« Otft-npaaa Oct. 14,
Iff* BlHta' CK«( • .fir-i I

MEAL DEAL

1975
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MEAL DEAL

99

a

2 FOR

$-139
I**" fis coupon

2 FOR
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ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

■
"

i

1630 E. WOOSTER

I '•>! lv j.i l»«< ■■»i.-i lot

(right across from the Stadium)

"JZ
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Ooodoruyi oan>c«atl<ng Butoa* Cna*
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•stats ante vod**e*ai
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loca and tuta n •
pavaMabysaarar
Qct. 14
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Inc

There's more to like at Burger Chef.

Open 9-1 Tuis. thru Sat.
Happy Hours Daily 4-9

ig/;,

An all limf la.Of.if 100*4
ground b*«i loppad * th
itad cMaaa

510 E. WOOSTER .
BOWLING GREEN

lues., Sept. >3id at 7:30p.m.

Howard
Johnson's

197S

Goodonr, m>»\«i<vj|((.jri Cat
'atlauraMi VM arna** p>on.b>t»o laied
orraaaxhtdbveM locatand»taiaia>
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107 Hayes

OK CALL 3521X32
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Oui PanQuai on a Bun'
T»o baaibuigt'a toppad "it"
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»auea and cnoppad lalluc*
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WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT GOJU-KAI?
GIVE US A CHANCE ANO FIND OUT; IT COULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE

14,

Good ont| al pat«X>at«g Bu>g«x Ofl
'•*iau>ant| Vo«l v.'-c'i'i"f-M«M laaad
v i««i><iadbi *■ ioia»and»iat»i«i
i"»aNe t>. baa*** 0"»'r>"F>-r\ Oct. 14

CHEESEBURGER
4H
^ajjj^PeaW^
a,
J
•ai^gaji-^'y

t Providing opportunities for new friendships, skills, and advancement,
and a lifelong hobby.

Thit if irta BIG on* A BIG pantoi ground baa' i"<id on a daiictoui
bun Milb Itiluca lomaio i*aa<
on.on and n-eltad chae.*

2 FOR

#*

t Offering membership in an Olympic affiliated organization

HI

BIG SHEP

9&K.

f Highest ranking (5th degree Black Belt) Japanese instruction in
N.Vt. OIlio

14

•&■

»•'» •->a«'C»ais»»i«m» MI

AiDK

t Heivniping an out-otshapc body,

What a iitir Our lirga. goldan
tith filial land* i " landar
taguiai franch 'oat and a
agwiat ao« dm

i*rilmtiiC*«iI>i>i">t i»c

SUPER SHEF

WHAT'S SO GREAT
ABOUT GOJU-KAI KARATE,
BESIDES...
f Giving conlidence a shot in the arm,

1975

Goodontyiit (>Wt< '|i*l"y I'niijf ( '><•'
inKaurarvli v>"t ^" pn">.Mnt I
■ in", ladbi la* local and lla" to
p.it«WM««» On««a»P*M! Oct

. II (OA . DUIHWI

MacDonald declined to
identify the persons under
investigation as a result of
the FBI probe, which was
begun in July as the result
of articles on the missing
pennies
hy
syndicated
columnist Jack Anderson.

f Area's oldest and largest international club (est. 1959)

Ooodon*, i part« >i-<- y »»■ j*« Cnei
laaiauranta vo«J •*•»• pronibiieo u.
«'<e»bil*tiht law LotWandaUtttai
**th« coupon PMaWab»baa.a. O".. •«-«■» OCt

SKIPPER'S TREAT

MacDonald
said
one
suggestion that was raised in
Treasury was lo mint a
whole new batch of millons
of new aluminum pennies lo
niirllc '"flftl tVilssYng coin's*

worth no more than their
lace value.
But "it was jusl a
thought, a suggeslion." he
said. "It is not being hotly
pursued."

t Disciplining mind and body,

^gsT-

$•409

could locate. But Frank
MacDonald. deputy director
of the Mint, said he has
heen unable to find 11
pennies sent lo Capitol Hill
and two which apparently
arc
somewhere in
the
Treasury Department.

' Teaching tfTtcth* \d(dcfeme techniques,

Talk about "BIG daatf 'D«
gal on* i"i' - ii'1 » Btg ■."-'■
our land*r ragular liancn tr.a»
and a ragular toll d» n»
T>oiaia maai'

BIG SHEF

new
p c n nic s
Ih e
administration
was
piciposing as a replacement
to coppei pennies in case
the price of copper got loo
high.
Bui the price Of coppei
dropped.
the
vending
machine
maiuifaciiucis
protested the effects of the
lighter
penny on Iheir
machines and the plan was
scuttled,.
, The. mini destroyed all
the aluminum pennies it

1975

PAINTER'S
PANTS

$6.98
Heavy duty, unbleached cotton drill with front swing
pockets, plain back, heavy duty zipper, rule pocket,
hammer loop and lined hip pocket* Sizes 26 to 38.

Bowling Green
Shop Mon. -Frt. tW 9

Entertainment Begins Tuesday featuring
Contemporary Guitarist
Gary Swaninger

THE GOOD OLD DAYS ARE BACK
SiPl
AT

The Shady Lady Saloon
A
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BGSU--an entertainment oasis
By Divid Fandray

phases. But there are some peculiar
local conditions that make the routine
in Bowling Green seem a little more
tedious than the routine in other
places.

We who have lived in Bowling Green
for a few years lend to be a bit cynical
about the town and its university.
Whit most often started out to be a
great adventure has turned out to be
just another phase of growing up. And
like every other phase of life. Bowling
Green has shown us some wildly
exciting ups and some sadly depressing
downs.
For the mosl part, however, life in
the Bowling Green phase has settled
into routine as it lias in all other

WINTERS ARE depressing^ and
perpetually grey and the surrounding
terrain is so flat that one can take
extraordinarily long bicycle trips on a
one-speed machine.
To compound the problem, Bowling
Green is isolated in the heart of middle
America. Northwestern Ohio is a
distinctly rural area and a somewhat

disheartening
strain
of
rural
conservatism can be felt throughout
the town and its surrounding area.
One still sees "Schmidt For
President" posters hanging on utility
poles along country roads. Bowling
Green's U.S. Congressman, who served
on the House Judiciary Committee
during 1974 impeachment hearings,
was one of the last people in Congress
to abandon Richard Nixon's cause.
And it is impossible to escape the
feeling that most townfolks still have

not quite accepted long hair and
beards.
WHILE THOSE of us who have
lived here a while thus tend to view
ourselves as being culturally isolated
from the more exciting and uplifting
aspects of American society, there is
another valid way of looking at
Bowling Green.
It is, in fact, probably the reason we
slay and even grow to love the place in
spite of our chronic complaints.
This is the view that the University
is an oasis of culture and excitement in

the middle of a tranquil and relaxing
rural tableau.
Through both purpose and accident,
the University creates an environment
that is considerably more exciting and
interesting than studying or living in a
small town would lead one to expect.
Trying to catalog all the activities
sponsored by the University for the
entertainment of its students would he
a tedious and almost impossible task.
The University provides activities thai
range in scope from the simple
placement of television sets in
dormitory lounges to the Saturday

afternoon football games which are
probably the largest events held on
campus.
Athletic activities are far more
numerous than major sports like
varsity football and basketball games.
Intramural competition and facilities
which may he used lor unorganised
athletic activities also arc available to
the campus community.
"Music IS eaiil) .is Important at
sports
m
its
role
as
a
University- sponsored
entertainment
activity.
•To page 22

Bowling Green Motor Sales
Concerts

Two of the more successful concerts at the University test year
were staaed try Aerosmith (above) and Jefferson Staathtrr -»

Fact Line
372-2445

r

Fall Sorority Rush Signup
Now Through Oct. 1 425 Student
1st Qtr. Freshmen • No Accum Required
Services

*Av

BEE GEE RENTAL

(M-F 8-12,1-5)

YOU NEED IT-WE RENT IT.

NG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Army ROTC

Everyone Else - 2.2 Accum Required
S2 Registration Fee

Sept. 28 - All Sorority Open House • 6:30-7:30 • Ballroom
Oct. 1 - 10 p.m. Meet with Rush Counselor in Hall

EnX*

PARTY NEEDS
TOOLS - TRUCKS
125 W. POE RD. PHONE 352-4646

Starshrp band member Papa John Creach fires up the Anderson
'AreriSTrom (above right)
*" —"v"

SEE YOU THERE!

VARSITY LANES
Let's Get Acquainted
Special
24 BRUNSWICK AUTOMATIC LANES
OPEN BOWLING HOURS:
Mon. thru Fri. - 9 a.m. until6 p.m.
Fri. - 9:15 p.m. until 2:30 a.m.
Sat. - 4 p.m. until 2:30 a.m.
Sun. -10 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.

NEW GAME ROOM:
POOL TABLES
AIR HOCKEY
FOOSBALL
SHUFFLEBOARD
PINBALLS

"FRESHMEN"
It sllll isn't too late to roglator lor I he Military
Science course (or FALL QUARTER. Military
Science 101 still has openings for students who
wish to take on Introductory course and yet not be
obagatad. Just contact Captain Thomas O. Whippta
In Room 157 o* Memorial Had or call 372-2477 tor
further details

VARSITY
LANES
1033 So. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Ph. 352-5247

SNACK BAR & LOUNGE

CLIP OUT
Let's Get Acquainted Coupon
Bowl 2 Games At Regular Price
Receive 3rd Game Free
Must Be Used By One Person
Between 9 a.m. & 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

VARSITY LANES

North Dial* Highway

Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

HOME OF
QUALITY CARS • QUALITY SERVICE

V AMC

( XI'HI
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GLEN COALE
General Manager

M.il.nlni

Bus Phono 353 7691
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Bigelow
Music Shop
126 - 130 E. Wooeter
353-7303

'The Original Music Shop"
Largest Stock o* Brand Name
Gultara in Northwest. Ohio

Complete Stock ot
Sheet Music and Folios
and All Your Accessories

EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
DEALERS OF FINE
BRANDS
Martin
Schaeter
Yamaha
Gemelnhart
Conn
King
Bach
Detord
Selmer
Reynolds
Bundy
Shilke

Benge

Come in and get acquainted
Browsers Welcome

BIGELOW
$ MUSIC SHOP

1031 SO. MAM ST.
BOWLING QUEEN OHIO
PR 3(24247
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Town, campus offer
entertainment, from
football to concerts
•From page 21
WHEN SPEAKING ..I music, ii
immediately becomes necessary !o
confront the question of large-scale
concerts on campus.
The concert situation here has
frustrated more than one now student.
I came
to college filled with
expectations
of
numerous
and
impressive concert!, featuring the best
bands and artists. I quickly learned,
however.
that,
although
these
expectations may have been warranted
at other universities, they were to be
frustrated in Howling Green,
The Bowling Green concert record
is extremely uneven. Ai the one
extreme are excitingly successful
appearances by acts like Jethro Tull
and the Jefferson Slarship, whose
Bowling Green appearances are among
the best concerts I have ever attended.
Also on the plus side is the fact that
the University has been able to book
several acts on their way to stardom
before their price tags pushed them
out of availability. John Denver,
Loggins and Messina and the Doobie
Brothers all made appearances here
before they moved on to national star
status
On the other hand, there have been
several genuine turkeys in the last few

years. The most notable was Dionne
Warwick's homecoming concert last
year. Although it drew the University
president out for his first appearance
at a major concert, the show drew an
cxpcctcdly large groan from a large
segment of students.
That the University has problems
booking popular acts for concerts here
is not surprising. As Richard Lcnhart.
coordinator of student activities and
organizations.
points
out,
the
University has a number of handicaps.
ACCORDING
TO
lcnhart.
Anderson Arena is the University's
biggest stumbling block. "We need
more seating. We arc limited by
Anderson Arena's seating capacity,
which is 5,500 at the outside," he said.
This is an important factor, because
limited seating means that the major
acts sitting at the top of the charts
simply will nut want to play Bowling
Green. These acts usually take a
percentage of the gate receipts.
Due to the small scaling capacity in
Anderson Arena, the University would
have
to
make
ticket
piices
extravagantly high in order to interest
these acts.
Since it is nearly impossible to book
bands that would appeal to the

majority of University students, it
becomes necessary to book those that
only appeal to a segment of it.
Thus, the situation arises where
concerts are held that draw only 2,500
to .1.000 students. The remainder of
the crowds are made up of people
from outside of the University-most
notably from local high schools.
These outsiders arc necessary to
make the concerts a financial success,
but they do cause problems. Two
years ago, the administration nearly
stopped all concerts here because of
alarm over what were termed "alcohol
and narcotic abuses."
'THE
OUTSIDERS
arc
the
problem. Our students don't cause any
trouble at the concerts," he said.
"They kow the rules. They know
that alcohol and narcotics are out."
The final problem seen by Lenharl
is
one
of
the
questionable
responsiveness of student committees
to the desires of the student body.
"The committees don't read their
audiences well enough," Lenhart says.
He pointed to the Carpenter's
appearance in Bowling Green, and
said. "Those arc the kind of concerts
that would draw our University
students.
"But,"
he
adds.
"student
committees
are
not
into
the
Carpenters."
This problem is a difficult one to
assess, but it is obviously compounded
by the fact that those acts who would
please
Bowling
Green's
middle-of-the-road student body arcusually the ones who are so popular
that they would be too expensive to
biing here anyway.
Despite
these
problems
the
University is not planning to get out ot
the concert business. Not even the
problems encountered by last spring's
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CORNER OF RIDOE K THURSTON
ACROSS FROM McOONALD DORM
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the editor
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- HEALTH FOOD
- SNACKS

THIS IS TO to be followed by a
concert
featuring
the
Freiburg

Baroque Soloists in late October.
The Artist Scries is complemented
by the numerous concerts and recitals
given each quarter by students and
faculty in the School of Music.
Outside the realm of musical
entertainment,
another
University
department provides a considerable
and impressive lineup of dramatic
entertainment. Faculty members and
students in the speech department arc
continually producing plays that offer
a welcome change from the fare served
up nightly on television.
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO). which is the organization

EASY LISTENING will be the
watchword for the remaining clubs
that
feature
live
entertainment
Downtown. Petti's is known for its
folk music standard, and Kaufman's is
noted for presenting pop and light )■>"■
ensembles.
On the east end of town. Holiday
Inn and Howaid Johnson's seem lo be
in a state of flux concerning the music
in their bars. Word front Holiday Inn is
that they will try a little bit ol
everything and see what goes ovei.
Howard Johnson's refused to be.
pinned down to a particular musical
style, saying simply that the bai would
be oriented to the college crowd foi
the first time this year
The final attraction, lo the north ot
town, is Dixie Electric Company. This <
club is a full-lledgcd "disco" on the
outskirts of Perrysburg.
The appeal of "disco-mania" thai.
cuircnlly is sweeping the country
eludes me personally, but the Dix is,
quite popular in spite (or maylv
because of) its use of canned dance
music.
On paper, this would appear to he
quite
an
impressive
airay
ol
entertainment possibilities. And. in
fact, it is. Both the University and the
town are actively tiying to keep ever)
student occupied--cithci out of a sense
o( obligation, or in oidei lo make
some money.
All these things should keep you
amused until the liisi winter winds
blow, and turn you. too, into one ol
the evei groaning corps of Bowling
Gieen cynics.
c>««] en ■—::»■

Kaufman's

"«M»"CM A»SI1IAWC«. INC.
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bands that range in quality from
moderately interesting to moderately
inspired.
In the south end of town, rockers
will find the Mr. Bojangles. Last year
this club began an abortive attempt to
cash in on the growing popularity ol
country music.
The country performers were not.
drawing the lucrative college crowd,
however, so this year Bojangles will
switch back to a rock format
The
quality
of
its
rockentertainment remains to be seen, but
the club's manager has stated that hci
will bring in what he describes as
"listenable. danceable rock bands."

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

Smd lot vour wp-to-dro. 180paaB. mail ordtr catalog Endow
SI 00 lo covar pOMaaa and
handir*.

LOS ANOILES. CALIF 9007ft
III3I 4?7*«7«

primarily responsible for promoting
the University's big concerts, also adds
a variety of alternative activities for
diversion throughout the week.
Probably the most popular UAO
offering is its slate of campus movies.
These movies usually are recent
releases presented at reasonable prices.
QUICKLY GAINING in popularity
is UAO's Friday afternoon Happy
Hours in the Union. Here one is
treated to cheap 3.2 beer and the
disco-sounds of the Universal Sound
Co.
UAO also gives additional variety to
Bowling Green's musical offerings by
sponsoring the
performances of
numerous folk singers in the Union's
Carnation and Cardinal Rooms on
weekend evenings.
Yet for all of this diversity of
entertainment offerings, it is probably
not the University but the town that
most attracts students in their leisure
hours. This, of course, is because of
one major attraction-the bars.
It seems that the ban. are the
mainstream of Bowling Green social
life. They attract large numbers of
students nightly and reach peaks of
frenzied activity on the weekends,
which typically begin on Thursday
night.
Each individual bar has its particular
flair and personality. It is needless to
describe each, as there arc so many
different ones available. If you arc
given to the bar life, you will quickly
find one that feels comfortable for
you. Eventually you will become part
of the crowd at the particular
establishment
and
find yourself
voicing a surprising degree of loyalty
for it.
BOWLING GREEN has ■ somewhat
disappointing lack of interesting
musical entertainment in its bars.
Musical activity here was oiiiv. Melting
and lively, but in the last few years it
has largely died out
The detei oration of the local music
scene was further hastened by last
year's fire at the Gigolo Night Club
and the decision at Howard's Club H
(which is. incident ly. the dean of
Bowling Green bars) to slop presenting
live bands.
For the rockers, there is the Some
Other Place Pub. Mere one finds
nightly performances by standaid bar

LENHART FURTHER points out
that there will be no change in the
University's concert policy in spite of
the
difficulties
the
University
experienced in controlling the crowd
of an estimated 40,000 people who
packed the Stadium for the festival,
lie merely said that "it would be
inadvisable to consider such an event
again."
Thus, the concert season this year
will be strictly indoors and will open
with an appearance by the Average
White Band in Anderson Arena.
This emphasis on the pop concert
situation, however, is not meant to
indicate that this problematic area is
the primary source of entertainment
on campus.
Those whose taste in music is a little
more esoteric will find that Bowling
Green offers a rich variety of musical
entertainment.
The University Artist Series serves
to
bring
many
nationally
and
internationally
famous
musical
performers to the campus.
This year's series will begin by
featuring
a
"Colonial
Soiree."
presented by an ensemble from
American Bicentennial Attractions
This presentation will consist of an
evenings woith of entertainment that
is supposed to recreate the sort of
music and dance that people like
George Washington enjoyed in their
own homes.

Thousands of Topic*

OPEN TUES. SEPT. 23rd
PLANTS
BIKES

Poe Ditch Music Festival will daunt
plans to go ahead with as full a concert
schedule as possible.

5 ROOMS TO SERVE YOU
TAP ROOM

THE BISMARK DINING ROOM

You Can Count On Us
Throughout the coming year, you'll need someone you can
rely on. That's a big part of the Domino's organization —
reliability. The people are reliable. They'll get your pizzas to
you quickly, hot, and at no extra charge. They'll use only the
finest ingredients in making them.
You can always rely on a Domino's pizza for great taste. It'll
satisfy your hunger and leave you smiling. Try our Welcome
Week Special for starters. We'll get you through the year!

352-5221

BANQUET AND

BARBAROSA
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

CONFERENCE ROOMS

Make Reservations for your special parties.
CATERING FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
163 S. MAIN ST.
353-3251
gt>aito»»ae«X3e»x>a»<p«3«»:i«m>s»xoe»»Xi»

O.K.... Bowling Green
meet our team

FREE 30 MINUTE DELIVERY
1616 E. Wooster

THE PIZZA PEOPLE OF B.G.S.U.

45°

65* OFF

OFF

ANY 12" THICK OR
REGULAR CRUST PIZZA

ANY 16" THICK OR
REGULAR CRUST PIZZA

Foods I to 2 people

Feeds 2 to * people

1

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

B DOMINO'S
PIZZA

352-5221

352-5221

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

PHONE

PHONE

Coupon Void It Net Proparly Fllltd Out

Coupon Void H Not Properly Filled Out

OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1975

OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 30. 1975

Introducing Our New
Wide Receiver
Kolleen E. Dewyer

Maureen

Margaret
Anne

Lucine
Penny

Elle

Scott (mascot)

PLAN AHEAD

BEAHEAD

Come to The Carousel for all your Super 76 styles. See the latest elegant
ladies' wardrobes and jewelry and the finest in fall and winter coats.
Also scientific Hair Styling for guys & gals. Four hair consultants to serve
you anything from the latest West Coast look to a trim.
We are introducing Kolleen E. Dewyer, a recent graduate of The World
Famous Hair Surgeon Designers School.
See us all at The Carousel Dress and Beauty Shoppe located (for your convenience) at 100 S. Main St., Bowling Green, or call 352-0800 for your personal
appointment.
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B6 football—'Think orange'
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

Think orange. Think orange. Think orange.
That's the omnipresent philosophy surrounding Bowling
Green's l°75 football season as head coach Don Nehlen
and his staff ■(tempi to build up spirit by promoting the
team's colors.
The squad's press brochure is entitled "Think Orange."
Univeisity Spoils
Information Director Bob Movers'
releases are dolled wtih 'THINK ORANGE-THINK
ORANGE THINK ORANGE." And the Falcon schedules
have "Think orange" primed boldly across them in ihe
obvious color.
However, spiril or no Spirit, ihe Falcon gridders are
thinking orange for .mother very Important reason thai lias
nothing to do with Bowling Green's school colors.
Tangerines are orange, and a berth in the post-season
Tangerine Bowl in Oilando. Fla. is the reward for winning
ihe Mid-American Conference (MAC) championship.
THE FALCONS R4.VENT won a MAC crown since
I'I65. There have been several campaigns since then,
however, when BG was favored to take n all.
Bui the Falcons have been forced 10 scllle foi three

second-place finishes and an equal' number of third-place
showings in the last decade.

was also a second-team all-conference pick last fall and will
anchor the Falcon offensive line.

corncrback, has switched to safely
ability.

This fall, though, the Falcon gnddeis are. along with
Kent State, solid contenders to knock two-time defending
champion Miami off its petch.

Guard Mark Conklin is another returning starlet up
front, and a horde of talented letlcrwinners are ready to fill
the other two positions.

Sopliomoie Greg Kampe won a cornciback job. but has
been sidelined aflei an emergency appendectomy two
weeks ago.

Nehlen. entenng his eighth season, welcomed back 31
lettermen and 14 starters from last season's surprise 6-4-1
unit.
Bowling Green opened its season last weekend with a
23-21 victory over Brigham Young University in Provo.
Utah. The Falcons' perfoimancc in thai contesi indicated
their offensive strength lies right up the middle.
It starts with junior tailback Dave Preston, who set all
kind of records last season en route to being ihe nation's
fifth-leading scoret and rusher. The blond bomber piled up
1.414 yards, scored II touchdowns and-was an all-MAC
pick.
THIS SEASON the Falcon running game
should be
even stronger. Fullback Dan Saleei. a heads 21:'pound
junior, rolled up I6<> yards in jusl Id carries against
Brigham v0Ung and is headed for stardom.
At quarterback. Nehlen will look to Mark Miller, a lithe
6-2. 174-pound sophomore. Miller Darted the final eight
games last season and is an accurate passer and excellent
field leader.
With continued improvement, Miller could blossom into
one of the finesl passers around Falconland in SOUK- time.
Behind him. BG boasls piobably Ihe best back-up signal
caller in the circuit, gutsy junior Mike Booth.
Completing the "up the middle"strength is senior center
Steve Studer. a 6-0, 240-pounder who has pro potential.
The Falcon co-captain is a ihrccyeai Iclierman. a two-year
starter and a second-team all-MAC choice
It's the general consesus thai "Stu" is Ihe premiere
snappei in the MAC and among the besl In ihe Midwest.
Monslrous tackle Gene Jones, a 6-4. 264-pound scnioi.

TIGHT END. WHICH appeared to be solid last spring.
is now a question mark. Two-year leiieiinan Rob Slephan
decided not to report back for his senior season because of
academic and personal problems, and his absence will hurl.

He has all-conference

Senior Mitch Shcrrell has replaced Kampe. and seniors
Tom Moiiaity (comerback) and Shenill Jackson (safely)
are reluming siaileis. with two-year leiierman Greg
Davidson providing backup help.

Bowling Green's receiving corps was nothing to brag
about last season, bul should improve this fall. Senior
wingback John Boles, who led Ihe team with 25 receptions
last year, heads a young bul potentially outstanding group
of pass catchers.
Defensively, the Falcon firepower lies up front, where
four starters return, including two second-team all-MAC
performers, junior end Bill Whidden and junior middle
guaid Dave Brown.
Whidden and Brown ranked second and third in the MAC
last season in tackles foi losses. Lincinalcs Ron Nickey
(end) and Cory Cunningham (tackle) weie right behind in
the fourth and fifth spots.
Tackle Alex Prosak was a par! tune starter lasl fall, so the
defensive front live is a veteran unit.

THE SPECIALTY UNITS appear to be solid Steady
senioi Dim Taylor holds the MAC record with 25 career
field goals and is lied with Paul Miles as BG's all-time

GRADUATION WIPED OUT the stalling hnebackeis.
but senior Kevin Clayton has seen enough aclion to win
two letters and junior Jamie Hall and sophomores Jeff
Smith and Cliff Carpentei have the potential to give BG I
formidable linebacking group.
The defensive secondary was another BG weak spol lasl
year, Nehlen still is toying with almost the same personnel
as last season in an attempt lo find Ihe uglil combination
SeniorCO-captain Art Thompson, a Iwo-ycar starter at

the lirsl lime and could he a lacloi in the race.
The Chippcwas won the NCAA Division II crown lasl fall
bul have moved up to the big time this year.
AS FAR AS NEHLEN is concerned he must condition
his squad 10 avoid complacency and strive for consistency.
If those two goals are attained, Ihe falcons ma> shed llieii
"bridesmaids" lag.

leading scorer,
Junior Sieve Kiiehl is among ihe league's besl in
reluming punts and kick-offs.
One thing the Falcons have in their lavoi is llieii belief in
themselves. Team members have a positive illitudc and arc
looking forward to meetings with MAC rivals Kent Slale
and Miami.
Bcatmg those iwo learnt is the obvious key lo copping
the coveted crown. But the olhei MAC teams (Western
Michigan. Toledo and Ohio University) will not be

pushovers.
Although they don't appeal on the Falcon schedule.
Central Michigan is eligible for (he MAC championship for

Regardless, n should be a very exciting season. So buy
your tickets, sit back and think orange

1 KW ^^qHIDHIi
Record-breaking

tailback

I
Gymnastics
A meeting will be
held al 5 p.m. Tuesday
in
l(X)
Women's
Building
lor
any
women wishing lo iiy
out for tlie gymnastics
team.
P ol
further
information.
contact
gymnastics
coach
Charles Simpson in 200
Women's Building.

THINK ORANCI-:

Cook's
Shoe Store
Welcomes
You Back
To Campus!
Top Brandt

Fine Fitting
All Quality
Footwear
Srx» Monday * Ffday
lil 9 pm
Paiklng W RSSf.
UwBac* Inlranc*

PICK UP YOUR 197 5 KEY

m&n
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Due to late delivery we still have about 600
1975 Keys that haven't been picked up yet.
You can pick your 75 Key up any day between

I

10 am and 2:30 pm at the Key office, 310

£
145 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GHEE*

Student Services, and while you,re at it,
order a 76 Key.
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Grant cuts big issue at convention
By BDI Estep
A«i5t«nt Sporti Editor
Various laws enacted at
">e
recent
NCAA
convention on economics
should
make
the
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC) more competitive,
according
to
league
commissioner Fred Jicoby.
Jacoby, who attended the
emergency
session
in
Chicago in early August said
major
cutbacks
in
grants-in-aid will not affect
the MAC.
"Cutting
grants
in
Division I football from
105 to 95 should create a
greater pool of talent, he
said. "It will start to
equalize the number of
players
that
can
be
stockpiled by one school."

Basketball, the NCAA's
other money-making sporl,
had its grants cut from 18
to
IS,
while
the
non-revenue sports were
reduced dramatically.
"In all instances, we're
well below the NCAA limit
in grants." Jacoby said.
"For instance, in football
we've only been carrying
75. The NCAA has allowed
80 total grants fur all
non-revenue sports, and llie
MAC pieviously had a limit

of 28."
Jacoby
claimed
that
further
cutbacks
would
seriously Jeopardize the
conference'i effectiveness.
"WE'RE CUT lo the
hone now." he said, "any
more cuts would remove us
from
competition
with

larger conferences."
"Our
product
just
wouldn't be as attractive,"
Jacoby claimed. "We would
probably lose both our
Tangerine
Bowl
and
television packages."
Jacoby explained that
each
MAC
member
institution operates on a
yearly budget of under $ I
million, which is as much as
Ohio State spends on its
football program each fall.
"Only two per cent of
our
average
university
hudgcl is expended by the
athletic
department, "
Jacoby said. "It's just no
longer true that athletics
control
the
university
budget."
JACOBY SAID previous
financial curtailments and

MAURER GREEN RENTALS
APTS. STILL AVAILABLE
803-815 8th St. - 2 bedrooom • furnished or unfurnished
Ridge Manor 519 Ridge St. - 2 bedroom furnished
For Rental Information call

352-0717

expansion has aided the
conference in absorbing the
rising costs of collegiate
athletics.
"We began cutting back
our grant programs three
years ago," Jacoby said. "In
addition, our expanding to
10 schools has helped to
spread the cost more evenly
over the conference.
"We've made money by
saving it," Jacoby added.
"The close geographical area
of our members has saved
dollars in traveling expenses
and we've increased our gate

receipts
with
intrastate
rivalries
such
as
Toledo-Bowling Green."
Even though Jacoby said
he thought there were some
sane approaches initiated at
the convention, he said
Long Beach State President
Stephen Horn's television
proposal was not one of
them.
Under
Horn's
amendment, the NCAA,
which annually receives 16
million from its television
rights, would send only 15
per cent of that money to

the teams playing in the
televised game and the
remaining would be divided
among the 809 NCAA,
members.
"The
proposal didn't
even reach a vote," Jacoby
said. "If I've got financial
problems, I wouldn't want
someone else taking money
out of my pocket and that's
essentially
what
this
proposal would have done."

THE

MAC PROPOSAL

on grants based on financial
need, introduced at the
convention by University
President Hollis Moore Jr.
will probably be amended,
according to Jacoby.
"We in the conference
office
feel
it's
a
much-needed by-law and
Dr. Moore did an excellent
job of introducing it at the
convention." Jacoby said.
"It will come up for a votein January at an NCAA
meeting and il could be
amended in two forms.

One type would call for
the athlete to receive lull
need, while the second
would grant him luiition
and books."
Jacoby said he docs not
lorsec the MAC taking
drastic measures like Kansas
State
University
did
recently. The Wildcats, a
member of the prestigous
Big
Fight
Conference,
elected
to
eliminate
wrestling, golf and tennis
and reduce the budgeis ol
baseball and track.

Taylors record boot beats Cougars
Falcon football coach
Don Nchlcn rated his team's
23-21 win over Brigliam
Young University (BYU)
last Saturday night right up
there with previous BG
opening game upsets of
Purdue
in
1972
and
Syracuse in 1973.
The coniest, played in
Provo, Utah, was decided by
senior kicking specialist Don
Taylor, who
hooted a
career-longest 39-yard field
goal late in the fourth

quarter.
In 1972, it was Taylor,

Ihen a freshman walk-on,
who
kicked
the
game-winning field goal lo
give Bowling Green a 17-14
nod over the Boilermakers.
Taylor's
kick
last
Saturday was set up when
falcon
defensive
back
Sheiiill Jackson fell on a
IIYU fumble on the Cougar
24-yard line.
BYU received the ensuing
kick-off after Taylor's boot
and marched downfield into
Held goal range. But BG
defensive end Tom Spann
intercepted a pass and

returned il 54 yards to
preserve Ihc win.
"We fell very good aboul
winning,"
Nehlen
said.
"Anytime you go 2.000
miles away from home and
beat a team like Ihcm
(BYU) that arc defending
champions
in
their
conference, you've got to be
pleased."
The Cougars were 7-4-1
last
season
and
were
kingpins of the Western
Athletic Conference (WAC)
With a 6-0-1 slalc.
Offensively, the Falcons
were
paced
by junior

fullback Dan Salecl. who
accumulated l(>9 yards on
the ground in just lt<
attempts.
Salecl ripped off runs of
52 and 5 I yards during the
game as the Cougar defense
keyed on tailback Dave
l*reston mosl of the evening.
Although Preston was
held to K7 yards in 2X
attempts, he did come
through wiih a hig play. The
junior running whi/ look a
pass from quarterback Mark
Miller in Ihc second half and
turned .. into a 72-yard
touchdown.

Prcston'l score gase BG a
20-14 lead, but Brigliam
Young came riglil back In
register a touchdown when
quarterback Mark Giles hit
Jeff Nilsson with a 13-yard
scoring slrcak.
Big plays highlighted the
Falcon game throughout the
evening.
Miller
started
things off wilh a 48-yard
louchdnwn scamper oil the
opium play in Ihc first
period.
Preston
recorded
ihc
Falcons' second tally with a
one-yard plunge in Ihe lliird
quarter.

Service Discount to
B.G.S.U. Students at

BOB BEERS FORD
1089 N. Main

Rjy fie best ■ Ride a Schwmn

Bowling Green, Ohio Ph. 353-5361

WELCOME TO B.C., STUDENTS!

Book's Bike Shop

bob beers

*£°ford, inc.

102 W. Poe Rd . Bowling Green, OH

CAR RENTALS
AVAILABLE

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
THE REDWOOD

UNCH
M-F
11am-2pm

Got

DINNER . _
M-Th
Tri-Sat
5-8:30 pm 5-10 pm

BAR OPEN

a
gripe?

9 am - 1 am
featuring

9 good reasons
why you'll enjoy
earning
high interest at
First Federal.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Charles Bechstein'
Dorothy White
Denise Shank
Richard Schmidt
Herbert Kratzer
Mary June
LuAnn Carpenter
Tom Striggow
Nancy Mourdock

^(aaBBBnkk

wsm

FIRST FEDERAL
Savings #* Loan Association
124 E. Court St.

Ph. 352-5261

£r
SHSS

CHINESE FOOD TAKEOUT
STEAMED HOT DOGS
9 am-1 am

Write
a

Freshman Record
Due to lack of response,
there will be no Freshman
Record. You may pick up
your pictures at the
Key office.

letter
to
the
editor

WELCOME BACK!

SOUTH SIDE SIX
Carry Out
cold beer, wine, champagne, party supplies
9-11 weekdays & Sunday

9-12 Friday & Saturday

737 S. Main
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Overlooked—
Fa/con football managers
By Dick Revs
Sports Editor
Ik performs his dunes in an atmosphere ul anonymity
He receives no pay I'm a |oh dial lakes up much of Ins lime.
But without him. tilings could gel a link dhorganl/ed un
ilic Bowling Green rootball team.
Yel rim I'mvosl. head manager ioi I he falcon grid
squad, said lie enjoys his work.
"Il's ahmisi like being on the team.'' I'mvosl explained.
"Il's gimd being around Hie leant. Modi) what I get out ol
it is meeting people and making friends."
Provost and loin othei student managers are under the
direct supervision of Glenn Sharp, the University'] athletic
equipment managei
"AT MOST SCHOOLS, managers gel paid bin .ill of mine
work loi lice." Sharp said. "The thing about it is. any
person nowadays that comes to you looking lo do work
loi free-well, lie's got lo be .1 good kid."
A student ni.iii.igei's responsibilities are numerous and
I IIIIC-COIIsMIII Dig

"loi a typical practice I.VS p.m.), ! get out lo the
Stadium at I M) and usually don't leaW until 5:30."
Piovosl explained, "loi games winch start at I 30. I have
io he out there at u U) in ihe morning."
Among the basic duties thai Piovosl and bis cohorts
must perform include making sure practice uniforms arc
.lean, passing 0111 equipment 10 players, pulling footballs
and blocking and tackling dummies .11 certain plan's on the
practice liclds and living an\ piobleins a playei may have
with Ins equipment
"Ol Course. we always have 10 lie available lo help Ihe
coaches whenevei lhc\ miebl need something." Pruvusl
said
Falcon head coach Dim "schlcn termed Ihe student
managers "a supct bunch lhai we couldn't do without ihc\
help us so much
Before each game, ihe managers are responsible loi
(Dilating ihe ihrcc game balls to lite propet weight. Othei
game-related dunes include laking care ol kicking tees and
special kkkmg shoes, having spare helmets, pads and ICIM-SS

on the sidelines and taking care ol' ponchos and jackets.
"Managers are serving the players and coaches."
explained Sharp, now in his Itth season as Bti's head
equipment man. "They take care ol legnnate needs, and lor
Ihis reason. I've made it a rule 1h.1t the student managers
have lo he respected.
"The coaches know that and Ihe players know that."
Sharp continued "Managets here are on the same level .1anyonc else, the same as players and coaches, and I don't
stand lor any exceptions."
"When some of the freshmen fust gel lieie. they don'l
neat us good." Provost said, "because in high school,
managers aic treated in a clavs below the players
"But here. Mi. Sharp makes everyone tcspcel us and
know us by first names, and that makes our job more
enjoyable." he added.
PROVOST. A JUNIOR majoring in computci science.
has been a manager here since he was a freshman. He also
seived a» managei of hit high school football team.
"Mi. Sh.ii p didn't tell me much, he jusl told me to watch
the othei managers a|,d team from them." Provusl
explained. "Here, there's a lot inoie things to take care of
than in high school."
Piovosi explained that the student managers are separate
from the trainers. Ihe laltei group being responsible for
such things as watei. tape and Injuries,
lout other studenls-Ri.k Cain. Mike Davidson. Steve
AMIIUS and Hill "Floyd" I'alleison-liave been working
along with Piovosl since the Football training season began
a month ago. Three othei managers also will be on hand
once classes begin.
"I don't turn anyone down who wauls lo Iv a managei."
Sharp said. "And with the system we have here with no one
getting paid, you know you have quality people because
Ihey ic here because ihey want to he."
As in almost eveiy profession, there ate those who labor
tediously and fail 10 gei recognition Football managers are
111 ihis category,
"I like it. ol eoiiise," Piovosl s.ud. "but li.ndly anyone
knows what we do. We're behind the scenes, but if you
really look. Ibe leant couldn'l do without us."

Harriers win double dual
I he falcon cioss coiniliv
squad improved then season
record lo 2-1 yesteidav vvilh
a double 1lt1.1l meet victory
over
Northwestern
and
Cincinnati.
Howling Green edged the
Big Un harriers, 16-2*1 and
whipped Ciniiim.ili. I < MI.
wink Noilhweslein pinned
J 15-11 defeat on the
aVaicais

\oi ihweslein's
Tom
M.nino
look
individual
honors as he tinned the
six-mile
ltd
course in
31 42.6.
Ihe
freshman
sensation, who captured 'be
Illinois slate high school
Iwo'iiule championship lasl
snrtng, pulled away hum
Bowling
tiieen's
Dan
fffiiiion in the final iWl"
yards lopciserve ihe victoiv

in his collegiate debut.
Dunton. who clocked a
.<IS(> 101 ihe runner-up
spot, said he fell gieai
throughout the race
"I've been bothered by a

hip

Injury

recently,"

Dunton
said.
"hut
it
icspujtded
pieitj
well
Jay. except tor a little
lightening ,11 about the
two and lull mile mark. I

think I could have c.iughl
bun (Mannoi it he wouldn't
have had so much kick lell
111 ihe lasl quarlei mile."
Olhet
Falcon
poml
scorers
included
Ciaiy
little (4th-32:S2>. Tom
MiMicllciv
(7th-.V«:IOr.
Bunt Bcatus Jljth .<'• -101^
and
Gary
LWsjardins
(|3lh-33:57). *

' Newsphotos by Ed Suba
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Monty's Beauty Salon

\ Quality MOTOR SALES

PH. 419 352 31/0
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to fixing helmets

from handing Mil towels. . .
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Men's and Women's
Hairstyling
135 E. Court
353-3671

•

(410
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
I

The most fashionable
in hairstyling
for both men and women,
featuring
a full line of Redkin products

Main St.

For Dependable Transportation

H'.

P.
I

Monty's Beauty Salon
1 31 W. Woosfer St.

352-2611

NOW - ADMISSION FOR ALL
€] MOVIES ALL PERFORMANCES $\
W
1*
ALL SEATS $1.00

MONIQJJE
FABRICS

NOW PLAYING
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STADIUM PLAZA
********
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Ihiil rxjili
diirkiM ill
inli'rmilimi

WE WELCOME ALL
NEW FRESHMEN TO
BG. WE ARE HERE
TO SERVICE ALL YOUR
SEWING NEEDS.
STOP W AND
SEE ALL
THE LATEST
SEWING FASHIONS.
OPEN
MON. THROUGH SAT
10 AM. TO 9 P.M.
SUNDAY 12 TO 6 PM

A rfamd W K«rh Pnxiurtiun

UNBLEACHED
MUSLIN
r

"MiiiiiiM4iiM' Susanns
INire Is M Enmiidi"
KiriBsMjUs AlrusSaaKji tatf.
C>erfrl*u«ille4i.HHiia.ss>fTe«iritW>-rt«-«
ImsslasWrara BrfceraJi Ufe. Jataarj
«_ s—o-Brnis Marmni 1—»-*«*«.Irving Mansfrll
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ybifc-julmsj. Eprtnn

t00 < COTTON - 45" WIDE

Regular 99c - SALE
i

66c

STADIUM PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
E WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
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MAC offers NCAA relief plan
By Dan Garfield
As-.isi.int Spurts I ililor

grants-in-aid and scholarships, which at some major
institutions run close to a million dollars
At the Chicago convention, there were some cuts in all
sports, hut there weren't enough to drastically affect the
intercollegiate program at BG.

The NCAA is in need of a survival plan and the man who
appears to hold the blueprint is University President llulhs
Moore Jr.
The NCAA, the HO'l-memner organization which govern]
intercollegiate athletic programs icrotl Ihe Country, is in
search of a miracle remedy able to comforl the licail burn
of the nation's powerhouse programs and settle the acid
indigestion oi smaller institutions
Dr. Moore's plan, introduced in August ai in emergency
NCAA meeting in Chicago, is one ol the best proposals to
conic up in recent years.
In leading a Mid-American Conference (MA( (delegation
at last month's meeting. Ur Moore proposed i plan that
won acclaim from many institutions.
His resolution called for awarding all athletic scholarships
on the basis of demonstrated IUI.IIKI.II need only.
The NCAA adopted ihe measure for linlhci study and
the MAC was lauded foi Us attempt lo hall the soaring
costs oi inieicollegiate athletics-something nobody seemed
to have the answei lo.
In simple terms, the resolution calls foi cuts m lotal

WILD AS HIS guess may seem, it is a reduction that
carries considerable backbone. Some other proposals that
were ihrown out at the convention weren't even worth the
paper they were printed on.
Dr. Stephan Horn, president of Long Beach State,
proposed a plan for equal distribution of all television
monies. But his "Robin Hood" diplomacy backfired and
the proposal was tabled.
But the proposal Dr. Moore presented to the convention
is only half-way home. It will get its baptism under fire
•in January when a third special convention meets in St.
I oius. Tlicre is where the bill will either pass or gel tabled
intooblivian.
Concerning the proposed MAC plan. Dr. Moore only
could estimate that ihe University could save nearly 40 per
cent of its total athletic budget. However, he termed his
estimation "a wild ballpark ligurc."
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Newest modern rooms in 8 G
Room dial phones
Wall to .allshag carpel
Individually controlled air/heat
Non smoker rooms
• Conference room
• Restaurant
• Color cable TV
• Drive up window service
• 24 hour service
• Best rates in B G
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Dr. Moore said the main philosophy of the proposed
MAC plan is to reduce the difference between the very large
universities and the ones on the next level down.
"If the big schools put us out of business, they're out of
business loo. They (the lop .'() majoi colleges) can't afford
it." Dr. Moore insisted.
If the MAC proposal is accepted, n will he a big step not
only for the league but also lor the NCAA itself. If the

organization, which has been governing lh« athletic
piogiams of oju nation's schools since l°0t« can I unify a"
Ms members now. look lor a break-up wilhin the next lew
years.
Smaller colleges will look to themselves to make the
decisions and major colleges will go on dominating all
sports with multi-million dollai budgets and look down on
the NCAA as a fly-by-nighl oulfit not worth the lima 01

money.

New golf pro, coach named
John Mason has been named the University's golf course
professional and assistant manager for next year, Falcon
Athletic Director Dick Young announced last week.
Because of his strong collegiate hockey background.
Mason (no relation to BG head coach Ron Mason) also will
serve as an assistant hockey coach. He will assume Ins duties
Oct. I.
Mason, who currently is the leaching professional at the
Maitland Country Club In Coderich, Out., has been ■
member of the "Golf Digest" instructional Stall and was a
teacher with Bob Toski at "Coll Digesl" schools in Florida
and Hilton Head, S.C.
'THERE IS NO doubt in my mind Ihal we arc bringing

one oi the nation's besi teachers of god to northwest
Ohio." Young said "We also arc getting a knowledgable
hockey coach in the process.*1
Mason, who started his leaching career in l*>(>! II Ihe
Dunttabie Downs Golf and Country Club in I ngland.
played collegiate hockey ai Si. Lawrence Universit) and
lettered in hockey, golf and baseball. Before graduating in
1063, he played a year of professional baseball In Ihe
Boston Red Sox farm system.
Mason also served as coach oi the Codench "Junta B"
hockey team in Ontario lor three \eais and played IWO
yean of professional hockey with the Wembley lions of
Ihe British Ice Hockey Association

WELCOME STUDENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OFFICE IS WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE OF YOUR CLASSES
WE WILL OFFER EXTENDED HOURS FOR
YOU: HOURS 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
SEPT. 22 ■ SEPT. 26
UNIVERSITY OFFICE

Huntington

445 E. WOOSTER

MAIN OFFICE

Banks

130 S. MAIN ST.

J *

NORTH MAIN OFFICE

TELEPHONE 3521522

1050 N. MAIN

?****»******************************^

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

A

By The Tracks
Just 1/2 Block From Campus

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
- Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling Green
Featuring F.I.P. Monthly Specials!

MASTER CHARGE &
BANK-AMERICARD
HONORED

Hours
9 to 9 Mon. thru Fri.
11:30 to 5 Sun.
9 to 7 Sat.

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
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Soccer squad 'green'
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Orange few hai hit the
Bowling Green campus with
Ihe football team's ••Think
orange" slogan sprouting
everywhere.
TinI oleon
VK.CC1 Mam, however, is
dominated
ill ecu.

by

the

color

Mead
coach
Mickey
* ochranc
counts
20
freshmen and sophomores
on iiis :,s iii.m team. Gone
from las! year's 6-3-1 squad

wry tough opponent In
Ohio
Wesle) .in
I ucsday
night and play such powers
.is Wooslcr. Cleveland State,
Akron. Ohio Universit) and
Northern Illinois"

Bt;. spoils an ovciall maik
of
SO40-II
with
si\
winning seasons, including
ihe last tour.

Although being one .it
the youngesi teams in the
country,
Be
has
been

LAST YbAR marked the
fust time in three seasons
thai the hooters wen- not
invited lo participate in the
post season
NCAA
tournaments
"Oui schedule this season

is all-American co-captain
Hud lew is. who was the
team's most valuable player.
"Not only is lasi year's
leant k-.idci (Lewis! gone.
hut we lost excellent players
like
Rich
Cotton.
Jan
I edouluk and Ban ll.i\deu
who accounted for 15 of

Goal* Tom Doritty tries to block a shot in last weeks practice.

the "-t goals we scored in
1974," explained (ochranc.
"We also lost iiinioi Boh
Boss who withdrew front
school lo gei married."
(ochranc. beginning Ins
11 th yeai as head coach at

is more challenging than lasl
year's a- we play one more
game, an
away
contest
against
low son
State
i Mil I." ihe veteran mentor
said "We open against a

gaping dole left by Lewis'
departure at halfback.
"What we will need this
season is a higgei goal
production ihan we had last
season, especially since we
weren't hitting in loo man)
goals al Ihe end of lasl
yeaitthree in ihe lasi three
games)." Co.Inane said.

tanked thud in the lust
Ohio
Collegia..Soccci
Association Kit s\| ratings
ol
the
season
behind
Cleveland Slate and Akron,
Ohio
Weslevan
was

Hie
falcons
will
be
experienced in the nets as
liimoi
lom Doneiy and
freshman
hopeful
Hob
M.ncon are gunning foi the
inimhei one spot,

Linked fifth, and Wooster.
anothet road foe, got the
found place position

Doneiy played in seven
games lasi season, filling in

rwo
main
problems
lacing
the
hooters this
season are the lack ol a

foi lire mimed Bill lleyiic.
one
ol
( ocliianc's
graduating casualties

consistent goal-get let on ihe
from line and replacing the

"Oui fullback line will be
anchored by one of Ihe
team's only
two seniors,
(ilcn Just, and junioi Ci.ug
Icski.
with
sophomores

Brodt challenges young cross country squad
B>
step
By Bill IEMcp
Assistant Sports bditor
Coach Mel Biodi enters
bis loth season at ihe helm
of ihe falcon cross country
icaui
this
fall
with
a
challenge
foi Ins young
squad
"lliis is probabl) the best
group ol people that we've
had since l"t><)." Biodl said,
"and I would like lo see
Idem do as well "

The
Ihe

Kilaini'
falcons'

Inn.
lone

Mid-American
Conference
(MAC) championship under
Biodi came HI 1069 when
he wa- blessed wild the
services ol all-American and
MAC champion Sid Sink.
Olympian
Dave
Wottle,
Sieve
Danloilh.
Hob
McComhci
and
li.ieev
llhoii among others.
"Thai team in '69 was
young, as is tins years*."
Biodl

said.

"But

tdcv

miinil riohi
, early
u. in
...
moved
ngdi along
the season and time will
only tell how we do this
year."

I he :.dl sports season loi
Howling
Green's
Inter* ollegiale
women's
teams starts next weekend
when the goll team travels
lo
Central
Michigan
I nivcisiiv |o participate in
I hc
Mid A in i- rlca n
Co n feren cc
I M AC )
lnviiaiioii.il
Ihe

women

linksieis.

Coached bj Dolores Black.
will seek Ui improve lasl
yeai's record ol I? wins and
IS
hisses
based
on
lournameui

goIIcls

finishes

we I e

ihe

stile

champions
and
placed
seventh
in
ihe Midwest
Championships last season
BOWLIN(i
WILL host
the

(iREEN
Midwest

Championships Ocl I and -i
ai
ihe
University
golf
course It will in- ihe only
dome meet tins fall
A top returnee foi
Falcons
should

the
he

sophomore Karen Parshall.
Parsdall was
liist
flight

/
,.
Zutllbaugh

returnees,
"Zoo ill '

.
.
leads

..
lb

i',n n e d

ill-American
honors
lasi
season with a I4ld place

Only co-captains Bruce
Vermilyca and Tom Preston
were
lost
through
graduation and Brodl das a
wealth of latent returning.
I ven though he missed
lasl
weekend's
17-.'K
opening season loss lo Kcnl
Stale, senior captain and
I"74 most valuable Itarrtei

Women's teams set goals
for improved 75 seasons
II) Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

«_.
Tim

finish
ai
the
NCAA
championships
and
also
grabbed
sixth
ai
the
conference meel
LAST
YEARS

running ovci ihe summer,"
Biodl said A couple came
hack wiih Injuries, but ide

outstanding
Caii ledge

remaining were
good shape."

freshman Dan
and
inosl

lop seven runners and what
Brodl calls j "line group ol
freshmen",
ihe
veteran

Class \,\\ SMI v.nd inn
iiiimciup das been slowed

leant

bracket
of
lasl
year's
OAlsw tournament. I vim
Crane will be defending the
goal line again
foi
Ihe
falcons

coach thinks pack-running
will
be
tin- key
lo a
successful campaign.
"With us being as young
as we are and not having
much depth," Brodl said,
"oui running in a pack will

Tde women's volleyball
unit posted a respectable
10-5 record last fall, but will
attempt 10 do even bettei
this yeai undei ihe guidance
of coach I'ai Peterson.

be even more
Hmdl
said
relumed from
break
better
Ihan last year
year's
lliuslied wild

Women's
(OAISW)
louinai icnt
and
placed
Ihiul
in
the
Midwesi
Championship flight,
was unable lo play
spring due lo injury

She
lasl

A gioup
ol seasoned
veterans make up most of
the
falcon field hockey
team this fall B(l coached
by Carol Durontini. tallied a
7-1-4 record last fall, a
definite improvement ovci
IWsl-M iccoid.
The women slickers begin
then season Oei 3-5 ui ihe
Sank
Valley
I aim

consolation

fairly

Zumbaugh
has
been
hampered with an achilles
tendon injury and freshman
Mark
Builci
ol
Ibtedo
Rogeis. last year's Ohio

medalist in last fall's Ohio

ilic

in

improved
runnct
Dan
Dunton also return along
wild junioi Gary Desjardins
and sophomore Gary I ink
Wild live ol last season's

Association
of
Intel collegiate
Spoils

win

meet
record
and
fourth-place showing m ihe
MAC title run
"With die exception of
one luiiuei in particular, il
was obvious iliat most of
Idem kepi up on ideir

something
Friendly.

slightly beiiei personnel and
a lot more li.uning lime."
Brodl s.ud
Kent, second 'o Eastern
Michigan al last year's MAC
championships, grabbed the
top
loin
scoring
spois
einoule to the vicloiy mil
on Bowling Green's new
live mile layout.

All-American
Dwlghl
Kiel look Insi in 26 ASA.
while
teammates
Mark
Hunter, Joe Dubina and
William Dunlap were Jose
behind
Dunton's flfld place In
27AS was ide falcon's best
finish, as I title followed in
sixth in 27:5.1, Cartlcdge
garnered eighth in " s
while
sophomore
Jim
M.ilcnc and freshman Brent
Beams finished
th and
lonlli respectively
Dsshrdins
iilihi
and
Tom
McSlielTer)
(I2lhl
rounded oui BG's lop seven
spots.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
jwishesto welcome everyone backtoBG!

N
'•

Kay Ann's
Beauty
*
Shop

Marly
Kolnick.
Nick
Forrest. Carl Bertrams and
freshman
Richard
Mink
giving
us
depth
and
maneuverability," ('ochranc
added
Senioi Sieve Cahalka will
be called on lo till in al
halfback
.,:.
wild
sophomores
Kevin Hove.
Jim
Kltilebcrgei
and
I -sdman Erich lausch,
Ihe Falcon rroni due will
be led by Junioi Sieve
Killleheigei. a live-goal
scoiei
last
season,
and
s o pd om oi es
K e II
llendeisholi and Bod lewis.
Bud's dioihei

WELCOME BACK
ROGERS DRUG

and

featuring
Merle Norman
Cosmetics

Enjoy

dome openci wild kcnl and
yesterday's
meet
with
Northwestern,
BRODT
SAID
the
Injuries had link- effoci on
the falcons loss lo Kcnl.
"Ihev
I Kent!
had

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

Important,"
the squad
the lummct
conditioned
team, which
mil
7-2 dual

with a pull in his uppei
thigh.
Both
missed
the

AND
CAMERA SHOP
135 N. MAIN
352-7575

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

Come In & Enjoy The Facilities of Your "Uimirr
Time" Center in Bowling Green.

^
^m —.';

IH Automatic Lou s
■I hull sin- Billiard Tables
Snack Bar & Cocktail fAtunge
TRY A SATURDAY NIGHT DATE WITH US'

124 W. Wooster
352-3133

AL-MAR COLONIAL LANES
1010 N. MAIN
PH. 352-1673

„„„.««£

TUESDAYS S THURSDAYS
11 AM -SPM.
3 GAMES FOR MOO

Conference in
Brooklyn,
Mich. Then first dome meel
will be Wednesday Oct. X
against the University of
Toledo.

HftbJDMADE
CRRPTs - PLANTS

AMONG
THE leading
veterans aie senioi (jinny
McGee, who was selected lo
the Buckeye II field hockey
leam lasl November, and
junioi Sue Cdoinian, wdo
scored six goals to help her

?h

Fini'lood&l
1027 N. Main
Bowling dreen

LOCATED NEAR
PETTi's bAoC bisoR
BEHiMOMAiN MBETT

Arline'sBeautySalons
1616 E. WOOSTER

For a Great Selection of Hi-Fi
Components at the Best Possible
Price See The Sound
Specialists at
Sound
Associates

1222 W. WOOSTER

Baker's Motel (^)

All Services Located on US 25

Specializing in Haircuts-

-Bypass Rt. 6

Male & Female
EVENING HOURS WED.-THURS.-FRI.

Phone 353-7114
.

Watch for the ELECTRIC
BLANKET, an Entertainment
Monthly Calendar featuring
stories of all activities sponsored
by the UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION.
First Issue of the ELECTRIC BLANKET
comes out Sept. 23, hang it on
your walls as a handy reference
for UAO Activities.

Complete Service
And Repair On All
Hi-Fi Equipment.

i^iSMnnssoeiaDes
You can hear us everywhere!

PHONE [419] 352-8750 • 352-4745
248 South Main Street
40o South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
Findlay. Ohio
OPEN: Monday - Friday 10 a.m. to • p.m. — Saturday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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MAC offers NCAA relief plan
By Dan Gnrfield
Assistant Spurts I dilui

grantt-ln-aid and scholarships, which at some major
Institutions i un close to a million dollars.
Ai ihe Chicago convention, there were some cuts in all
sports, but there weren't enough lo drastically affect the
intercollegiate program ai BG.

The NCAA is in need ol J survival plan Mid the man who
appears to hold the blueprint is University President MOIIIN
Moore Jr.
The NCAA, the 809-membei organization which governs
intercollegiate athletic programs across the country, is In
search of a miracle remedy able la comfort the Itearl bum
of the nation's powerhouse programs and settle the acid
indigestion ol smaller institutions.
Dr. Moore's plan, introduced m August ai an emergency
NCAA meeting in Chicago, is one ol the best proposals lo
come up in recent yens
In leading a Mid-American Conference IMA( I delegation
at last month's meeting. Dr. Moore proposed a plan ihai
won acclaim from many Instilutloni
His resolution called lot awarding all athletic scholarships
on the basis ot demonstrated financial need only.
The NCAA adopied lire measure loi furlhci study and
the MAC was lauded I'm its attempi io hall the soaring
cosis of intercollegiate athletics-something nobody seemed
10 have tlie answer lo
In simple terms, die resolution calls loi cuts in loial

WILD AS HIS guess may seem, il is a reduction that
carries considerable backbone. Some other proposals thai
were thrown out at the convention weren't even worth the
papei they were printed on.
I)r Stephan Horn, president of Long Beach State.
proposed a plan lot equal distribution of all television
monies. But his "Robin Hood" diplomacy backfired and
Ihe proposal was tabled.
Bui the proposal Dr. Moore presented to the convention
is only half-way home. It will get ils baptism under fire
■in January when a third special convention meets in St.
I inns. Then is where the bill will cither pass or get tabled
intoohhvian
Concerning the proposed MAC plan, Dr. Moore only
could estimate that the University could save nearly 40 per
cent of Us total athletic budget. However, he termed his
estimation "a wild ballpark figure."

*#********************1t

MOTEL

*
*
*
*
*

1450 EAST WOOSTER STREET
Across From Harshman Dorm
- CLOSEST MOTEL TO CAMPUS -

"Your Friendly Host
In Bowling Green"

+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

We feature:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newest modern rooms in 8 G
Room dial phones
Wall to wall shag carpel
Individually controlled nr/heal
Non-smoker rooms
Conference room
Restaurant
Color cable TV
Drive up window service
24 hour service
Best rates in B G
Free guest pickup

PH. 352-4671

Or

+
+
+
*

Dor mi

II
\t

+
*
*
+
+
+

FALCON PIAZA MOTEL

+
+
+
*
+

Dr. Moore said the main philosophy of ihe pioposed
MAC plan is lo reduce the difference between the veiy large
universities and the ones on the nexl level down.
"If the big schools put us out of business, they're out of
business too. They (the top .<() niajoi colleges)can't afford
it," Dr. Moore insisted.
If the MAC proposal is accepted, it will be a big step not
only for the league but also for Ihe NCAA itself. If the

organization, which has been governing Ihe athletic
programs of um nation's schools since l°06 can i unify all
its members now. look for a break-up within the ncXI few
years.
Smaller colleges will look to themselves 10 make the
decisions and major colleges will go on dominating w'
spoils with multi-million dollai budgets and look down Ml
■he NCAA as a fly-by-night outfit not worth the tints 01
money.

New golf pro, coach named
John Mason has been named the University's golf course
professional and assistant manager for next year, falcon
Athletic Director Dick Young announced lasi week.
Because of Ins strong collegiate hockey background.
Mason (no relation lo BG head coach Ron Mason) also will
serve as an assistant hockey coach. He will assume his duties

Oct. I.
Mason, who currently is the teaching professional ai the
Maitland Country Club in Godcncli. Out., has been a
member of the "Golf Digest" instructional stall and was a
teacher with Bob Toski al "Coll Digest" Schools in Florida
and Hilton Head, S. C.
"THERE IS NO doubt in my mind thai we are bringing

one ol ihe nation's best teachers of coll lo norlhwesi
Ohio," Young said "We also arc getting a knowlcdeahle
hockey coach in ihe process."
Mason, who started Ins leaching career in I%J il ilic
Dunslable Downs Golf and Country Club in England,
pbyed collegiate hockey ai St. Lawrence Unlvorsit) and
lettered in hockey, golf and baseball Before graduating ill
1063, he played a year of professional baseball in I he
Boston Red Six farm system
Mason also served as coach ol the Godcncli "Juiuoi B"
hockey learn m Ontario foi three years and played two
years oi professional hocke) with the Wembley lions of
the British Ice Hockey Association

WELCOME STUDENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OFFICE IS WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE OF YOUR CLASSES
WE WILL OFFER EXTENDED HOURS FOR
YOU: HOURS 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
SEPT. 22 • SEPT. 26
*

UNIVERSITY OFFICE

Huntmglon
Banks

445 E. WOOSTER

MAIN OFFICE
130 S. MAIN ST.

NORTH MAIN OFFICE

TELEPHONE 352-1522

1050 N. MAIN

;***•*******************•**•*•****•*•****•******••*•**

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

f\

By The Tracks
Just 1/2 Block From Campus

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
- Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling Green
Featuring F.I.P. Monthly Specials!

MASTER CHARGE &
BANK-AMERICARD
HONORED

Hours
9 to 9 Mon. thru Fri.
11:30 to 5 Sun.
9 to 7 Sat.

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
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Soccer squad 'green'

'in

B> Norm Baker
Staff Writer

1M

ra

the '4 goals we scored in
1974," explained Cochiane.
"Wc also lost junioi Bob
Boss who withdrew from
school io get married."
Cochrane. beginning his
llth ye.u as head coach at

ver)
tough opponent in
Ohio
Wesleyan
Tuesday
night and play such powers
as Woostei. Cleveland Slate,
Akron. Ohio University and
Northern Illinois "

everywhere.
The
falcon
socctft leain. however, is
dominated by the color
green.
Head
coach
Mickey

in., spons an overall mark
Of
50-4011
with
six
winning seasons, including
the lasl lour.

Although being one ol
the youngest teams in the

Cochiane
counts
^0
ircshrneu and sophomores
mi Ins 28-man team. Gone
from last year's 6-3-1 squad

LAST YEAR marked the
fust tune in three seasons
that the hooleis weie not
invited to participate in the
post-season
NCAA
tournaments
"Oui schedule this season
is more challenging than last

Orange few has hit the
Bowling Green cimpus with
the football team's "Think
orange" slogan sprouting

is

all American

co-captain

Hud lewis, who was the
team's moil valuable player,
"Not only is lasl year's
team le.idei (Lewis) gone.
but we losi excellent players
like
Rich
Cotton.
Jan
ledoichak and Bart Has den
who accounted fot 15 ol

Goalie Tom Doriely tries to block a shot in last week's practice.

country,

Be

has

been

tanked third in the liisl
Ohio
Collegia..:
Soccei
Association I0CSAI ratings
ol
the
season
behind
Cleveland State and Akron.
Ohio
Wesley an
was
Linked fifth, and Wooster.
anothei road foe, goi the
fourth-place position

year's as we play one more
game, an away
contest
against
I ow son
State

I wo
main
piohlems
lacing
the
hooleis
this
season are the lack nl a

(Mil.)." the veteran inentoi
said "We open against a

consistent goal-get lei on the
from line and replacing the

Brodt challenges young cross country squad
II\ Bill tslep
Assistant Sports Ldilor

The

( oach Mel Hiodt enters
Ills loth season ai the helm
of the falcon cross counU)
team
this
fall
with
a
challenge

foi

Ins

young

squad
" I Ins is prokihK the Ix'si
group ol people that we've
had since 1969." Hiodt said,
"and I would like lo see
them do as well "

l-alcons'

lone

Mid-American
Conference
IMACI championship undci
lliodl came in |%9 when
he was blessed with the
services ol all-Amerlcan and
MAC champion Sid Sink.
Olympian
Dave
Wottle,
Steve
Danforlh,
Bob
McComhcr
and
Trace)
blliolt among others,

"Thai team in '<>■> was
young, as is tins years s,"
lliodl
-aid
"But
they

moved light along early in
the season and tune will
only tell how we do this
scat "
Only co-.apt.nns Bruce
Veimilycj and loin I'resion
weie
lost
through
graduation and Biodt has a
wealth ot talent reluming,
lien though he missed
last
weekend's
17-.'8
opining season ION. to Kent
Stale, scnioi captain and
1974 most valuable hauler

Women's teams set goals
for improved '75 seasons
B> i .inn Leach

Assistant Sports Ldilor
I he !.ill spoi i. season lot
Bowline
G i ee n ' s
Mile! collegiate
Women's
learns starts nexl weekend
when the goll team travels
10
Central
Michigan
I'mvcisity to participate in
l he
VI i ,l \ me ' i, .1 n
Con fcrcncc
I \1 \ ( i
Invitational
The
women
linkslers.
coached i>\ Dolores Black.
will seek i.. nnpiove l.i-l
yeai's record •■' i" wins and
IS
losses
based
on
loiiin.inieui
finishes
Hie
gol lc i s
weie
stale
champion.
and
placed
seventh
in
the Vlulwe.t
Champion.hip. lasl season
BOWLING

GREEN

WILL host
the Midwesi
Championships Ocl l and 4
at
the
University
golf
course It will he ihc only
home meet this tall
A top returnee foi the
Falcons
should
be
sophomore Karen I'arshall
Par.hall was
liist
flight

£-\

medalist in last fall's Ohio
Association
o I
Intercollegiate
Sports
Women's
tOAISW)
loumaricni
and
placed
thud
in
the
Midwesi
Championship flight
was unable to play
spring dire to injury.

She
last

A group
ol seasoned
uici.ins make up moil of
the I alcon field hockey
leant this tall BG coached
by Carol Diircntmi. tallied a
7-1-1 record last fall, a
definite Improvement
197.1's 11-4 record

ovei

I he women stickers begin
then season Oil. >-5 al the
Sauk
Valley
Farm
Conference
in
Brooklyn,
Mich, Then first home meet
will be Wednesday Oil. X
against

the

University

team win tin consolation
bracket
ot
last
yeai's
OAISV. tournament
I sun
Crane will be defending the
goal line again for the
falcons
The

women's

volleyball

mill posted a respectable
10-5 record lasl fall, but will
attempt to do even bcuei
this year undci the guidance
of coach Pal Peterson

Tim Zuinbaugh leads the
returnees.
'' /. o o m
all-Amerlcan
season with
finish
at

honors
lasi
a I -tils place
I he
NC'AA
also
champion ships
and
grabbed
slxi
at
the
conference meet.
LAST
YEAR'S
outstanding lieshmau Han
Cart ledge
and
most
improved
runnei
Dan
Dunion also return along
with junioi Gar) Desjardins
and sophomore Gary I illlc
With live ol last season's
top seven runners and what
Biodl calls a "line group ol

much depth." Biodt said,
"oui running in a pack will
he even more important,"
Brodt
said the squad
relumed from the sunnnct
break betiei conditioned
than lasl year's (cam, which
finished with a 7-2 dual

Located on US 25
-Bypass Rt. 6

Phone 353-7114

Class
\A\ KSO-yard run
lunnei up has been slowed

Enjoy
something
Friendly.

LOCATED
Frnchxxi&lu't rcim
1027 N Main
Bowling Green

PETTI'

rslEftR

S. bACal boOft

ftEHlND mails! VTSffT

Arline'sBeautySalons
1616 E. WOOSTER

m

Ins

upper

thigh.
Both
missed the
home opeuei with Kent and
yesterday's
mcci
with
Northwestern.
BRODT
SAID
the
injuries had In tie effect on
the falcons loss lo Kent.
"They
(Kent)
had
slightly bellei personnel and
a lot more Hauling lime."
Biodt said.
Kent, second 'o baslern
Michigan at lasl yeai's MAC
championships, grabbed the
top
loin
scoring
spots
einouie lo ihc victory inn
on Bowling Green's new
live .mile layout.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
wishesto welcome everyone back to BG!

■\ Kay Ann's

!

B

y

Sh^p

featuring
Merle Norman
Cosmetics

i 124 W. Wooster
352-3133

CRRPIb - PLANTb

a pull

and

:

MKNOMftDE

with

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

:

AMONG
THE
leading
veterans are senior Ginny

Baker's Motel (^)

Zuinbaugh
has
been
hampered with an achilles
tendon iniuiy and freshman
Mark
Butler
ol
loledo
Roger., la.I
year's Ohio

successful campaign
"With us being a. v .mng
as we aie and not having

of

McGee. who was selected lo
the Buckeye II field hockey
team lasl November, and
junioi Sue Choi man. who
scored six goals lo help her

miming ovei the summer."
Brodt said. A couple came
back with injuries, but the
remaining weie in fairly
good shape "

freshmen",
the
veteran
coach ill in k-. pack-running
will
be
the
kev
lo a

Toledo.

Jl

eai ned

meet
record
ami
a
fourth-place showing in the
MAC title run.
"Wnh the exception ot
one lunnei m particular, it
was obvious that most ol
(hem kepi
up on then

All-American
Dwigltl
Kiel look in.I in _'(- 4X4.
while
teammates
Maik
Hunter, Joe Dubltiu and
William Dunlap weie close
behind
Dunton's tilth place m
27:45 was the falcon's bes"
finish, as I illlc followed m
sixth in 27:53, Cartlcdge
garnered eighth in 27 ss
while
sophomore
Jim
Maieue and freshman Brent
Beams finished ninth and
tenth respectivel)
l)«.' irdins
11 Ithl
and
Tom
McSheffer)
(12th I
lounded OUI BG's top .even
spots,

gaping hole left by lewis'
departure ai halfback
"W'lial we will need tins
season is a bigger goal
production than we had last
season, cspeciilr) since wc
weren't hilling in too many
goal, al Ihc end ol lasl
yeaililnee in the lasl three
games)." Cochrane said,
the

falcons

graduating casualties
"Oui fullback line will be
anchored bv one ol ihc
team's only
iwo seniors.
Glen I.'.i. and junioi Cralg
le.lei.
with
sophoiuoies
Mart)
Rolnick,
Nick
I one.i (.nl Bertrams and
freshman
Richard
Mink
giving
us
depth
and
maneuverability," Cochiane
added
Scnioi Sieve C.ibalka will
he called on lo till m ,H
hall hack
..!. •
wnh
Sophomores
Kevin Hove.
Jim
Kmlehcigei
ami
I '"'simian Erich r.iuscli.
Ihc falcon limit hue will
be led by Junioi Sieve
Ktlllebeigei. a live-goal
scorci
lasl
season,
and
s o p h o in ores
Ke u
llendeisboli and Bob lewis.
Bud's brother.

WELCOME BACK
ROGERS DRUG

AND
CAMERA SHOP
135 N. MAIN
352-7575

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
■I Rill-site Billiard Tables

Snack Bar & Cocktail l.oinifie

TRY A SATURDAY NIGHT DATE WITH US'
AL-MAR COLONIAL LANES
^.M
THURSDAYS
11 AM
SPM.
1 GAMES FOR M 00

For a Great Selection of Hi-Fi
Components at the Best Possible
Price See The Sound
Specialists at
Sound
Associates

1222 W. WOOSTER

All Services Specializing in HaircutsMale & Female
EVENING HOURS WED.-THURS.-FRI.

Watch for the ELECTRIC
BLANKET, an Entertainment
Monthly Calendar featuring
stories of all activities sponsored
by the UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION.
First Issue of the ELECTRIC BLANKET
comes out Sept. 23, hang it on
your walls as a handy reference
for UAO Activities.

Complete Service
And Repair On All
Hi-Fi Equipment.

AnnmssoGiOGes
You can hear us everywhere!
PHONE [419] 352-8750 • 352-4745
248 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

be

Doriel) played m seven
games lasl season, tilling in
loi ihc injured Bill Ikyne.
one
ol
Cochiane's

Come In ABUfoy The Facilities of Ynur "Letsurt
Time" Center in Bowling Green.
Iti Automatic I.an s

1010 N. MAIN
PH. 352-1673

will

experienced in lite nets as
junioi Tom Doriel) and
freshman
hopeful
Bob
Alaicon are gunning foi Ihc
numbei one spot.

400 South Main Street
Findlay, Ohio

OPEN: Monday - Friday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Saturday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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'The Orange' topples USM
with final quarter score
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor

down pass at the Southern
Miss :<>-yard line and three
plays lanes tailback Dave
Preston rolled around let!
end lot the winning puinls
Miller completed Id ol
_.< aerials tin a fine total of
175 yards-topping the l;t.

riic Falcons never-say-die
offense
rallied
with
j
late-same touchdown and
BG's
hard-nosed detente
slopped
iwti
Southern
MiNsissippi atlacfci as the
uuJclcalcJ
Hi v?
OUIIL'C
Machine won its second
game oi ihc year, l(>-M.
before .i Band l).i> crowd of
M.ii.'i JI Doyl I. fcrr)
Field.

The

B(j

ollcnsc

lushing total of 16.1 yards,
lint all the heroics were
laic ill coining. The I gleans
were listless in the lirsl
peitod and did not record a
fust down until live minutes
into the second quarter.

was

Preston and fullback Dan
Salcci. who rushed lor 16*1
yaids last week, couldn't
find
any holes 111
the
stubborn
Golden
Eagle
defense.
Three limes kicker Ciieg
Kantpe had lo bool the
falcons out of ihcu own
territory, hltl Ins punls were

nymfcd
by
Southern's
defensive from line in the
lusi quarter, bui aftoi .i
change In strategy .mil an
excellent passing day by
signal-callei Mark Miller. Ihe
Falcons found Ihc winning
combination.
LATE IN Ihc final slan/a.
freshman
wkigjback
lefl
Groth cauglil a key fourth

falcon tailback Dave Preston I'M bursts ilimnvli a bis hole in yesterday's 16-14
triumph over Southern Mississippi. Preston, a junior, wound up with
86
hard-earned yards in 28 carries to pace the B(. ground attack (Newsphoto by Ed

«•«■«•«»*
DUlSl

Suhal

monsters. The sophomore
from Defiance had kicks ol
4'' and 47 yards before lie
connected with a school and
Mid-American
Conference
record kick of 77 yards with

Freshman receiver aids BG victory
catches loi 57 yaids.
Ihc rookie from Chagrin

By Dick Rces
Sports Editor

who

had

an

exceptional

day. rolled out to his left,

(alls turned in one of ihc
I he Falcon football leant
unvcilcil sonic new lalcul in
yesterday's M>-I4 win ovei
Southern
Mississippi and
Ihc
list
was
heading
wtngliaik
Jeff
lii'shin.ni
Groth.
Groth,

listed

with

the

Ihlrd-tcam offensive unit
going
Into
lite
game.
finished as Howling Green's
leading rcceivet with foui

afternoon's most unpoilanl
plays late in the final period
when the
Falcons were
driving
lowaid
then
game-winning score,
With Southern Mississippi
leading 14-10, the falcons
were faced with a fourth
and thice Situation on Ihcu
opponent's 35-yard line.
BG elected to go lot Ihc
liisl down and sophomoic
quarterback

Mark

Mdlci.

WITH THE I aglc defense
pressuring him, Millet lotted
a pass towards Groth on Ihc
Id: sidelines. The youngslet
made .in incredible grab
i.ilhng mil ot bounds, hut
the official ruled lie had at
least one fool in hounds
when lite catch was made.
Thai put the hall on
the Southern Miss 26, and
three
plays
latei
Dave
Preston
scored
the

game-winning
touchdown.
"Miller threw n high,"
Groth said, recalling the
important catch. "11111 I
knew I could catch it jusl
like any othci pats,
"I have confidence in

play." he said. "The coaches
said I inighl get in a tew
plays, hut I thought they'd
use (Sieve)
Kuehl allei
(John) Holes got hurl."
Holes, stalling winghack.

myself," he continued. "I
thought if he (Millet! could
llnow Ihc hall close lo me. I
could catch it."
i'te game was the II■ si

entered the game, he stayed

collegiate

'here,

content

a 13-fflUCHin hotti wind at
Ins back
ALL
IN
ALL.
ihc
Falcons hail then hands lull
ihioughnut ihc afternoon

Groth played in.
"I WAS SURPRISED lo

was injured in the thud
period and was replaced by
kuehl.
H11I
once Groth

that

"They'ic a heck ol a
good leant." HI, head Coach
Don Vhlcn said ol the
Golden Eagles
"We had
trouble moving 'he hall We
had lioiihlc knocking litcin
oil Ihc hall .ind I lout
think we played parliculurl)
well in the lirsl lull '
Hut \clilcn s.ud he v..ts
plcjscd with ihc passing ol
Mlllci
and
the
defense
which stopped Iwu dines
late in lite game.

\ehlen
said
he
had
"mixed emotions" ahoui
going toi the iwo-polni
conversion allci !«•'■• final

1 t\\S AFRAID tliey'd
come hack and kick .1 field
goal."
Nehlcn
said.
defending hi- decision logo
toi the Iwo-poini nisi
cells 111 which Dave Preston
III lew
an
incomplete
halfback option pass

Falcons in twinbill
Bowling Green's football squad

will

IK-

making

history Saturday, Oct. IH when 11 will participate in
the t'nsi .iiimi.il Mid-American Conference (M \( 1
I cstix.ii of Football.
Ihc first college football doublehoadei cvei hi
Cleveland Municipal Stadium is set loi thai evening
Western Michigan will incci loledo in the hdhllci
ai 0 p.m. the second game slated 10 start al '• put.
will feature the falcons against the Kent Stale
Golden Flashes
Ihc unique ariaiigcmeni between lire MAC and the

I-veit alict the go-ahead
touchdown
scoicd
with
only 2:21 to go in the game.

Cleveland Stadium Corp. ..ills lot a duuhleheadei lo
be played each ol ihcnexi live years
Tickets lot the doiiMchcadct will go on sale
lomoiiow morning at Mcm011.il ll.ill tickci office
I icket- an- Ml m toi a,lull reserved seals and S4.00
loi H (1. siiidcni general admission A itcket is guild
toi both games,

Southern
came
hack
lighltng only to see a chance

Discounts .uc available loi group lickcl purchases
There is a 40-person minimum lot aitmp tales

die with an An Thompson
interception and a final

Group prices 1.n ttudcul lickels .uc "> - >u (iioup
ticket requests must he sent dliecll) lo the Cleveland
Stadium Corp Ordei blanks aie available In the

attempt trickle when Bill
Whidden intercepted' a pass
lo end the game

Memorial Hall lukci office-

The uncompromising ones.

Ruggers must rebuild
As il has fin Ihc past
seven years, the Howling
Green rugby club will offer
falcon
spoil
fans
a
"different"
Spectacle once

kind
again

of
tills

fall
A
game
with
English
origins, rugby has often
been
described
as
a
"barbaric game played by
gentlemen."
The
basic
object of ihc game is 10
cany a hall ovei a goal line

Meeting

without
any
protective
padding 01 Mockers.
last spring, the falcon
niggers
finished
with
a
24-5..1 record and were
1 .inked tilth in ihc nation. Ii
was the I 1I1 consecutive
winning season (tall and
spring seasons aie counted
separate).
Last spring, the team tied
lot
lirst
in
the
Mid-Aincncau

Conference

ami defeated such powers as
None Dame. Miami. Kent
Stale and St I 0111s
I he tail season Starts With

backticld player-coach Rick
Griswold.
Among ihc departed arc
team captains Paul Sironey
and Paul litpoinl. last ycai's
most valuable playei Bill

i?

3

}

JI

4

5

6

1

B

-

ore

ON

r?

/

RAO

Montgomery, hacks Jack
Ko/nunski. Ron (onanoc
SIN

Bind John Dwois.
Also losi were "A" team
centers Mike lerwood, Jeff
Gain and Ken Ware
"Despite 0111 losses in the
h.icklicld. all of oui "A"
team forwards (comparable
10 linemen in football) will
IK
hack
and
we
will

Bowling
Green's
rugby cluh will hold IIS
fust practice ai 4 p.m.

a question mark as the
Falcons were hit heavily by

Thursday on ihc field
adjacent to the Health
Cenlei
loi all those
interested m inming the
club.

in the hacklteld
""Not only did we lose
most ol the people in the

piobahly build out allack
around them," said Rogei
Mazzarella.
one
of
the
old-timers on Ihc squad.
THE
RUGBY
dub'l
initial tune-up before the
iegul.it season took place

'A* leant backftcld. hul we
also lost some replacements
from the "B" team," said

last weekend in Coluinhiis
where lit; took thud place
in a louinamenl

graduation losses, especially

/

X'.y

COS

R»

ENTER*

CHS

TAN

STO

RCL

EEX

CLX
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP 21 Scientific

$125.00*

The Hewlett-Packard
HP 25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00'

The calculations you face require no less.
[Today, even so-called "non technical" court**,
(psych. MC, bus ad. lo name 3) require a vari
ity ot technical calculation*—complicaled cal
ulation, that become a whole lot easier when
rou have i powerful pocket calculator
Noi surprisingly, there are quiie a (ew such
:alculator* around, but ours stand apart, and
.head We started it all when we introduced the
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in
1973, and we've shown the way ever since
The calculators you see here are our newest.
lSehr« of our second generation BnthofTeryou
ethnology you probably won't find in compel
tive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our HP 31 performs all arithmetic, log and
rig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations

Ii«display is fully formatted, so you can choose
K-iucen fixed decimal and scientific notation
Out IIP ?< does all that—and much, much
i*H*rv It's programmable, which means it can
* Jv* automatically the countless repetitive
iMetm every science and engineering student

Both the HP3I and HP35 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore If not,
call us. toll free, at 10*5)17933 (In Calif.
•00663 9S63) for the name of an HP dealer
near you

With an HP 35, you enter the keystiokes
",,c.viry to solve the problem only once
lhcTcafter. you iust enter tn* variables and
pro* the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
.uisucr accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
mean* do two things: ask your instructors
.ilviit the calculations their courses require, and
-cc li>r yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them

HEWLETT-PACKARD
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Bee Gee Bookstore
353-2252

1424 £. Woosfer

Across from Harsh man
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